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ABSTRACT
Ocean based robotic systems are an opportunity to combine the power of acous-
tic sensing in the water with sophisticated control schemes. Together these bodies of
knowledge could create autonomous systems for mapping acoustic fields and localizing
underwater sources. However, existing control schemes have often been designed for
land and air robots. This creates challenges for applying these algorithms to complex
ocean environments. Acoustic fields are strongly frequency dependent, can rarely be
realistically modeled analytically, have complex contours where the feature of interest
is not always located at the peak pressure, and include many sources of background
noise. This work addresses these challenges for control schemes from three categories:
feedback and observer control, gradient ascent control and optimal control. In each
case the challenges of applying the control scheme to an acoustic field are enumerated
and addressed to create a suite of acoustically driven control schemes. For many of
these algorithms, the largest issue is the processing and collection of acoustic data,
vi
particularly in the face of noise. Two new methods are developed to solve this issue.
The first is the use of Principal Component Analysis as a noise filter for acoustic sig-
nals, which is shown to address particularly high levels of noise, while providing the
frequency dependent sound pressure levels necessary for subsequent processing. The
second method addresses the challenge that an analytical expression of the pressure
field is often lacking, due to uncertainties and complexities in the environmental pa-
rameters. Basis functions are used to address this. Several candidates are considered,
but Legendre polynomials are selected for their low error and reasonable processing
time. Additionally, a method of intermediate points is used to approximate high
frequency pressure fields with low numbers of collected data points. Following this
work, the individual control schemes are explored. A method of observer feedback
control is proposed to localize sources by linearizing the acoustic fields. A gradient
ascent method for localizing sources in real time is proposed which uses Matched
Field Processing and Bayesian filters. These modifications allow the gradient ascent
algorithm to be compatible with complex acoustic fields. Finally, an optimal control
method is proposed using Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle to derive trajectories in
real time that balance information gain with control energy. This method is shown
to efficiently map an acoustic field, either for optimal sensor placement or to localize
sources. The contribution of this work is a new collection of control schemes that
use acoustic data to localize acoustically complex sources in a realistic noisy environ-
ment, and an understanding of the tradeoffs inherent in applying each of these to the
acoustic domain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The deepest depths of the ocean are the largest region of the earth yet to be fully
explored, despite being the closest frontier. Forays into this acquatic landscape have
shown that these areas of our planet once thought to be barren landscapes, are instead
hubs of unique biological, chemical, and geological features [Cartapanis et al., 2016,
Danovaro et al., 2017, Topc¸uoglu et al., 2016]. While these findings indicate that
further exploration is warranted, this exploration is currently limited by available
technology. This is a region humans cannot explore directly, instead having to build
sophisticated submarines capable of supporting humans at great depths and pressures.
These vehicles provide invaluable direct experience for researchers, but inevitably
have high costs to build, require special training, and are limited in the additional
research functionality they can support beyond keeping the humans inside them safe
at such depths [Rona, 1999]. At the other end of the spectrum are passive data
collection devices, such as those used in the passive acoustic sensor networks that
estimate whale populations [Marques et al., 2009,Hildebrand et al., 2016]. While these
networks are less expensive and risky than the human submersibles, there is a trade
off between data density and cost that often leads to sparse networks. Additionally,
data processing is often done offline after data is taken off the sensing devices, and
only after a long period of data collection. This means that these networks cannot
respond in real time to trends in the data.
In between these two ends of the spectrum is another option, a Remotely Operated
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Vehicle (ROV). ROVs communicate with a human in the loop to receive commands.
These commands can be about navigation or data collection, but in either case all
decisions are made by the human at the end of the line. So this class of vehicles
is limited by its communication channel. The fast, high bandwith RF signals used
for radio communications in air cannot penetrate far into the water. This makes
it particularly difficult to deploy in deep water, so the communication choices are
limited to a physical tether or acoustic modem. The physical tether has the obvious
limitations of weight and drag and manufacturability for long distances. While the
acoustic modem can reach further distances, it is severely bandwidth limited. Sending
back enough data to the human to make effective decisions can be a challenge.
For these reasons, autonomous vehicles are an attractive alternative. Underwater
gliders are deployed on long missions underwater to collect data. However, in many
cases these vehicles are using simple behaviours, such as lawnmower patterns or other
waypoint based navigation. Although these vehicles have significant on board pro-
cessing power, these types of motion control do not allow the vehicle to modify its
behaviour in response to the data it collects.
Ideally the vehicle is given a mission and no further human interference is required
until the mission is complete. This allows the vehicle to travel as far away from the
initial deployment as its fuel source allows, collect data and return to the researcher.
An even more exciting possibility is that the vehicle makes decisions on its own about
how it collects data. Based on previous measurements, the vehicle could decide where
to take the next data point to maximize the additional information or to move towards
a particular feature of interest whose location it can now predict.
Since it is difficult for humans to conduct undersea science directly, robots are
proving worthwhile surrogates. Sophisticated autonomous behaviours holds promise
for further fruitful exploration. However, these advances are not carrying over into
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undersea vehicles. One explanation why these advances in controls are not propogat-
ing into the underwater acoustics space is that many autonomous behaviours are
developed for ground and air vehicles, such as autonomous rovers or quadcopters.
The high propogation speed of sound in water provides unique opportunities for un-
derwater vehicles to exploit acoustic sensors. In order to achieve the same autonomy
in the water as ground and air vehicles, the underwater vehicles must be able to
navigate, avoid obstacles, and communicate. Additionally, they must take measure-
ments in the water volume to identify and count underwater creatures, or classify
geological features and topography. By understanding active sonar, in which sound
propogates through the water and returns to the vehicle, and passive sonar, in which
sound propagates from other sources to the vehicle, the objectives of communication,
navigation and measurement can all be achieved. Current state of the art systems
rely on acoustics to find targets and classify them [Grotheues et al., 2016], to deter-
mine their own location relative to the seafloor and other obstacles [Sun et al., 2016],
and to communicate via acoustic modem to share information [Reed et al., 2016].
The unique physics of achieving all these objectives through the analysis of acoustic
fields provides challenges for directly implementing the latest developments in control
theory to autonomous underwater vehicles.
This work focuses on the task of acoustic source localization. This means that by
analyzing measurements of the acoustic field, an autonomous vehicle is able to identify
the location of an acoustic source in the environment, and possibly drive towards this
source. There is a deep literature in the controls community that focuses on this type
of problem, either through extremum seeking or other algorithms. The complex ocean
acoustic environment means that the signals are composed of multiple frequencies,
the fields at each frequency are spatially non-monotonic, and noise must be taken
into account. Many existing control schemes were designed for scalar, monotonic and
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noise free fields. Some relax one of these assumptions, but there are few cases in the
literature that relax all three. So for autonomous vehicles localizing acoustic sources
there are three main challenges to applying the latest in controls literature:
• the lack of spatial monotonicity in most real world acoustic fields,
• the pervasiveness of ambient noise from anthropogenic, biological, and meteo-
rological sources,
• the importance of multi-frequency analysis for separating multiple sources or
noise, leading to vector fields.
The first issue is that real world acoustic fields are spatially monotonic as one
moves radially away from the source under only very specific circumstances. This is
easily demonstrated by looking at real acoustic fields. Two models are used in this
work that are based on real world environments. The first is the Munk profile [Munk,
1974], which is used to predict acoustic fields in the deep water ocean. The figures
below show transmission loss, which is defined later in Eq. 3.1. Transmission loss
can be summarized as a normalization that provides the shape of the fields without
requiring that a source strength be specified. This field shown in Fig. 1·1 decreases
monotonically only very close to the source. Though this region for the Munk profile is
a few kilometers for this particular frequency, this region shrinks at higher frequencies.
However, in deep water it is still reasonable to assume that there are some vehicles
close enough to the source to apply classical control techniques. This is not the only
scenario to consider though.
The exact transmission loss depends heavily on the sound speed profiles, bottom
characteristics, and source frequency. The Munk profile is applicable as a first ap-
proximation in deep ocean water, but more specific information yields more accurate
predictions. This can result in more complex transmission loss profiles close to the
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Figure 1·1: Munk profile transmission loss for reciever at 10 m and
1000 m source depth, in 5000 m deep ocean, with a source frequency
of 50 Hz.
source. Even ignoring this possibility, as well as the possibility of higher frequency
sources, there are environments where the region of monotonicity is small, even at
low frequencies. There are many applications for autonomous vehicles in shallow
water, where the water is only a few hundred meters deep as opposed to thousands.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 1·2, using the SACLANT North Elba Sea Trial
data [Gingras, 1994, Johnson, 2013], and here the range of monoticity has been re-
duced significantly to only 0.05 km. It was on the order of a kilometer for the deep
water profile. It is only in this very limited region that any algorithms that required
a monotonic field could be applied. It cannot be guaranteed that the source of inter-
est is this close to the vehicles when the algorithm begins, so monotonicity quickly
becomes a restrictive assumption.
The next issue is that noise is pervasive in the ocean. And it is only increasing as
anthropogenic activities in the ocean increase [Hildebrand, 2009]. The noise in the
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Figure 1·2: SACLANT experiment transmission loss for reciever at
10 m depth, in a 127 m deep ocean, with a source frequency of 100 Hz.
ocean was originally characterized by Wenz, and is often displayed in a graph referred
to as the Wenz curve [Carey and Evans, 2011]. The spectrum decreases as frequency
increases, because the ocean tends to attentuate high frequencies and propogate low
frequencies. The sources of this noise are a combination of biological, meteorological
and anthropogenic sources. From snapping shrimp and calling whales, to the noise
from wind driven turbulence at the surface, and the ever increasing contributions from
shipping and other human activities in the ocean, radiated noise is prevalent. There
is also the noise inherent in the vehicle’s movement. Flow noise over the hydrophone
occurs as the vehicle moves around, and the motors that propel the vehicle through
the water or trim the fins of a glider can produce harmonic signals. All of this
accumulates and results in interference that in some cases can easily be characterized
and removed, such as the motors because they hum at a specific frequency. The more
broadband noise though is difficult to characterize and cannot simply be subtracted
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off. In general, this work has focused on models of radiated noise. Clutter and noise
due to scattering are also issues in the complex ocean environment. Sometimes these
can be included in the models of noise used in this work, by considering the sum total
as sensor noise that is modeled with a Gaussian distribution. However, where this
assumption no longer holds, a detailed and specific treatment of clutter and scattering
is left for future work.
The third issue is that acoustic sources rarely produce sound at a single frequency
unless specifically designed to do so, perhaps in the case of an acoustic beacon. Most
sources, whether natural or artificial, emit a band of frequencies. Some sources can
still be found by focusing on behaviour at a single frequency, but most sources in the
ocean are characterized by their profile over a band of frequencies. In this case, more
sophisticated control schemes could be designed that utilize all of this information to
discriminate between multiple sources. In order to do so, all the information collected
over a band of frequencies has to be retained. Many characterization algorithms utilize
the amplitude at different frequencies, obtained via a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
So at each physical location a vector of magnitudesdthis spectrum, rather than a
single value. In aggregate this becomes a vector field, which requires modifications of
existing algorithms. Alternatively, it may be possible to process this spectrum into a
meaningful single value (e.g. use a dot product between the data and desired signal
to assess a match) and thus generate a scalar field. However, this type of method
is specific to a type of source. In either case, application of an existing algorithm
intended for scalar fields requires careful consideration and data processing to work
on the complex acoustic data set.
The objective of this work is to bridge these gaps between the latest developments
in controls research and underwater acoustic vehicles. The specific problem of source
localization is used to provide an objective for the algorithms. The novel contribution
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of this work is applying sophisticated control algorithms to complex acoustic fields,
then cataloging and addressing the issues that result. A framework for this discussion
is the generic acoustic sensing algorithm shown in Fig. 1·3. The alorithm is divided
into parameters and execution. The parameters are set for the entire run of the
algorithm, while the execution steps are looped through until the algorithm completes.
There are several processes in each of these areas, represented by the gray boxes. For
each process there are options that can be selected. Those shown are not exhaustive
lists for each category, just the methods used in the algorithms explored here.
There are two parameters: selecting the number of vehicles to implement the
algorithm on and the frequency band. For the number of vehicles two options are
considered, a single agent or multiple agents. This affects the resulting algorithms
in terms of data communication, since the information shared between vehicles and
where the data processing occurs (i.e. central or distributed processing) must be
considered. This communication issue is also affected by the type of vehicles the
algorithms are implemented on. In Chapter 2 two main classes of acoustic sens-
ing vehicles are described, surface and underwater vehicles. The former utilizes RF
communications in order to share information quickly, while the latter are limited
to acoustic communications. This work focuses on demonstrating the algorithms on
single vehicles, but a discussion of the extensions to multiple agents is included. The
other algorithm parameter considered is whether the input is a single frequency or
a frequency band. In most cases this translates to whether the inputs are scalars,
vectors, or a method is designed for processing the vector into a scalar. In this work
the algorithms designed are intended to be easiily extended to multiple frequencies,
but are demonstrated using a single frequency.
After selecting these parameters that remain fixed throughout the application of
the algorithm, next are the iterative portions of the algorithm. These are: Data
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Figure 1·3: Generalized acoustic sensing algorithm.
Analysis, Model Generation, Motion Law and Confidence Measure. In this work
three specific control algorithms are designed, reflected in the three motion laws in the
diagram. The goal of the work is to explore how these kinds of control schemes interact
with acoustic data. These interactions determine the options that are available for
the other parameters. New methods developed in these categories specifically for this
work have chapters dedicated to explaining the method, while existing methods are
discussed where used. Each of the three motion control laws have a dedicated chapter
as well.
The first process in the algorithm is the data analysis, and there are three options
used in this work. The first is Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a method to
filter noise that has been improved from that extant in the literature, discussed in
Chapter 4. The direct data from the hydrophone is also utilized, which means there
is no additional data analysis. The final option is using Matched Field Processing
(MFP) to analyze the acoustic data.
The next process is model generation, where the data that has been analyzed
is synthesized into a model that the motion law can act on. The first option for
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generating a model is utilizing a Bayesian Filter to create a probability distribution.
The second is utilizing basis functions to approximate the acoustic fields, discussed
in Chapter 5. The final process is selecting a confidence measure. In this work, all
of the methods utilize a threshold method, but these are implemented in a variety of
ways with each algorithm.
The thesis is organized into three parts. The first explores the dynamic and
acoustic models that are used with the algorithms. The third part focuses on the
algorithms, with a chapter dedicated to each type of algorithm. The first is Feedback
and Observer control, which is the most common type of control scheme. This is dis-
cussed in Chapter 6. The second is gradient ascent control, discussed in Chapter 7.
The third control scheme explored is optimal control, and is discussed in Chapter 8.
The remaining parameters are model generation and data processing. Several of the
methods used in these categories are extant in the literature, but the two which have
been significantly modified or generated for this work have their own dedicated chap-
ters. The first of these is a data processing method, PCA, discussed in Chapter 4. The
second is a model generation method, the use of basis functions to create analytical
representations of the basis functions, discussed in Chapter 5.
1.1 Literature Review
Reviewing the literature achieves several objectives. The first is that a gap between
the controls and acoustics literature in regards to acoustic control schemes has been
posited. This literature review demonstrates it by showing where the literature ex-
tends and where it does not. This validates the work pursued in this thesis is a novel
contribution. The second objective is to place the methods from each field within the
context of the known acoustics and controls literature. Where the work in the thesis
utilizes previous results or extends specific work, it is referenced in the appropriate
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chapter, and not duplicated here.
1.1.1 Noise Removal
One approach used in this thesis to deal with noise is to remove it from the data
by filtering. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been demonstrated by Yiying
et al [Yiying et al., 2012] to filter very low Signal to Noise (SNR) signals, while
maintaining more character of the signal than band pass filtering. Additionally, it
requires no previous knowledge of the frequency content of the signal. However, no
mathematical framework for understanding its limitations has been provided, either
in terms of the signals that it can be used on, or the performance of the specific
arrangement of the acoustic data into a matrix for PCA to operate on. These are
addressed in this work.
PCA has a long history outside of acoustic analysis as a noise filter, starting with
its introduction in the early 20th century by Pearson and Hotelling [Joliffe, 2002]
up to modern image denoising techniques and fMRI analysis [Talebi and Milanfar,
2014, Thomas et al., 2002]. It is a near cousin of Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) and is also used in some Blind Source Separation (BSS) Problems, where two
independent signals are convolved, rather than a signal and background noise. Under
certain assumptions ICA can be applied to the noise removal problem, but not with
Gaussian noise, and it is unclear if it could be extended to Wenz noise.
Other than some BSS problems and the Yiying et al [Yiying et al., 2012] work,
PCA has not been used with acoustic signals. However, it has been used for other
applications in acoustics: in Ocean Acoustic Tomography [Berrada et al., 2008] and
detecting emergent acoustic signals [Hoppe and Roan, 2011].
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1.1.2 Noise Characterization
The second approach proposed for dealing with the noisy environment is to simply
learn the spatially varying noise field in order to select optimal locations for sub-
sequent sensing tasks. These optimal locations can either be locations where each
vehicle has independently minimized the background noise at its location, or can also
apply to problems where a configuration (e.g. line array, circular array) is best for
detecting a particular type of signal, and this sensing optimality can be balanced with
the noise field. This knowledge also has the converse benefit of allowing the units to
select optimal locations for disguising themselves in a noisy area from detection.
This idea of learning the local noise landscape and reacting to it is not an exten-
sively explored field, though this is understandable given the focus and technology
limitations of most autonomous acoustic sensing platforms. Typically gliders are used
for deep ocean acoustics work where large spatial variations in an ambient noise field
are not expected. In addition, the agility limitations of the vehicles discussed restrict
implementations for solving this problem. However, in the applications under con-
sideration in this work, the vehicles typically reside in harbors or other littoral areas
where the shape of the basin, placement of buoys, passing ships or other land/sea
interactions can cause spatial variations within the operational environment of the
vehicles. There have not been many studies of the use of surface vehicles or other
inexpensive platforms in these arenas, though this technology is now being developed.
There is however a small body of literature that attempts to solve a similar prob-
lem. It differs from the methods proposed here in that it attempts only to solve for
directional noise (i.e. noise which depends on the angle with respect to the towed line
array reference frame rather than varying in a fixed x and y reference frame). Nor
do the methods proposed utilize any optimal control methods, but rather rely on be-
havior based control (i.e. station keeping). The first work is that of Parra-Orlandoni,
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who explored optimal target tracking in an anisotropic noise field [Parra-Orlandoni,
2007]. This method considered an optimal array heading to be that which minimized
the directivity index in the face of anisotropic noise fields. Parra-Orlandoni used a
Bluefin vehicle with a towed array. This array typically listens best with a broad-
side beam, but this may change in the face of directional noise sources. The relative
positions of the nose and the array were fixed. Although Parra-Orlandoni’s method
has a benefit of being a single variable optimization, the method does not address
optimization over multiple vehicles and does not consider any spatial variations in
intensity, only directionality. A similar directional view of the ambient noise field
was adopted by Fried and Schmidt. This work focused on maintaining an estimate of
the noise field with potential applications for understanding the physical environment
(e.g. under an ice shelf) [Fried and Schmidt, 2013]. Both of these examples show the
disparity between the acoustic field and the optimal control view of these problems as
both are based on the MOOS software architecture which focuses on behavior based
control (e.g. both utilized a station keep behavior to sample the angles). This is also
a reflection of the technology utilized, as the gliders are unlikely to be able to reverse
course easily with their towed arrays.
1.1.3 Approximation of Acoustic Fields
The use of basis functions to approximate acoustic fields has appeared in the litera-
ture, but not in ocean acoustics. In a neurological setting, von Mises and Gaussian
basis functions have been used to approximate spherical acoustic scattering, focus-
ing on a unit sphere [Jenison and Fissell, 1995]. This work has been expanded to
include neural networks [Jenison and Fissell, 1996]. Legendre and Laguerre polyno-
mials have been used to describe acoustic fields in functionally graded plates, where
structural materials are made of bonded plates. In these applications the basis func-
tions provide an expansion technique to find an analytical solution, not a method to
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approximate the field from data [Lefebvre et al., 2001,Matar et al., 2016,Elmaimouni
et al., 2011]. In near-field acoustic holography, a major application of basis functions
is the use of the Helmholtz Equation Least Squares (HELS) method, which uses data
to reconstruct acoustic pressure fields near the source from spheroidal functions [Wu,
2015, Wu, 2016]. While these are all acoustics problems, these methods cannot be
used in ocean acoustics. Either the methods are not valid in the ocean environ-
ment because they have been designed for near field acoustics, such as the acoustical
scattering methods. Or the basis functions that are used do not have the required
continuity and derivative continuity propoerties, such as the Helmholtz equations.
1.1.4 Fixed Sensor Element Placement
Much of the current informative path planning and optimal trajectory literature has
its roots in optimal sensor placement. Although this is not directly applicable to
the problems explored in this thesis, four papers are cited here for their influence on
and their almost universal citations in the later informative path planning literature,
particularly those utilizing mutual information [Guestrin et al., 2005, Krause et al.,
2006, Krause et al., 2008a, Krause et al., 2008b]. All four papers are tied together
by Andreas Krause and are based on the concept of a wireless sensor network with
many nodes. The question is how to optimally place these nodes relative to the
information gathered. This question is vital in a static sensor network since large
costs are incurred to change placement decisions down the line. And the usefulness
of the mathematics behind this question for dynamic arrays is apparent - dynamic
arrays are essentially repeating this optimization through time.
The body of work begins in 2005 with a paper that shows how maximizing mutual
information rather than entropy provides a more optimal solution [Guestrin et al.,
2005]. Additionally this paper addresses the issue of sensor reliability, no longer
assuming a perfect sensing radius, but rather a probability distribution associated
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with each sensor in the form of a Gaussian Process. The use of mutual information
was proposed as a metric to solve the issue where, in placing sensors greedily at
the location with most variance given the current sensor placement, sensors were
often placed along the wall, essentially wasting sensing capacity of any area past
the wall. Mutual information provides a method for considering the variance in the
entire space rather than at the sensor location. However this optimization was shown
to be NP-complete and therefore a greedy algorithm was proposed and used in this
paper. The next paper in 2006 focused on expanding this to include communication
costs and then continued further in another paper with other cost functions that
demonstrated an important property for their algorithms, submodularity [Krause
et al., 2006, Krause et al., 2008a]. The final paper in this series focused on adding
robustness to various communication failures [Krause et al., 2008b]. These papers
provided a sound foundation on the use of mutual information for sensor placement
as shown by how often the four are cited in the following papers, which extend sensor
placement into informative path planning.
1.1.5 Informative Path Planning
Although the mathematics is deeply rooted in the sensor placement literature, some
problems addressed in this thesis fit neatly as an extension to the class of problems
known as informative path planning. In this body of work, some information must be
gathered about a spatial field, and agents are moved either continuously or discreetly
in time to learn the field. Determining the optimal path to learn this information
given certain constraints, is the essential statement of this class of problems.
Although many different cost functions and information fields and robotic dy-
namics can be plugged into these problems, their major classifying feature is the
method by which the optimization is completed. Early methods work with gradient
descent and utility. However, these methods suffer from the “elementary school soccer
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team” problem when applied to multi-agent problems, where agents cluster around
features of interest. This issue can be addressed with a simple heuristic (e.g. adding
terms which force the robots apart, rather than the underlying mathematics driving
this separation) in Bayesian optimization. Bayesian optimization is a precursor to the
reintroduction of mutual information, as pioneered by Krause in sensor placement. In
the discrete sense, optimal path planning can sometimes overlap with optimal search
such as in Castan˜on [Castan˜on, 1995] which determines that the optimal search strat-
egy is to select the locations with the most uncertainty. However, search strategies
do not take into account any dynamics of moving from one physical location to the
next since search strategies often assume a zero cost movement from any one location
to any other location (e.g. selecting (1,1) in a grid and then moving to any (i,j) is
equally as costly regardless of the i and j selected).
Non-Bayesian/Mutual Information Methods
Early work in trajectory planning relied on Kalman Filters or Extended Kalman Fil-
ters for data fusion and receding horizon algorithms to determine controls at each time
step in a discrete time framework with the uncertain model being the space optimized
over. The optimization was found through exhaustive search methods rather than
finding an analytical solution [Leung et al., 2006]. Along with Meliou, Krause was ex-
tending the previous sensor placement algorithms to address path planning through
the formation of non-myopic planning graphs, and then selecting trajectories that
return to a base station [Meliou et al., 2006,Krause, 2007]. Simultaneously, gradient
descent methods not strictly based on mutual information, but other statements of
measurement and model uncertainty were introduced, still relying on sensor fusion to
maintain separation [Chung et al., 2006]. High level planning and sensing algorithms
were deployed in Monterey Bay on Autonomous Undersea Vehicles (AUVs) by multi-
ple groups, also introducing the idea of selective sensing (i.e. collecting and analyzing
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water samples only at certain selected locations rather than continuously) [McGann
et al., 2008, Ryan et al., 2010]. Other path planning algorithms merely focused on
ocean-model based predictions of features of interest, and directed vehicles to antic-
ipated central locations of said features, but assumed accurate ocean models [Smith
et al., 2010]. An amalgam of many current techniques can be seen in [Cortez et al.,
2011], where task decomposition is accomplished using Voronoi partitions, and gradi-
ent descent is used to drive robots along a map updated through Bayesian estimation.
Similar methods are used with a pseudo-mutual information termed utility (still de-
fined as the alteration of the current estimate based on the sample taken) in ocean
sampling in [Garc´ıa-Olaya et al., 2012]. As late as 2015 work was done in marine
sampling with sample-driven control on long time scales (i.e. at each survey, data is
post processed and a probabilistic model is updated for the next survey) [Das et al.,
2015]. Potential field travel and its pitfalls are also combined with information fields
to create trajectories [Vallve´ and Andrade-Cetto, 2015] with some more adaptive work
being done on ocean front tracking [Smith et al., 2016].
Although many of these papers focus on AUV control, the sensing objectives in
these cases do not include acoustic data, but rather other generic tomography objec-
tives. It also demonstrates that although there is much recent work in this area, even
in the underwater autonomous vehicle community, that utilizes the latest techniques
in optimal control, as recently as 2016 AUVs are still widely using behavior based
control and are not incorporating large scale multi-agent coordination or optimal con-
trol. The exception is early work done by this group utilizing gradient descent and
curve fitting techniques to locate quiet regions [McDaniel and LaDouce, 2014].
Bayesian Optimization
The first major technique related to the work proposed here in robotic localization
and search is Bayesian optimization. In this type of search, Bayes theorem is used to
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provide information about where the next sample ought to be taken. This sampling
in typical Bayesian optimization problems can be of a generic function, and there is
no cost associated with moving between sampling points [Brochu et al., 2010]. This
general idea has been adapted in several papers to apply to an actual physical sys-
tem with costs for moving. A first method utilized particle filtering and clustering to
determine sample waypoint sets and then selected them through a Bayesian optimiza-
tion. Another method combines Kriging interpolation (making assumptions about the
mean functions of the unknown field) and Kalman filtering techniques to use Bayesian
filtering for estimating a dynamic physical process [Corte´s, 2009]. Another adapta-
tion specifically in informative path planning uses layered Bayesian optimization to
address the phenomenon as well as the quality of the selected paths [Marchant and
Ramos, 2014]. The method can also be combined with gradient ascent to increase
the joint posterior entropy to control several robots [Meyer et al., 2015].
Although there are many other prolific uses of Bayesian optimization in the ex-
amples that are given below about mutual information, these few examples have been
selected to show that Bayesian optimization can be used to achieve informative path
planning objectives separate from the direct use of mutual information.
Mutual Information
Mutual Information is a powerful concept drawn from the information theory pio-
neered by Shannon. Shannon’s entropy characterizes the uncertainty in a random
variable X. This can be written mathematically, with H denoting Shannon entropy,
as
H(X) = −
n∑
i=1
P (xi) logb P (xi), (1.1)
where the random variable X can take on values xi, and P (xi) is the probability of
each of those values. This can be shown to be the probability value of the standard
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deviation of P (X). Mutual information arises by asking how much this uncertainty
is decreased by an additional measurement:
I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) (1.2)
Many informative path planning approaches use this quantity as a cost function,
such that by maximizing mutual information, they will find the greatest anticipated
decrease in the uncertainty around the given function [Cover and Thomas, 2006].
This technique has led to the next wave of exploration in informative path plan-
ning. Many of these techniques rely on a discretization of the field of interest, either
through gridding or waypoint scheduling. These methods are discussed first and are
the majority of the current literature. There are a few continuous path planning
examples, which are discussed briefly following the discrete examples.
Mutual information in a discrete formulation first appears in path planning lit-
erature in 2002 to explore an unknown environment where both the possibility of
detection is discretized into an occupancy grid, and a discrete set of inputs [Bour-
gault et al., 2002]. A major work in this area was completed by Grocholsky, but all in
discrete space [Grocholsky, 2006]. Andreas Krause along with other colleagues entered
the area of informative path planning, drawing heavily on the past work on sensor
placement in a paper on Multi-Robot Informative Path Planning (MIPP) which relies
on discretization of the sensing field and a receding horizon algorithm to maximize
mutual information along the trajectory [Singh et al., 2007,Singh et al., 2009]. Since
these are restricted by the combinatorics and scale of the problem, the introduction
of Rapid Random Trees and other Branch and Bound methodologies are introduced
to solve these problems more efficiently [Hollinger and Sukhatme, 2009]. A seminal
work applying these methods to underwater exploration focused on waypoint map-
ping for glider AUVs. AUVs motion is conducive to this framework, since they do
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little course correction underwater, instead surfacing at a waypoint to correct course,
and then similarly updated this method using branch and bound methods [Binney
et al., 2010, Binney and Sukhatme, 2012]. These types of methods were similarly
applied to quadcopters by partitioning a region and then determining the presence or
lack of presence of a quantity in a particular partition area and additionally taking
into account the network connectivity [Julian et al., 2011,Julian et al., 2012].
Although the discrete framework is suitable for the glider underwater vehicles,
many non-underwater vehicles and some underwater vehicles would be more efficient
if they were able to move in a continuous, unrestricted trajectory. The first exam-
ple of this type of trajectory in the literature is a method for generating continuous
trajectories based on a variety of sensors, using a particle filter to do the state esti-
mation [Hoffmann and Tomlin, 2010]. Mutual information gradients are also used to
create continuous trajectories in the face of hazards with quadcopters [Julian et al.,
2011] and for radiation mapping [Cortez et al., 2011].
Again, it is important to note that although there are UAVs included in this liter-
ature they have not taken full advantage of the controls literature. The methods have
not made use of the continuous frameworks that could result in more sophisticated
motions for the agile surface vehilces. None of those found are focused on acoustic
sensing. And neither do any utilize optimal control techniques, though they do utilize
some control schemes similar to the other types investigated in this work.
1.1.6 Source Localization
Although closely related to informative path planning, source localization assumes
that there is an object that must be found which is generating an acoustic field.
Informative path planning can be utilized to solve this class of problems when formu-
lated such that the information is information about this object. In acoustic circles,
beamforming is a common technique. This involves collecting acoustic information
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at several hydrophones in an array to determine the direction of the signal’s origi-
nation. Outside of acoustics, there are many localization techniques that are more
sensor agnostic (although acoustic sensing has a very different mechanism than most
range based sensors). In general there is a dichotomy here, where source localization
in beamforming is not matched anywhere in the literature with robotic source local-
ization, despite the inability to generalize acoustic sensing with more typical range
sensors. Traditionally, the acoustic sensors available for source localization have been
hydrophone arrays, either statically placed in a harbor or other region, towed behind
ships and submarines, or placed in the nose cone of underwater gliders. In the case
of underwater gliders and other autonomous vehicles, motion planning needs to be
done in addition to processing the acoustic data. However, where this has been com-
bined with acoustic sensing, this decision making is typically done separately from
the sensing, since the motion of the vehicle is often a preplanned trajectory such as
a lawnmower pattern or a station keeping motion. This separate function approach,
where finding the source and executing the motion are kept separate can be seen
throughout the literature on autonomous acoustic sensing vehicles. This approach
is utilized in air acoustics with Micro Air Vehicles [Basiri et al., 2012] that localize
people in water based on the signal from whistles on their life vests. This can also
be seen with underwater vehicles for general source localization, where often the fo-
cus of using the autonomous vehicles is on synthesizing information from multiple
vehicles to improve the estimate of the source location [Gadre et al., 2008,Sun et al.,
2016,Belbachir et al., 2010,Zhou and Willett, 2007].
Beamforming
The simplest version of beamforming is a line array where different sensing nodes
receive a signal at different times. These correspond to their relative distance and
the angle of attack of the incoming wave [Hald and Christensen, 2004, Uher et al.,
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2011]. Beamforming has also been extended to randomly distributed sensor array
systems [Hudson et al., 1998, Lintz et al., 2009]. The beamforming literature is a
deep well, but simple time of arrival techniques are sufficient for the initial surveys
proposed in this work, this literature is not surveyed further.
Matched Field Processing
Matched Field Processing is another acoustics technique utilized for acoustic source
localization. An overview of MFP algorithms is provided in [Baggeroer et al., 1993].
Additional work has been done since then on mitigating source motion [Zurk et al.,
2003], as well as work to incorporate sequential noisy measurements from MFP, by
incorporating it with Bayesian inference, particularly in geoacoustic inversion prob-
lems. In these problems, the MFP parameter is no longer source location but the
physical properties in which the sound propagates, with a known source such as wind
noise [Kim et al., 2016,Dettmer, 2013,Quijano et al., 2012,Dosso and Dettmer, 2011].
There are also methods that refine these types of algorithms for littoral scenarios such
as those in which the surface vehicles here could function, which uses reduced-rank
adaptive processing to improve performance [Zurk et al., 2000].
Non-Acoustic Localization
Although there is a wide literature in localization with distributed sensor systems,
the papers focused on here are those implemented in AUV systems, but that do not
utilize acoustic data directly into either the sensing or control. The systems use
typical ranging method assumptions and then apply assumptions on depth informa-
tion for localization [Wang et al., 2008], and are also sometimes about localizing the
agents rather than a source, though they could presumably be expanded with similar
range information. A similar ranging assumption is applied in [Belbachir et al., 2010]
without any further explanation of the ranging system. Although these techniques
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are useful, they are distinct from those proposed here because of the use of a “black
box” acoustic processor, which means acoustic information can be lost by being so
condensed. Another alternative approach to source localization is agnostic to the col-
lection of knowledge about the field and simply tries to move the vehicle closer to the
source. These types of algorithms are referred to as extremum seeking algorithms,
and it has been suggested that this can be used in an acoustic scenario [Zhang and
Sukhatme, 2007]. In this case often the field must fit a more limited set of assump-
tions. Assuming single peaks and monotonically increasing fields, a source can be
tracked by applying the methods in [Ashley and Andersson, 2016], which derives a
control law that drives the vehicle into a limit cycle around the source.
1.1.7 Acoustically Driven Decisions
The alternative to black box acoustic ranging systems is to utilize the acoustic data
directly. However the algorithms in the literature do not move a dynamic array
to find a source. The first algorithm does not directly address motion, but rather
selects sensors dynamically based on acoustic inputs using a threshold mechanism
[Chen et al., 2004]. This allows for better, less cluttered information for sensing
and beamforming, but does not drive the robots in quiet areas to source locations.
Similarly, in Isbitiren et al, time of arrival information is used to activate sensor
nodes [Isbitiren and Akan, 2011].
1.1.8 Nearest Literature Neighbors
In this work three main classes of algorithms are considered from the controls lit-
erature and investigated to determine how they can be adapted in order to utilize
acoustic data as an input. For each of these classes, there are some papers in the lit-
erature that are closest to what is done here. These are called out specifically to show
that this work is a step removed from their nearest neighbor. The control schemes
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that are proposed here have one key feature: the direct input of passive acoustic
signals to the control system, which has not previously appeared in the literature.
First are feedback and observer based algorithms. Observer control has been used
in an acoustic setting to help attenuate noise, as in [Bohn et al., 2004]. It has also
been used in many cases to achieve vehicle control, as in [Chu et al., 2017]. However,
there appears to be no overlap between these two groups, where an observer control
scheme is used on an acoustic field to find a source.
The second motion control law is to use gradient ascent methods. This has been
proposed over acoustic fields to move into quiet regions for subsequent sensing in
[McDaniel and LaDouce, 2014]. This method could be expanded to source localization
only if the field is monotonic, and as we’ve discussed above, this can only be assumed
in very specific cases. This excludes the class of extremum seeking algorithms as well,
such as [Ashley and Andersson, 2016]. The challenge in this work is to process the
acoustic fields into a function for which gradient ascent methods can be applied.
The third motion control law is the optimal control scheme Pontryagin’s Maximum
Principle. The first system similar to that proposed here is based on an ultrasonic
sensor network for tracking moving targets. This system is not a dynamic array, but
is using acoustic data to determine the location of a target [Xiao et al., 2006]. A
dynamic and static hybrid system is used for estimating a scalar field, where static
sensors continuously sense, and a moving robot follows a track which minimizes error.
This differs from the proposed method in that it is not using acoustic inputs, and
although initial systems use error based motion, it does not abstract it to mutual
information, and the minimization is not occurring through optimal control methods,
but rather by discretizing the field, and finally only a subset of agents are moved
relative to information collection [Zhang and Sukhatme, 2007]. Another static based
sensor system is looking for submarines using binary detection, but does not move
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the sensors [Zhou and Willett, 2007]. As techniques begin to move towards dynamic
sensing, path planning is still limited to discrete planning systems. There is a sys-
tem based on optimizing the integral of a quantity of interest along a path, although
discretization still occurs to allow this to be solved numerically [Yilmaz et al., 2008].
This discretized approach is thoroughly addressed by Choi et al [Choi, 2009]. Other
discretization techniques continue to appear, specifically calling out the high dimen-
sional mixed boundary value problem as done in [Hussein, 2008] as a reason to move
towards discretization [Le Ny and Pappas, 2009]. This continues into the continu-
ous trajectory planning, as mutual information and other informative path planning
methods are found, but rather than solving the optimal control problem, gradient
descent is utilized [Choi and How, 2010], or a receding horizon algorithms [Yoo et al.,
2015]. The closest attempt in this area is the Masters’ thesis by Nichols, which deals
in acoustic localization, but does not approach the problem from an optimal control
perspective, as well as differences in platform technology [Nichols, 2015].
1.1.9 Literature Search Conclusion
This thesis builds on a long history of work in informative path planning that has be-
gun with sensor placement, but fuses those techniques with the unique challenges pre-
sented by acoustic sensing. This literature search has demonstrated that these areas
have very few intersections, and those intersections are not the focus of those published
works. Specifically, although many pieces of work have put down a firm foundation
of theory in informative path planning and acoustic localization, the unique combi-
nation of these areas proposed as the contributions of this work have not appeared
in the works uncovered by this literature search. Therefore it is concluded that this
proposed work constitutes a novel contribution which advances the state of the art.
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1.2 Outline
This thesis has three parts. The first lays out the vehicle and acoustic models that
are used throughout the thesis. The second part discusses the new data processing
methods developed or significicantly modified specifically for this work. In the third
part, the implementation of the specific motion controls are discussed and the results
of these algorithms using the acoustic models discussed in Part I are presented.
Part I - Acoustic and Vehicle Models
• Acoustic Models: Rigid Bottom, Munk and SACLANT profiles
• Vehicle Models: Surface Vehicles and Submerged Vehicles
Part II - Data Processing Methods
• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for Noise Removal
• Basis Function Representations of Acoustic Fields
Part III - Algorithm Descriptions
• Feedback and Observer Control
• Gradient Ascent Control
• Optimal Control
Finally, the benefits and challenges of each algorithm is discussed in the conclusion,
as well as the potential for future work to improve these methods.
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Part I
Acoustic and Vehicle Models
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Part I of this thesis is a description of the assumptions about the acoustic models
and vehicle models that are used throughout the remainder of the work. In the first
chapter the vehicle models for two types of vehicles are discussed. The first is the
traditional underwater glider, and the second is a new type of surface vehicle. While
these vehicles imply different types communication protocols and propulsion systems,
a single linear model is used to describe them both. This allows the focus of the work
to be developing the algorithms and their interfaces with the acoustic data before
turning to more complex dynamics. In the second chapter the acoustic models that
are used throughout the thesis are discussed. There are three models used: a deep
water profile, a shallow water profile and an analytical model.
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Chapter 2
Vehicle Model
In all of the control schemes introduced in Part III, a mathematical description of
the dynamics of the vehicles is required. In cases such as the gradient ascent con-
trol, this may be handled by creating waypoints that do not require specific vehicle
dynamics. In the remainder of the cases though, a specific model is necessary. For
single agent acoustic processing algorithms, it is also useful to have an understanding
of the processing power and memory capacity of the vehicles, since acoustic datasets
can become large quickly. Additionally, for multi-agent algorithms it is important
to understand the communication channels, especially in regards to these large data
sets. The communication channel determines the amount of information that can be
shared, which may limit the types of algorithms that can be used.
This chapter is a discussion of the two major different vehicle types under consid-
eration for this work, specifically in regards to these types of concerns. The commu-
nication channels and memory limitations are discussed and the dynamic models that
are used throughout the thesis are laid out. The first type of vehicle is the classical
underwater glider, which is assumed to be underwater for the duration of the mis-
sion and is not considered eligible for multi-agent missions because of the bandwidth
limited acoustic communication systems. The second vehicle is a surface vehicle de-
veloped by the Sound and Vibration Laboratory at Boston University. This vehicle
is a cost effective alternative for multi-agent algorithms, and communicates via radio
so sending data between agents for cooperation is feasible.
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2.1 Underwater Gliders
Underwater gliders provide a platform for many different kinds of underwater re-
search. They are often utilized in acoustics research [Hildebrand and Roch, 2012,
Nichols, 2015], and particularly in the monitoring of marine mammals [Wiggins et al.,
2010,Baumgartner et al., 2013], but have also contributed to other areas of research in
the ocean, such as sampling for tomography objectives [Leonard et al., 2007b,Leonard
et al., 2007a,Lolla et al., 2014]. There has been considerable work on developing dy-
namic models for these vehicles. This is a non-trivial task since the vehicles often
utilize an internal mass system and fins to adjust their attitude and pitch [Graver
et al., 2003, Mahmoudian and Woolsey, 2008, Mahmoudian et al., 2009, Woolsey and
Leonard, 2002]. In one case a linear model was developed based on these higher level
dynamics [Graver, J. G. and Leonard, N. E., 2001]. Many of these models have very
high dimensionality and many parameters. In order to focus on the interplay of the
acoustic data and the algorithm, only simple linear models are used.
These underwater gliders are relatively energy efficient and able to complete long
missions. However, they generally rely on acoustic communication networks while
underwater, though some are equipped with other communication technologies but
have to surface to utilize them. Acoustic communications are notoriously bandwidth
limited [Partan et al., 2006,Akyildiz et al., 2005]. Multi-agent systems utilizing gliders
have to be designed to share only essential information. More often, they simply work
independently. These gliders are also cost-prohibitive when it comes to implementing
multi-agent systems. In their favor however, is their ability to be outfitted with a
wide variety of acoustic sensors. They can be used with a tetrahedral array in the
nose cone [Nielsen et al., 2013], or a towed line array [Gadre et al., 2008]. This allows
for a single vehicle to perform more complex acoustic sensing using techniques such
as beamforming.
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Figure 2·1: Quiet Micro Boat (QMB) Platform during pool testing,
which uses radio communications, a single hydrophone and jetted water
propulsion.
2.2 Quiet Micro Boats
An alternative to these expensive underwater gliders is the inexpensive surface vehicle
platform developed by the Sound and Vibration Laboratory at Boston University
[Bogdan et al., 2017a]. This platform is known as the Quiet Micro Boat (QMB) and
utilizes jetted water for propulsion and a single towed hydrophone for acoustic sensing.
This platform was developed specifically to provide an acoustic sensing platform for
multi-agent algorithms. To achieve this, it was important that the platform be cost
effective so that many could be deployed at once to test the algorithms.
The QMBs consist of a flotation platform, propulsion system, sensing system and
electronics system. The electronics are encapsulated in a water tight box with a
deckthrough for sensor and propulsion wires to pass through. The propulsion system
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is a set of Rule Bilge Pumps, which bring in water that is jetted off the back of the
boat through cut off fire hose nozzles. This jetting system puts the noisiest part of
the system (where the jet stream hits the water) far away from the boats, leaving
only the unavoidable motor noise. Finally the whole system is mounted to a boogie
board which provides flotation for up to 17lbs of equipment.
The QMB runs the Robot Operating System (ROS) with customized Python
modules to interface with the hardware. The last and most important system on the
boat is the sensing equipment. This is done with a Cetacean SQ26-H1B Hydrophone,
which has a frequency range of 0.020 to 45 kHz, and a maximum operating depth of
100m.The signal is converted by a Zoom H1 Recorder, which has a sampling frequency
of 48 kHz at 16 bits, which is able to live stream through a USB connection. This
system provides a built in analog to digital conversion, and is PyAudio compatible,
allowing it to interface with the ROS system. This system is useful for the littoral
and lake operating regions.
The dynamics of similar surface vehicles to that utilized here have been considered
in Derensis [Derensis, 2013]. In this work several different models are developed for
a surface vehicle, and a linearized model is developed from the initial model that
accounts for disturbances and other ocean effects on the vehicle. Again, this dynamic
model has many parameters that have to be specified and is a special case of the
linear model used in this work. So expanding these algorithms for these more specific
dynamic models is left for future work.
2.3 A Linear Dynamic Model
For both the underwater gliders and the surface vehicles, the dynamics can be de-
scribed by a simple linear model derived from axial propulsion and hydrodynamic
drag. This model begins with a force balance equation. The one-dimensional case
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is derived below, but it is assumed that each additional dimension is governed by a
duplicate set of uncoupled equations. The dynamic matrices for this model are shown
in one and two dimensions. The force balance equation is,
∑
F = mx¨ = −cx˙+ F (2.1)
In this equation m is the mass of the vehicle, c is the damping coefficient from the
hydrodyamic effects and F is the propulsion force available to control the vehicle.
The position of the vehicle is given by x, with velocity x˙ and acceleration x¨. State
space approaches are used in this thesis, so this equation is arranged into the form
x˙ = Ax+Bu = f(x,u). (2.2)
where the state vector x = [x1 x2]
T = [x x˙]T , and u = F is the input from the propul-
sion system. For the one dimensional case, A is a 2 × 2 matrix, and B is a 2 × 1
matrix. In general the controls are not considered to have limited values though obvi-
ously there is a maximum propulsion for both kinds of vehicles. Assuming unlimited
controls avoids the introduction of bang-bang controllers, so in each section mitiga-
tions are discussed specific to the particular algorithm for how to handle controls
outside the range of the propulsion system.
Using these states, the system can be described in terms of the matrices A and
B,
A =
[
0 1
0 − c
m
]
,B =
[
0
1
m
]
. (2.3)
In a two dimensional system, the states are extended to describe position, velocity
and acceleration in both x and y, so that x = [x1 x2 x3 x4]
T = [x y x˙ y˙]T , and u =
[Fx Fy]
T , and the matrices A and B have dimensions of 4× 4 and 4× 2 respectively,
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with specific values,
A =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 − c
m
0
0 0 0 − c
m
 ,B =

0 0
0 0
1
m
0
0 1
m
 . (2.4)
This dynamic model is used where necessary to design the control schemes in Part
III. In the previous sections it has been noted that both vehicles have more complex
dynamic models available, and this simple linear model is not a direct linearization
but rather a generalization. However, this selection has been made to allow the focus
of this work to be the interactions between the algorithms and the acoustic data.
Where possible, it has been noted how the methods can be extended by utilizing
the exact dynamic models (e.g. the method allows for non-linear dynamics). For
both the underwater gliders and the surface vehicles, the actual dynmaics are non-
holonomic, while this model allows the vehicles to move to any available location.
It does however capture the general principles of motion, since there are damping
forces and propulsion involved in both other models, so it is an appropriate first
order approximation.
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Chapter 3
Acoustic Models
This thesis bridges the gap between sophisticated controls and complex acoustic en-
vironments. In order to validate and design the algorithms, several acoustic models
that describe a complex ocean environment are used. One is an analytical model
while the other two are generated numerically. These models are
• Rigid Bottom Acoustic Model
• Munk Acoustic Model
• SACLANT Experiment Acoustic Model
and each serves a different purpose for this work.
The rigid bottom acoustic model is an analytical model derived by assuming a
fixed depth ocean with a rigid bottom and a pressure release top. By making these
assumptions a mathematical model can be derived which has some limited real world
applicability but is useful for exploring the mathematical specifics of some of the
algorithms.
The Munk profile is a famous description of acoustics in the deep water ocean,
and is comprised of a sound speed profile which can be used in combination with
software to develop an acoustic model that a simulation can reference. This model is
used to look at the properties of acoustic fields expected in deep water versus those
in shallow water.
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The final acoustic model is derived from an experiment that was conducted near
the island of Elba in the Mediterranean, and is referred to as the SACLANT data
set. This provides a real world dataset in shallow water, and is again represented
by a sound speed profile that can be utilized with a software package like Kraken to
develop an acoustic model for a particular source. Since exact pressure magnitudes
depend on source strength, Kraken provides the field data in terms of Transmission
Loss, TL, defined as,
TL(r, z) = −20 log
∣∣∣∣ p(r, z)p0(r = 1 m)
∣∣∣∣ (3.1)
where p(r, z) is the acoustic pressure in Pascals and p0 is the pressure for a source
in free space also in Pascals. Evaluating the free space pressure at a distance of one
meter, with the dimensionality factor A,
p0(r) =
Aeik0r
4pir
. (3.2)
yields a field normalized to 1 Pa at 1 m, as discussed in the Kraken manual [Porter,
1997]. In general the source strength is not specified since transmission loss is used
throughout. However, the fields are still identified by the source frequency. That is,
a 10 Hz field refers to the 10 Hz source that generates the field, as opposed to the
field that would be generated by a 100 Hz frequency source.
In the following sections each of the three models are discussed in more detail and
any mathematical derivations are provided. At the end is a brief discussion of how
these models are used in this work.
3.1 Rigid Bottom Model
The rigid bottom model of the ocean is often used as a first approximation for how
sound can move through a body of water. This simple model assumes that the ocean
has a rigid bottom, meaning all the acoustic energy is reflected back into the water.
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Figure 3·1: Problem description for determing the pressure field,
p(r, z, t) in an ocean with a pressure release top and rigid bottom.
In the real ocean some of this energy is absorbed. A rigid bottom is a good first order
approximation however, because it allows for an analytical solution to be found.
Additionally, the top of the ocean is assumed to be a pressure release top, so all the
acoustic energy at this boundary is released. Finally, the model is range independent,
so it does not consider a changing depth or other parameters. This problem statement
is shown in Fig. A·1. In general this is a simplification of the ocean, but it allows
for an analytical solution. Relaxing any of these assumptions would not allow an
analytical solution to be achieved. So, accepting these simplifications allows for some
understanding of the driving factors in the complexity of the acoustic fields from the
resulting analytical model.
Using these assumptions, there are several methods of solving for the pressure
field, but here an approach called the normal mode solution is used. The full version
of this solution is shown in Appendix A. The key points are summarized here.
The forced Helmholtz equation for a point source is,
[∇2 + ω
2
c2
]P˜ (r, z) = −2
r
rαδ(r)δ(z − z0). (3.3)
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with P˜ the magnitude of the pressure defined by
p(r, z, t) = Re{p(r, z, t) = P˜ (r, z)e−jωt}. (3.4)
Eq. 3.3 is solved by separation of variables, assuming the complex-valued pressure
amplitude has the form,
P˜ (r, z) = R(r)Z(z) (3.5)
such that
p(r, z, t) = Re
{ −jpirα
ρ(z)nSL
e−jωt
∞∑
m=1
Zn(zs)Zn(z)H
(1)
0 (krmr)
}
. (3.6)
By applying the boundary conditions and the isovelocity assumptions, the following
mode equations can be solved for,
Zm(z) =
√
2ρnSL
D
sin(kzmz). (3.7)
where the constants are given by
kzD =
(
m− 1
2
)
pi for m = 1, 2, ... (3.8)
and is related to the separation constant to yield
krm =
√(
ω
c
)2
−
[(
m− 1
2
)
pi
D
]2
for m = 1, 2, ... (3.9)
The modes that propagate have a real-valued krm, while modes that decay have
an imaginary-valued krm. So to find the frequency at which only a single mode
propagates in a given scenario, an inequality for the terms under the square root is
setup, (
2− 1
2
)
pi
D
>
ω
c
(3.10)
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such that the negative part of the square root is larger than the the positive portion
for the second mode. This means that the second mode and any larger modes are
imaginary and do not propagate. Substituting in m = 2 the system is solved to yield
the inequality,
ω < (3pic)/(2D). (3.11)
If the frequency is higher than this cutoff value, this yields more complex fields.
These fields occur because multiple modes are able to propagate, and their sum
is the resulting field. A sample output can be seen in Fig. 3·2. Aside from allowing
different frequency fields to be modeled, this method has the additional benefit that a
mathematical description is available which can also be used in some of the algorithms.
The other advantage of this model is an explicit understanding of the various
parameters. The cutoff frequency has already been described, but having this model
allows the shape of these various modes to be investigated, as well as how they
propagate over various frequencies. This can be done in a way that cannot be done
directly with the numerical models discussed in the next two sections. This type of
information is useful in understanding the applicability of various alogrithms. For
example, in some cases gradient ascent can be applied directly to an acoustic field,
but only when the first mode is the only one that propagates. Understanding in
the deep and shallow water applications where this cutoff might be if a rigid bottom
model is assumed can at least allow us to begin bounding the problem.
3.2 Munk Profile
The Munk profile is a classical treatment of the sound speed in the deep ocean which
is used to calculate sound in the SOFAR channel. This ocean channel was first
discovered by Ewing and Worzel [Worzel et al., 1948] in the 1940s, but had not been
explained through an analytical model until Munk’s 1974 paper [Munk, 1974]. Before
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Figure 3·2: Rigid bottom simulation for two sources, both located at
(0,0) m.
1974 the sound speed profile that was used was either two linear approximations
with different slopes that met at the minimum, or a parabolic fit. The first made
calculations difficult because of the discontinuity at the minimum sound speed, while
the second did not accurately represent the differing gradients above and below the
minimum which are important for calculating ray paths. Munk’s paper derived an
idealized sound channel from first principles, and using a dimensionless depth η =
(z − z1)/12B, the sound speed profile is
C(η) = C1[1 + (η + e
−η − 1)] (3.12)
where B is the stratification scale, and  and z1 are based on the temperature, salinity,
and pressure coefficients. A default version of this profile is provided with the Kraken
software download, and the particular parameters selected are described in the online
manual, [Porter, 1997]. The parameters for this profile are given in the following
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Figure 3·3: Munk sound speed profile for the water column and bot-
tom.
table.
Table 3.1: Table of parameters used to define the Munk profile.
Munk Profile Paramaters
C1 1500 m/s
 0.00737
z1 1300 m
1
2
B 2
1300
m
A few further parameters need to be defined for this profile. The depth for the
bottom of the ocean is assumed to be a constant 5000 m, and this bottom layer is
assumed to have a constant sound speed of 1600 m/s and a constant density of 1
g/cm3 [Porter, 1997]. Unless otherwise specified, it is assumed the source frequency
is 50 Hz. Utilizing the sound speed profile provided by these parameters, the sound
speed profile in the water column and bottom layer can be plotted, shown in Fig. 3·3.
The knee bend and different sound speed gradients above and below this bend are
what cause rays of sound energy to bend towards the middle of the ocean, creating
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Figure 3·4: Transmission loss for 50 Hz signal propagating in an ocean
environment described by the Munk profile, for a receiver depth of 10
m.
the effect referred to as the SOFAR channel.
The resulting transmission loss plot from this profile can be seen in the introduc-
tion, Fig. 1·1. As discussed previously, the goal of this work is to develop algorithms
for acoustic fields that are not necessarily monotonically increasing. In Fig. 3·4, within
1 km of the source the single frequency source has a smooth, decreasing transmission
loss. So in order to consider non-monotonic fields in the deep water ocean, the range
must be extended considerably.
3.3 North Elba Sea SACLANT Profile
The range of spatial variability in the acoustic fields resulting from the Munk Profile
is very large, especially with regards to the range of the QMBs. In order to provide
a realistic environment for these smaller range vehicles, shallow water profiles are
included, where the range of spatial complexity is much smaller. In the case of
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shallow water the bottom characteristics play a much larger role, and are often very
specific to the particular geographic region, so it is important to have experimental
data to verify the model. In this case a profile derived from a data set taken off the
island of Elba in the Mediterranean referred to as the North Elba Sea SACLANT
profile is used. The data is available at [Johnson, 2013].
The sound speed profile is derived from a data set taken in October of 1993, and the
goal of taking this data set was to provide a testbed for geoacoustic inversion methods.
This is where using typically wind or other natural sources of broadband noise, and
with known water column bathymetry, the bottom characteristics are derived [Dosso
and Dettmer, 2011,Quijano et al., 2012,Caiti et al., 1996]. The site for the experiment
was selected because these bottom characteristics were well known in this area of the
Mediterranean. The success of the data collection was verified shortly afterwards in
the application of several of these methods [Gingras and Gerstoft, 1995,Gerstoft and
Gingras, 1996].
The necessary input for the Kraken software used to generate the acoustic fields
is the sound speed profile. In the Munk profile, there is only a sound speed profile
for the water column, and the bottom is assumed to be monolithic with a constant
sound speed. However, in the North Elba SACLANT dataset, there is a water column
sound speed profile, and then a sediment layer before getting to a sub-bottom layer
that is assumed to have a constant density and sound speed. The sound speed profile
for the water column and sediment layer can be seen in Fig. 3·5, and the bottom layer
constant sound speed is assumed to be 1600 m/s.
As seen in Fig. 1·2, the region of smoothly decreasing transmission loss is approxi-
mately 50 m for a source at 65 m depth. Compared to Fig. 3·4, the field is monotonic
over a much smaller spatial range, which severely limits the applicability of extremum
seeking methods.
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Figure 3·5: SACLANT sound speed profile for the water column,
sediment and bottom.
This data set has been used in other ways since its publication. Most often
in the literature it is used to evaluate Match Field Processing (MFP) algorithms,
as in [Barroso Junior, 2015, Soares et al., 1999, Barroso Junior et al., 2016], but in
contrast with the work presented here, these uses are typically based on static, vertical
arrays, and do not utilize moving vehicles.
3.4 Noise Models
In the previous sections acoustic environments were addressed as defined by sound
speed profiles and boundary condition assumptions. However, the other major part
of understanding the relationship between what is emitted by a source and what is
received by the autonomous vehicles is the ambient noise. It was discussed in the
introduction how noise is a prevalent issue in the ocean and that there is some shape
to the frequency content of this noise, as described by the Wenz curves [Carey and
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Evans, 2011]. While this noise is not Gaussian, Gaussian noise is used in this work
as a starting point. There are some cases, such as PCA, where this distinction will
require further work to expand the methods from what is presented. However, for
others such as the MFP applications, our added noise in simulation is simply intended
to distort the MFP algorithm’s results, and the results are able to easily extend this
to more specific frequency models.
In this work, the random variables used to describe the noise are annotated as
follows. For normally distributed variables, as in the case of the Gaussian noise, the
notation
X ∼ N (µ, σ2) (3.13)
denotes a random variable X drawn from a normal distribution with mean µ and
standard deviation σ. In the case of a uniform distribution, the notation
X ∼ U(a, b) (3.14)
denotes a random variable X drawn from a uniform distribution that begins at a and
ends at b.
An important quantity to define relative to understanding the different noise levels
introduced is Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). A classic definition of this is
SNR =
σ2S
σ2N
(3.15)
or a ratio of the variance of the signal and the noise. In general Gaussian noise is
added to the signal in the time domain. However in some of the simulations (e.g. MFP
algorithms in the gradient ascent) the input is a magnitude only model, so Gaussian
noise is added directly to the magnitude data. SNR is calculated in different ways
based on the point at which the noise is added. Where the noise is added in the time
domain, the variance is calculated in the time domain. In the case of Gaussian noise,
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it is generated directly from an assumption of a specific variance. An RMS value for
the s(t) time domain signal is calculated according to,
SRMS = σ
2
S =
√√√√√ 1
T
T∫
0
s(t)2dt (3.16)
for analytical signals and according to
SRMS = σ
2
S =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=0
s2i (3.17)
for a series of data points si.
If noise is added to the magnitude data, then the time data is no longer be
considered, but rather individual data points with noise added to the individual point.
Therefore SNR will now be a function of space, just as the magnitude of the FFT of
signal, |S| is a function of space,
SNR(r) =
(|S|(r))2
σ2N
(3.18)
where the noise is characterized by its variance, though the values at each location
may change. An example of this would be the magnitude of a single propagating
mode, where there is a 1/
√
r dependence on radial distance from the source. The
SNR(r) curve would mirror the square of the magnitude curve, normalized by the
noise variance,
SNR(r) = 1/(σ2Nr). (3.19)
The time domain calculation in Eq. 3.15 is utilized in the PCA analysis, while the
frequency domain calculation in Eq. 3.18 is utilized in the MFP calculations.
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Part II
Data Processing Methods
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Part II of this thesis discusses the data processing methods that are developed
specifically for this thesis. The third part of this thesis focuses on the three motion
laws that are proposed, but for each there are several different kinds of data pro-
cessing and model generation methods that are utilized. Some of these are extant in
the literature, and in that case a description of the method is provided where they
are used in the third part of this thesis. However, for the two methods that were
developed as part of this work, one data processing and one model generation, each
is discussed in a chapter in this part. The first chapter in this part discuses the use
of Principal Component Analysis, a data processing method that is formulated to act
as a noise filter. The second chapter discusses a model generation technique where
basis functions are used to approximate complex acoustic fields.
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Chapter 4
Principal Component Analysis
One of the elements of a complex ocean environment is the presence of noise. In
particular, flow noise can be an issue for vehicles that may be forced to make tradeoffs
between collecting data while moving or the quality of the data. Given the mapping
tasks and uses of Matched Field Processing (MFP) in later chapters, where data
collected in one location affects the approximations or projected data in another
location, an optimal noise filter for this application would (1) perform filtering without
prior knowledge of the frequency spectra (2) maintain the position and value of the
important peaks for classification and (3) reduce error across the rest of the frequency
spectrum.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been used in Yiying et al [Yiying et al.,
2012] as a noise filter for acoustic signals, and has been shown to meet the first criteria
laid out. Yiying et al used PCA on acoustic data generated by the interaction between
the tires and the road in order to determine where the road was beginning to break up.
The microphone used to collect the data was under the vehicle so the data included
flow noise. PCA was shown to remove this noise. PCA was done on a matrix where
the acoustic data was arranged into time windows and an FFT magnitude was taken.
Rather than reconstructing the time domain data, the first principal components
generated by PCA were compared for reference data from known roads and collected
data. The dot product of these two quantities was utilized to classify the road quality.
In the applications explored in this thesis, the final product must be an FFT to utilize
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with the mapping methods, and the other criteria outlined must be investigated. The
Yiying et al paper [Yiying et al., 2012] demonstrated the effectiveness of their matrix
construction, but did not provide any alternative constructions or an analysis that
would allow one to determine whether the other two criteria were met. The present
work analyzes this construction, and suggests an improved matrix construction as
well as a method for selecting principal components. Then an analysis is provided for
both methods on whether the criteria laid out have been met.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was first introduced in the early 20th cen-
tury by Pearson and Hotelling [Joliffe, 2002] and has enjoyed a long history in many
different fields and applications for dimensionality reduction. Under certain assump-
tions about the data that are discussed later, this dimensionality reduction can be
considered a noise filter and PCA has been used as such in many different appli-
cations: fMRI [Thomas et al., 2002], ambulatory ECGs [Romero, 2010] and image
denoising [Talebi and Milanfar, 2014].
Outside of noise filtering, PCA has also been used on acoustic data for other
purposes, such as in Ocean Acoustic Tomography [Berrada et al., 2008], as well as
for detection of Emergent Acoustic Signals [Hoppe and Roan, 2011]. Blind Source
Separation (BSS) is a related topic in separating acoustic signals and uses methods
related to PCA. BSS solves the problem where several independent signals have been
mixed, as in the cocktail party problem (separating independent signals in a single
recording, e.g. many voices at a party). Independent Component Analsysis (ICA)
has been used as a BSS method [Asano et al., 2003], and is a similar method to PCA,
but assumes non-Gaussian signals, and that the signals are statistically independent.
This makes it inapplicable to the problem of ambient Gaussian noise, except when
very small time windows are taken so that the signals become independent. In this
case, PCA can be used to marginally increase the results of ICA, as shown by [Murata
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et al., 2001,Asano et al., 2000].
This chapter first discusses how PCA is used as a noise filter. Then several meth-
ods where a time domain acoustic signal can be processed into a matrix form are
discussed, as well as how each of these is expected to perform in a PCA noise fil-
ter. Additionally, a method for selecting the principal components for reconstruction
known as the Scree Rule, along with a new algorithm for implementing this without
human intervention is introduced. These methods are tested first using a simple multi-
frequency signal. The best performing are then selected for further study utilizing a
more realistic signal, randomly generated to match the characteristics of frequency
spectra from previously published data on ferries in New York harbor.
4.1 Methods
The spectrum of the signal is assumed to stay constant in time, and to have predom-
inant tones. Data is collected at either a single point in space, or at several locations
that are collocated. Collocated can be defined as near enough points that the sig-
nal without noise would not change significantly from propagation losses. The data
collected is denoted as x(t), and is assumed to be a sum of signal and noise,
x(t) = s(t) + n(t). (4.1)
The noise is assumed to have a normal distribution with zero mean and standard
deviation σ, such that n(t) ∼ N (0, σ2). The signal is recorded at a sampling frequency
fs. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to compute the spectrum at Nd points
in accordance with the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem.
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4.1.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis was originally developed as a method for dimensional-
ity reduction. This means that PCA takes in a data set that is in terms of k variables,
and tries to determine if this data can be expressed in l variables, where l < k. As an
example, consider the position of a car driving down the road. Though this system
may have three coordinates, only a single coordinate system is required since the
vehicle is driving in a straight line. A PCA analysis of the matrix of the collected
variables and observations, determines that only a single variable is required. This is
achieved through a rotation of the data set such that all variables are uncorrelated.
Let the original dataset be organized into a n × p matrix, X, composed of n
observations of p variables.
X =
var1 · · · varp
obs1
...
obsn
x11 · · · x1p... . . . ...
xn1 · · · xnp
 (4.2)
PCA defines a new set of variables using a p × p linear transformation matrix, A,
referred to as principal components, such that
Y = XA (4.3)
where the resulting n×p matrix Y contains the observations expressed in the principal
component space. The key feature of PCA is that the transformation A is defined
such that the principal components are uncorrelated.
By definition, if the principal coordinates are uncorrelated, their covariance ma-
trix must be diagonal. Using the linear transformation relationship expressed in
Equation 4.3, the principal value covariance matrix, ΣY , is seen to be related to the
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covariance matrix of in the input data, ΣX , as follows.
ΣY =
1
n− 1Y
TY =
1
n− 1A
TXTXA = ATΣXA (4.4)
Therefore, the PCA transformation is seen to be the transpose of the change of basis
which diagonalizes the covariance matrix of the input data.
When using PCA as a dimensionality reduction technique, the principal compo-
nents that have large variance are assumed to represent the independent variables of
the original data. Any low variance principle components are then taken to represent
the dependent variables of the system and thus may be discarded, giving a reduced
dimension data set [Shlens, 2003].
Calculation of the PCA Transformation
There are several numerical methods that can compute the linear transformation
desired by PCA. The appropriate method used depends on factors such as size and
completeness of the original dataset. There are two primary techniques for computing
the PCA transformation: eigenvalue decomposition and singular value decomposition
(SVD).
Consider the eigenvalue decomposition of ΣX :
ΣX = E
TDE (4.5)
where the columns of E are the orthonormal eigenvectors of ΣX and its eigenvalues
are on the diagonal of D. Selecting A = ET results in principal components with a
covariance matrix of
ΣY = D. (4.6)
Since the transformation A is a rotation it can be reversed by its inverse. As
previously discussed, the rotation matrix A is orthonormal by the definition of PCA,
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so A−1 = AT . Therefore the reconstructed signal matrix X′ can be created from the
selected subset of principal components Y′,
X′ = ATY′, (4.7)
With an understanding of how PCA has been developed for dimensionality re-
duction, and how this is achieved using a rotation, the next step is to show how to
apply PCA as a noise filter. An underlying data set with a linear relationship is cor-
rupted with Gaussian noise. PCA can be utilized to determine the rotation matrix
that causes the two new variables to be uncorrelated. In dimensionality reduction,
the high variance components are assumed to contain the variables that describe the
data, and in the case of PCA as a noise filter, this assumption is carried through. The
number of variables is reduced, then the rotation is reversed to return the data to the
original space. While this method cannot remove all noise, it significantly decreases
the error.
4.2 PCA Matrix Construction
In order to utilize PCA as a noise filter, the acoustic time domain data must be
arranged into a matrix whose variable columns have an approximately linear rela-
tionship from time window to time window. The method proposed by Yiying et al
is subdividing the time domain data into time windows. The time windows are then
considered variables. The observations are the magnitude values of the FFT at dif-
ferent frequencies. Although this method works, no alternative constructions were
explored. In this section, the Yiying et al magnitude only PCA is laid out, along
with an alternative scaling method. For comparison frequency averaging is included,
another frequency domain filtering technique.
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4.2.1 Magnitude Only Construction
The first method utilizes the FFT magnitude values from the time window FFTs.
It is assumed that the time windows are chosen so that a sufficient sampling rate
can be used for the range of frequencies considered, and that the locations where
the time windows are taken are collocated. The latter assumption is because the
nature of ocean acoustic fields is that different frequencies are filtered differently, so
if the measurements used in a single PCA operation are taken too far apart, then the
spectrum will change, and there will no longer be a linear relationship between the
columns. Holding all of these assumptions, the signal matrix with no noise S, for a
sample data set where only four tones are considered over three time windows, or the
matrix dimensions n = 4 and p = 3 has the form,
S =
var1 var2 var3
obs1
obs2
obs3
obs4

M1 M1 M1
M2 M2 M2
M3 M3 M3
M4 M4 M4
 , (4.8)
where Mi indicates the magnitude of the ith frequency. The convention of utilizing
time windows as variables and frequency values as observations, while not immediately
intuitive, becomes clear. PCA requires a linear relationship between the variables in
order to perform noise filtering. If the convention were reversed, this linear relation-
ship would only exist between the variables if M1 = αM2 = αM3, et cetera, which
is an extremely restrictive assumption. Instead, this convention allows the expected
repetition of frequency spectra from time window to time window of measurements
that are collocated from the same field to work in the filter’s favor. The average value
of the magnitudes is constant over all time windows. The average value of the noise
varies slightly from window to window but should approach the mean. Each element
of S has Gaussian noise added to it, N ∼ N (µN , σ2N). Before performing PCA, the
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mean of each column is subtracted off, where the mean is µi ≈ M˜ + µN . After PCA
is performed, this mean is added back in. This means that in this method, regardless
of how successful the PCA rotation is at removing noise, some of it will be added
back in.
4.2.2 Scaling Method
In the magnitude only method, a major drawback is that the mean of the Gaussian
noise must be added back in as a last step. This shift means that all frequencies will
be equally distorted, regardless of the value of the spectra in that frequency, so an
alternative method of restoring the values is proposed. In this method, scaling rather
than shifting is used to restore the final values, so that the distortion is proportional to
the value of the particular frequency. Ideally, small magnitudes will only be distorted
a small amount, and larger magnitudes will be distorted more, but this will still be
small relative to their overall value.
In the magnitude only method, the mean is subtracted off of the variables and
then added back in at the end. This mean is calculated based on the data available,
so it is the mean of the frequency magnitudes, M˜ and the mean of the noise, µN . This
means the matrix that goes into PCA, denoted before noise as S and after matrix of
noise N which has the same dimensions as S has been added and before the noise is
removed as Xpca has the form,
Xpca = S +N − (M˜ + µN)1, (4.9)
where 1 is a matrix of ones. Each column of the random noise matrix N is a taken
from a random distribution. While the noise has zero mean in the time domain, in
the frequency domain, the random variable of each column of the noise matrix, Ni
has a mean and variance, such that Ni ∼ (µN , σ2N). After the mean of the signal
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columns and noise columns has been subtracted off, the Xpca column matrices Xpca,i
are still randomly distributed but now with a zero mean or Xpca,i ∼ (0, σ2N + σ2S).
In the best case scenario where PCA is able to remove all of the remaining noise,
N − µN1, this means that what comes out of PCA is S − M˜1. So the magnitude
means have to be handed back in. However, the algorithm does not have access to the
frequency magnitude mean, only the original mean subtracted off the data columns,
which was M˜ +µN . So again assuming that PCA was able to remove all of the noise,
when the mean is added back, the resulting reconstructed signal, Srec still includes
the noise mean,
Srec = S + (M˜ + µN)1. (4.10)
If this step is not completed, then the values are still distorted by the lack of the
magnitude mean M˜ . This may result in negative magnitudes in many of the cases
where the original magnitude was low. Since the mean of the noise and the mean of
the signal cannot be separated, another method is proposed. In this method rather
than shifting to recover the original values, scaling is used. Shifting assumes that
the column variable is recovered because the vector that comes out of PCA Xrec (no
longer assuming that PCA has removed all of the noise) is missing the mean, or
S ≈Xrec + M˜. (4.11)
In the scaling method, the original value is assumed to be recovered by scaling the
variable returned after PCA, Xrec by a factor α,
S ≈Xrecα = (S − M˜1)α. (4.12)
Solving this for an idealized α, and looking at a single value yields
α =
Mi
Mi − M˜
(4.13)
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This issue remains that the mean of the column and the mean of the noise cannot be
separated to give access to M1, so the algorithm does not have access to either quan-
tities in this ratio. So to implement this ratio, these values must be approximated.
In order to do this, the magnitude value that is least distorted by the noise can be
used to create the ratio. It can be assumed that if the value before and after the noise
are relatively close, then the value can be substituted. This is the reason that the
signal has been assumed to have predominant tones. The maximum value of a single
column of the data matrix, D, is denoted as di, with a signal that has predominant
tones, is the least distorted by noise, or,
max(di)
max(di +N )
≈ 1. (4.14)
This can then be used for the denominator. It is then assumed that the same frequency
is the maximum in the vector that goes into PCA, which is the closest approximate
to the denominator. Therefore,
α ≈ max(xi +N )
max(Xpca)
(4.15)
which is calculated and applied for each column. This may still result in negative
values, so prior to calculating the maximum values of Xpca, the values are shifted
such that they are all positive, guaranteeing all positive magnitudes in the final result.
For signals with a broadband spectrum, the assumption that noise distortion
relative to the magnitude of the maximum tone may no longer be valid. In this
case, this method may not improve over the absolute value method. However, the
spectra used to test this method below have been assumed to have dominant tones,
and represent realistic signals.
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4.2.3 Frequency Averaging
In order to provide a baseline method for comparison, frequency averaging is also
utilized. The mean magnitude at each frequency across time windows is arranged
into a single vector and then replicated across the time windows. This is chosen as
the comparison method because in addition to being a frequency domain method, it
is agnostic to the frequency content of the underlying signal. Therefore, in a similar
manner to the PCA methods, it is known to meet the first criteria, but is unclear
how it performs on the latter two.
4.2.4 PCA Reconstruction
The goal of PCA is to return the time windows with the noise removed. In order
to do this, principal components with high variance are selected and then returned
to the original space by reversing the rotation. The issue is how to determine the
components that have high variance. In Yiying et al [Yiying et al., 2012] a method
was proposed that set an 80% threshold, and selected principal components until 80%
of the sum of all the eigenvalues was achieved. This typically resulted in selecting one
principal component. While this method performed well for the previous application,
it did not utilize information available in the shape of the eigenvalues.
To introduce a method that utilizes the structure of the noise to determine the
principal components that are retained, first the mechanics of PCA in the presence of
Gaussian noise is revisited. The PCA algorithm is searching for transformed variables
which are orthogonal or uncorrelated. The components with the highest variance are
selected as an approach to reducing the dimensionality of the data set. To explore
whether the acoustic signal is captured in these high variance components, let us
assume that the noise is combined additively, beginning with a two dimensional ex-
ample. Plotting two time windows against each other, the signal generates a line of
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unity slope, because var1 = var2. Therefore the maximum signal variance is along the
line, with zero variance in every other direction. This expands to multidimensional
examples as well - there is a single line in n-dimensional space, with the maximum
variance along the line and zero variance in all the other directions.
Gaussian noise is characterized by its constant expected value in the frequency
domain, and so the variance of the noise in any coordinate set is constant. Another
way to represent this for a discrete case is to assign a normally distributed random
variable at each frequency which has the same mean and variance across all frequen-
cies. If the noise alone is arranged into a PCA matrix, X, each row in X is a vector
of normally distributed variables with the same mean and variance, so the whole vec-
tor can be rewritten as a single normally distributed variable N . The next question
is what will occur after the transformation A. The transformation equation can be
rewritten in terms of the the rows of A and the columns of X:
Y =
a1...
aN
 [X1 · · · XL] (4.16)
The individual elements of Y can be written as Yi = ai ·Xi. Since A is orthonormal
by selection of PCA, each column is a unit vector, or
√
a2i1 + a
2
i2 + ...+ a
2
im = 1. If
X is taken to be only the noise content, then the dot product results in the following
equation:
ai ·N = a2i1N + a2i2N + ...+ a2imN (4.17)
Factoring out N yields
ai ·Nj = (a2i1 + a2i2 + ...+ a2im)N (4.18)
Since the elements in parentheses equal one, each element will be the same random
variable, and therefore has the same distribution as noise variables given in the original
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space.
Knowing now the characteristics of the noise and signal individually, the next step
is to see how they combine. If the signal and the noise are independent, then the
variance along any variable is the sum of the variances of signal and the noise in that
direction. This can be shown by writing down the variances of X in terms of the
Fourier Transform of Eq 4.1, where S is the Fourier transform of the signal and N is
the Fourier transform of the noise,
σ2X = E[(S +N)
2]− (E[S] + E[N ])2 (4.19)
By expanding the terms and assuming that the signal and noise are independent, the
variance is shown to simply be the sum of the variances of the noise and signal.
σ2X = E[N
2]− E[N ]2 + E[S2]− E[S]2 (4.20)
PCA selects the principal components with the highest variance. Thus, the principal
component chosen is that with the highest signal variance, since a comparison of the
variances of any two principal components is
σN + σS2 > σN + σS1 . (4.21)
This is the case for additive noise, but in the case of the magnitude only method,
the noise is no longer directly additive. Instead, the signal S is given as a complex
number αS + iβS and similarly the noise N is written as αN + iβN . Therefore the
recorded signal is R = (αS + αN) + (βS + βN). The magnitude then is
MR =
√
(αS + αN)2 + (βS + βN)2 (4.22)
Since the mean of the magnitude has been subtracted off, the square root will cancel
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out with the square inside of the expectation in finding the variance of an arbitrary
magnitude vector.
σ2M = E[(αS + αN)
2 + i(βS + βN)
2] (4.23)
This now can be used to construct the inequality, where our second magnitude vector
has a higher variance than the first, along with expanding terms
E[α2S2 + 2αS2αN + α
2
N + β
2
S2
+ 2βS2βN + β
2
N ] >
E[α2S1 + 2αS1αN + α
2
N + β
2
S1
+ 2βS1βN + β
2
N ] (4.24)
First note that the strictly noise terms (α2N , β
2
N) cancel from both sides. Rearranging
all cross terms to one side yields
E[α2S2 + β
2
S2
]− E[α2S1 + β2S1 ] >
− (E[2αS2αN + 2βS2βN ]− E[2αS1αN + 2βS1βN ]) (4.25)
This means that when PCA is performed on magnitude data, the principal component
with the highest signal variance is also the principal component with the highest
overall variance only under certain conditions. That is, if the difference between the
covariance in the first window and the second window is not larger than the difference
in variance between the second window and the first window. In general the covariance
between the noise and the signal are assumed to be low, so the difference should also
be low. The only way for it to be large would be for the noise and the signal to
be correlated, which would mean that the assumption of Gaussian noise has been
violated.
These results are reflected in the eigenvalue plots shown in Fig. 4·1. In the first
case shown in Fig. 4·1, two type of signals are evaluated. The first is a summed
sinusoid with several frequencies, denoted multi-frequency. The second signal is a
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(a) Eigenvalues for signal only.
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(b) Eigenvalues for signal with noise.
Figure 4·1: Demonstration of eigenvalue plots for a multi-frequency
signal and the magnitude only (ABS) PCA construction and a non-
repetitive signal (Handel). These are shown (a) without noise and (b)
with noise.
recording of Handel’s Messiah. The first signal has a repeated magnitude spectrum
over all time windows, and as a result has a single eigenvalue with the remainder at
zero. The Handel signal on the other hand does not have a repeated spectrum from
time window to time window, since the song changes over time. This is reflected by
the fact that even with no noise added, all of the eigenvalues are non-zero. Even
with no noise added, all principal components would be required to reconstruct this
signal. In the second case shown in Fig. 4·1, Gaussian noise is added to both signals.
For the multi-frequency signal, there is still a major dominant eigenvalue and then a
relatively flat floor of other eigenvalues representing the Gaussian noise. This floor
rises as the noise is increased. The Handel on the other hand continues to have a
linear distribution, though the levels are raised as the noise is raised.
PCA requires these linear relationships between windows, which means that in
both cases the spectra from time window to time window cannot change. This is
a limitation of this method, and while there are many real world, constant spectra
signals such as the ferry examples that is elucidated later in this work, there are some
signals that are not appropriate. One such is the Handel signal shown in the figures
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Figure 4·2: Autonomous scree rule algorithm implementation.
above. Having established that there are signals for which this method is appropriate
and those for which it is not, the question remains how the algorithm is able to
determine between these types of signals. With no noise, all but one eigenvalue ought
to be zero, but since the algorithm will only have access to the noisy data, it will be
looking at what is likely a dominant eigenvalue, with other eigenvalues that will vary
in their relationship to that one depending on the noise value. The scree rule has
been proposed in Joliffe [Joliffe, 2002] as an alternative to the 80% criteria rule and
is appropriate for this type of determination. This rule is named after piles of sand
or rock called scree, that will often separate into two domains - a steep slope at the
top where the rock is added, and a gentler slope further away where some of the rock
eventually falls. Identifying the inflection point between these two slopes in a PCA
eigenvalue plot separates on the left, large variance principal components with signal,
from the flat, Gaussian variance on the right.
While the scree method is appropriate given the nature of the Gaussian eigenvalues
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(i.e. they have a relatively flat slope since the eigenvalues are all approximately equal),
in the literature the rule is implemented by hand. A human identifies the inflection
point and then provides this information to the reconstruction. To implement this
method in an acoustic sensing algorithm, this method must be automated. In Fig. 4·2,
a method for achieving this is shown. By partitioning the eigenvalues, and doing a
linear fit to each partition, the inflection point can be found by selecting the lowest
error fits. There are two signal eigenvalues shown in Fig. 4·2, and several gently
sloping eigenvalues representing the Gaussian noise. By inspection, the partition
shown is clearly the minimizing partition. Moving the partition one to the left would
require a fit that no longer closely maps to the Gaussian eigenvalues in order to fit
the second signal. And one to the right would cause the partition on the left to have
more error because its trying to include two of the Gaussian eigenvalues. In this
case, the final index returned will be the third eigenvalue, and so two of the principal
components will be retained.
One final adaptation is necessary for the automation of this algorithm. While
this method will identify the single dominant eigenvalue in the case of the constant
spectrum signal, it still returns an inflection point for a signal such as the Handel.
When evaluated by a human, they would identify the Handel signal as a straight line,
but the algorithm as currently described cannot make this distinction. Therefore one
final criteria is introduced, that once the two best fit lines have been introduced,
the difference between their slopes must be above 15 degrees. This guarantees that
there is an identifiable set of eigenvalues, rather than two roughly flat lines. This
may eliminate scenarios with a repetitive signal and an extremely high noise floor
such that the dominant eigenvalue has been completely swamped, but at high noise
levesl the method may no longer return sufficient gains to be useful. This algorithm
is termed the Scree Rule Algorithm, and is described below.
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Algorithm 1 Scree Rule Algorithm
Input:
1: xeig : a vector of eigenvalues generated by PCA
2: linearfit(data) : calculates the linear best fit to a set of data
3: rms(data, actual) : calculates the RMS error between data and actual
Output:
4: for i = length(xeig) do
5: partition1 = xeig(1 : i)
6: partition2 = xeig(i : end)
7: fit1,m1 = linearfit(partition1)
8: fit2,m2 = linearfit(partition2)
9: rmserror(i) = rms(fit1, partition1) + rms(fit2, partition2)
10: end for
11: [minvalue,minindex] = min(rmserror)
12: ∆slope = m1 −m2
13: return minindex,∆slope
This algorithm can be utilized on real data in order to determine that the method
is applicable. It will indicate whether a single or at least a low number of princi-
pal components are appropriate, or show that all need to be kept, and thus that
the method is not appropriate for the underlying signal. In the remainder of this
work, since the signals are generated to be repetitive and have a constant frequency
spectra across time windows, for the absolute value based methods a single principal
component is selected.
4.3 Results
In Chung et al [Chung et al., 2011], several frequency spectra for ferries in New
York Harbor are presented. These spectra have common features in that there are
a few dominant tones, then a collection of medium tones, and then a floor of other
frequencies. Typically it is these dominant tones that are used to identify the source
of the signal. To simulate these kind of spectra, a random signal is generated to match
this description. This is done by summing signals with random magnitudes, weighted
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Figure 4·3: A sample frequency spectra randomly generated to rep-
resent mechanical acoustics signatures, such as a ferry.
by values depending on whether they are high, medium or low peaks according to
s(t) =
Nh∑
h=1
A sin(ωht+ Φh) +
Nm∑
m=1
0.25A sin(2ωmt+ Φm) +
Nl∑
l=1
0.05A sin(3ωlt+ Φl).
(4.26)
where Nh is the number of high peaks, Nm is the number of medium peaks, and
Nl is the number of low peaks. The amplitude is set by a random uniform variable
A ∼ U(0, 1). The phase is set by another random variable, all uniformly distributed
Φi ∼ U(0, 2pi) An example of one of these randomly generated spectra is shown in
Fig. 4·3, where Nh = 3, Nm = 5, and Nl = 1000. Though each realization is different,
the overall characteristics match the examples in Chung et al [Chung et al., 2011].
Utilizing these random spectra, noise can be added and the different PCA con-
structions tested. The first question is whether the results are affected by the selection
of the time window. A normalized RMS error is calculated over 10 realizations for
different time windows and noise levels in Fig. 4·4. Noise level is defined as the stan-
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dard deviation of the noise, σN . This is used in the figures in lieu of SNR because the
signal is calculated randomly each time. The SNR varies slightly but the noise statis-
tics are consistent. For a rough translation, on average the signals have a standard
deviation of 1.5, so
SNR =
σ2S
σ2N
=
1.52
σ2N
, (4.27)
where σN is the quantity denoted by noise level.
In each of the cases, for the Magnitude Only and Scaling PCA as well as the
Frequency averaging, there is no strong dependence on the time window. In order to
better compare these results, the average value over all time windows is taken and
plotted in Fig. 4·5. This indicates which method performs best in regards to the
reduction of overall error. The data is shown in blue, and both the Magnitude Only
(ABS) and Frequency Averaging (FAVG) reduce the error slightly, but are matched
in their performance. The Scaling (SCAL) outperforms both. It should be noted that
below a noise level of 0.5, all of the methods do worse than the data. However, this
translates to a noise level that is less than the variance of the data itself, so in an FFT
the dominant tones would still be largely visible in the data, so no noise filter may
be necessary. This figure indicates that the scaling method outperforms the other
methods in regards to the second noise filter criteria.
To evaluate the third, the shifts of the different tones in magnitude and frequency
have to be evaluated. This is done by calculating a frequency shift, ∆f and a mag-
nitude shift ∆M for each tone. These quantities are both shown in Fig. 4·6 for a
single frequency signal. The original signal is shown in black and the returned sig-
nal is shown in gray. The magnitude shift is calculated by taking the difference in
magnitudes of data M and recovered data Mrec
∆M = M −Mrec (4.28)
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(b) Normalized Error for Magnitude Only PCA
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(c) Normalized Error for Scaling PCA
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(d) Normalized Error for Frequency Averaging
Figure 4·4: Mean normalized rms error shown over noise level in terms
of the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise, σN , and the window
length in terms of the multiples of the period of the base sinusoid of
the random pseudo-ferry signal for the (a) Noisy Data (b) Magnitude
Only PCA (c) Scaling PCA and (d) frequency averaging.
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Figure 4·5: Mean RMS error averaged over time windows for noisy
data, Magnitude only PCA (ABS), Scaling PCA (SCAL) and Fre-
quency Averaging (FAVG).
and the frequency shift is calculated by taking the difference in frequency between
the frequency of the data f , and the recovered data frequency, frec,
∆f = f − frec. (4.29)
To identify these peaks in one of the more complex signals, this process is done by
taking the maximum of the original spectra and the maximum of the reconstructed
spectra and comparing them. These are then removed from the spectra and the next
maxima are located, and the process is repeated.
The results of this are shown in Fig. 4·7 for signals created with 3 dominant tones,
5 medium tones and 1000 small tones. The results show the frequency shift on the
left, and the magnitude shift on the right. In Fig. 4·7a and b, this is shown for just
the highest tone, while in Fig. 4·7c and d it is averaged over all 3 dominant tones,
and in Fig. 4·7e and f, it is averaged over the medium tones. In all three cases all
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Figure 4·6: Calculation of frequency shift, ∆f and magnitude shift
∆M for two peaks in the frequency domain.
three methods track consistently, though eventually the frequency averaging reduces
the shift slightly less than the others. In all cases these frequency shifts are small,
and less than the frequency shifts in the noisy data. In the magnitude figures, for the
highest tone shown in Fig. 4·7b, the scaling method is equal to the noisy data, but
this is by design since our scaling is done to make these two quantities equal. The
frequency averaging beats out the magnitude only method. For an average over all
the highest tones, the scaling method does decrease the error (likely more so on the
other two tones that are not the highest than what is shown, since this is included
in the average). The frequency averaging still beats out both other methods. For
the medium tones however, all three methods decrease the error for the noisy data,
and for most of the noise levels shown, scaling beats both frequency averaging and
magnitude only, which are roughly tied.
A specific instance of these results are shown in Fig. 4·8, where another sample
spectra is shown, then noise is added and the data is generated. In this figure, the
noise level is 4.9, one of the highest levels shown in the previous results. The data is
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(a) Maximum Tone Frequency Shift
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(b) Maximum Tone Magnitude Shift
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(c) Average Frequency Shift for Highest
Tones
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(d) Average Magnitude Shift for Highest
Tones
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(e) Average Frequency Shift for Medium
Tones
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(f) Average Magnitude Shift for Medium
Tones
Figure 4·7: Average results for randomly generated ferry signal for
data, magnitude only and scaling methods of PCA, and frequency av-
eraging as noise level is varied for frequency shift calculated across time
windows (a,c,e) and RMS magnitude shift (b,d,f).
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Overall Error Frequency Shift Magnitude Shift
Highest Peaks Medium Peaks Highest Peaks Medium Peaks
(1) Scaling (1) Frequency Averag-
ing
(1) Scaling (1) Frequency Averag-
ing
(1) Scaling
(2) Magnitude Only (1) Scaling (1) Magnitude Only (2) Magnitude Only (2) Magnitude Only
(2) Frequency Averag-
ing
(1) Magnitude Only (1) Scaling (3) Scaling (2) Frequency Averag-
ing
Table 4.1: Comparison of all filtering methods in regards to the cri-
teria laid out for the noise filter.
sufficiently dominated by noise that without prior knowledge of the signal, it would be
difficult to select a band pass filter or other frequency specific methods. The absolute
value method and the frequency averaging both recover the major peaks, and some
of the secondary peaks. However, similar to the previous examples, the noise floor
remains very high. The scaling method now has a wider variety of the peak values,
but the majority of them are still within range of the original signal, and the overall
noise floor has been significantly decreased.
To synthesize all of these results, the following table is constructed, which ranks
the methods based on their performance in the previous simulations. Where methods
have performed the same, this is indicated by equal rankings. PCA with scaling has
outperformed all the other methods in minimizing the overall error and reconstructing
the medium peaks. While it has been outperformed by the frequency averaging
method in the magnitude shift for high peaks, the difference in methods was not large,
and all methods reduced the error from the original data. All methods were tied for
the frequency shift error. All methods also perfomed well with the random signals,
which further suggests that they are frequency agnostic. While no clear candidate
presents itself for having been the best at all of the categories laid out, the scaling
method has outperformed in the majority of categories, and has not significantly
underperformed in the areas in which it did not perform the best.
Based on these results, PCA using the scaling method has been shown to be the
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(b) FFT Magnitude for Noisy Data
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(c) Reconstructed FFT Magnitude via Magnitude
Only PCA
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(d) Reconstructed FFT Magnitude via Scaling PCA
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(e) Reconstructed FFT Magnitude via Frequency Av-
eraging
Figure 4·8: FFT magnitudes for signal and data, then reconstructed
FFT magnitudes via magnitude only PCA, scaling PCA, and frequency
averaging of a randomly generated psuedo-ferry spectra with added
noise of σN = 4.9.
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best candidate for a noise filter that is frequency agnostic, minimizes overall error,
but maintains the magnitude and frequency of the dominant tones.
4.4 Conclusion
The new methods for mapping acoustic fields in Part III present challenges in terms
of filtering noise from acoustic signals in the ocean. Three criteria were laid out for
these kind of filters: that they not require previous knowledge of the signal frequency
content, that they retain information about the peak frequencies while simultaneously
lowering the overall error. PCA had been shown to meet the first of these criteria in a
previous work. In this chapter that method was evaluated further and an alternative
method was proposed. These were both compared to frequency averaging, and the
PCA with scaling method was shown to provide the best noise filter. Additionally, a
method was proposed for evaluating whether signals are appropriate to utilize with
this method, or if their frequency content is changing over time windows. The scree
rule was shown to be applicable, and a new method for implementing it in an algo-
rithm was introduced. All of this results in a new filtering method that is appropriate
for mapping techniques, and can be implemented autonomously. This method can be
used to reduce the noise in data as it is fed into several of the methods developed in
the following chapters. It can be used to provide data to the basis functions presented
in the next chapter in the presence of noise. Or it can be used to increase the noise
that the gradient ascent methods can be applied to, by reducing the levels prior to
the algorithm’s application.
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Chapter 5
Basis Functions
One of the challenges in all three motion control laws that are discussed in a later
section is finding a way to represent the data such that the algorithm can process
it. Certainly in the case of the optimal control algorithms, and for future extensions
of the feedback control methods, this means having a continuous, analytical function
that can represent the acoustic field. As has been shown in Chapter 3, and in Fig. 1·1
in particular, complex acoustic environments do not meet these requirements. The
sampled fields fluctuate rapidly in range as frequency is increased, and analytical
solutions for real ocean acoustic fields do not exist.
A finite series of basis functions has been proposed as a method to solve this
problem. The basis functions are selected to meet the continuity requirements, and
can be summed to create reasonably accurate representations of the field. There is an
additional constraint that becomes obvious in Chapter 8, which is that the runtime
necessary to calculate these basis functions must be reasonable. Two sets of basis
functions are proposed in this section, and evaluated for their performance relative
to accuracy and run time.
The proposed method of representing acoustic fields with basis functions is closely
related to an area of research known as Functional Data Analysis, which has a history
in longitudinal studies [Yao et al., 2005], and in analyzing patterns in weather data
[King, 2014]. The goal of functional data analysis is to take large data sets and
represent them using continuous functions, and many techniques to achieve this goal
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have been developed [Ramsay and Dalzell, 1991,Ramsay and Silverman, 2002]. While
basis functions are one of these techniques, much of the theory has been developed
under the assumption that processing time is not an issue, because the data sets are
so large. In the case of Gentleman et al [King, 2014], over 50 years of weather data
has been analyzed, so there is no expectation of trying to complete the computations
in a few minutes, much less seconds.
This chapter presents a method for using basis functions to approximate ocean
acoustic data by a continuous analytical representation that can be utilized by a PMP
based algorithm. Two candidate functions are investigated: trigonometric functions
and Legendre polynomials. These basis function sets are tested utilizing simulation
data generated by Kraken from the North Elba Sea Trials data to determine appli-
cability to realistic ocean acoustic environments [Gingras, 1994]. One-dimensional
fields are used to first determine the most accurate approximations, then the method
is expanded to two dimensions. Although the ocean is three-dimensional, many vehi-
cles are either physically relegated to a single plane (e.g. surface vehicles with a fixed
hydrophone) or sample the acoustic field at a fixed depth to simplify calculations, so
this work focuses on these two-dimensional representations.
5.1 Methods
In this section the methods for constructing and testing the basis function approx-
imations are discussed, beginning with the selected acoustic model for generating
simulation data. Then the general construction of the basis function approximations
for one and two dimensions are introduced, followed by the details of the specific
candidate basis functions, trigonometric functions and Legendre polynomials.
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5.1.1 North Elba Sea Trial Acoustic Model
The acoustic model that is used to test the proposed methods is derived from data
taken off the coast of the island of Elba in the Mediterranean [Gingras, 1994]. The
data set is referred to as the North Elba Sea SACLANT profile, and the raw data
is available [Johnson, 2013]. The data set was taken in October of 1993, and used
to derive a sound speed profile, which is shown in Fig. 3·5, with a varying sound
speed in the water column, a finite sediment layer and then an infinite bottom layer.
The original goal for this data set was to provide a testbed for geoacoustic inversion
methods. This is where natural noise sources, such as wind driven noise, are used
in combination with known water column bathymetry to derive bottom character-
istics [Dosso and Dettmer, 2011, Quijano et al., 2012, Caiti et al., 1996]. The site
was selected because previous experiments had already characterized the bottom of
the Mediterranean in this area. This data set has since been used for its intended
purpose, validating various inversion methods [Gingras and Gerstoft, 1995, Gerstoft
and Gingras, 1996]. The data set is used here to generate the acoustic field at various
frequencies to test the approximation methods.
The data collected from acoustic fields are time domain pressure values that vary
in time and space. There are different ways to condense the information and rep-
resent these fields: Root Mean Square (RMS) values of the time domain data, or a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which delivers magnitude and phase information as
functions of frequency. In ocean acoustics, the magnitude is most often used because
it carries the signature frequency spectra of specific kinds of sources, as in Oswald
et al, and Chung et al [Oswald et al., 2003, Chung et al., 2011]. Since exact pres-
sure magnitudes depend on source strength, Kraken provides the field data in terms
of Transmission Loss, TL which was defined in Eq. 3.1 in Chapter 3. If one can
reconstruct or represent the transmission loss field, then one can also represent the
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Figure 5·1: Transmission loss for the SACLANT North Elba Sea Trial
data set at different frequencies computed using Kraken.
pressure magnitude. As such, with no loss of generality, the transmission loss fields
are reconstructed in this chapter.
These transmission loss fields are generated from the sound speed profile shown in
Fig. 3·5 by utilizing the normal mode program Kraken. In this study, all additional
parameters are assumed constant, with ocean depth at 127 m, source depth at 65 m,
and receiver depth at 10 m. The resulting transmission loss fields for a simple source
with frequencies 10, 100 and 1000 Hz are shown in Fig. 5·1. The fields are calculated
out to a range of 0.5 km, which translates to an overall aperture of 1 km. This is
within the physical limitations of both a swarm of smaller surface vehicles or a larger
underwater vehicle to map. A shallow water profile was selected because the pressure
variations at frequencies of interest occur over this reasonable range (for deep water
profiles, these pressure variations are spread further out). Additionally, as frequency
increases, the complexity of the field increases. The particular source frequencies
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shown in Fig. 5·1 are selected so that there is a low, medium and high complexity
field, corresponding to 10, 100 and 1000 Hz. The range of frequencies selected stops
at 1000 Hz because after this the fields are all high complexity fields. The 1000 Hz
field is selected as representative, but can still be a physically meaningful frequency
for identifying sources. According to noise characterization testing of a Remus AUV,
these vehicles emit sound in a band around 1000 Hz, from their motors and other
propulsion systems. [Holmes et al., 2005]
In the ocean, noise is also present when the acoustic fields are measured. There
are many different sources of noise: flow noise over the hydrophone, or background
noise from meteorological, biological, and anthropogenic sources. Each of these can
affect the approximations in different ways, so this work focuses on the fundamental
limits of applying the candidate basis functions to acoustic fields without noise, and
leaves the study of noise interactions for future work.
5.1.2 Basis Function Approximations
In this section, the general construction of the basis function approximations is dis-
cussed. The transmission loss field is denoted as TL(x− x0), where x is the position
within the aperture and x0 is the location of the source. The aperture extends from
[−L/2, L/2], and the source is arbitrarily located within the aperture. Data is col-
lected from this field at discrete locations, xj where j = 1, 2, ..., Nd, and then used to
create an approximation. In order to separate the algorithm from the basis function’s
approximations, randomly placed data points are utilized throughout this work in
lieu of applying the PMP algorithm to create a collection of data points.
The transmission loss field approximation is constructed from a finite series of
basis functions, which has the one-dimensional form,
TL(x− x0) ≈
NO∑
n=0
anφn(x) (5.1)
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where φn(x) are the individual basis functions, with orders n = 0, 1, 2, ..., NO, and
corresponding coefficients denoted by an. Using the locations of the data points, the
basis functions can be calculated, and in conjunction with the collected data, Eq. 5.1
can be solved to find the coefficients.
For the two-dimensional approximations that are the eventual goal of this work,
Eq. 5.1 must be modified. Product basis functions have been selected to create two-
dimensional basis sets, such that,
TL(x− x0, y − y0) ≈
NO∑
n=0
NO∑
m=0
cn,mφn,m(x, y). (5.2)
where φn,m(x, y) = φn(x)φm(y). Again the coefficients are determined by solving
Eq. 5.2, after collecting data at various locations, (xj, yj) where j = 1, 2, ..., Nd. The
resulting system of equations can be written in matrix form to find the coefficients.
The data are placed into a column matrix TLdata, which is Nd×1. The basis function
matrix Φ, consists of the values of the basis functions evaluated at the location of
each data point. This matrix has dimensions of Nd × (NO + 1)2, because the basis
function order begins at 0. So the matrix Φ has the form,
Φ =

φ0,0(x1, y1) φ1,0(x1, y1) φ0,1(x1, y1) . . . φNO,NO(x1, y1)
φ0,0(x2, y2) φ1,0(x2, y2) φ0,1(x2, y2) . . . φNO,NO(x2, y2)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
φ0,0(xNd , yNd) φ1,0(xNd , yNd) φ0,1(xNd , yNd) . . . φNO,NO(xNd , yNd)
 . (5.3)
The unknown coefficients cn,m are arranged into a vector C. This has the dimensions
(NO + 1)
2 × 1, and is the solution of,
TLdata = Φ(xdata, ydata)C. (5.4)
The number of data points is fixed by how many data are collected, but the
selection of the number of basis functions based on Nd depends on the candidate
basis function. For the Legendre polynomials the Runge phenomenon, an instability
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at the edge of the aperture that manifests as high frequency oscillations, begins to
move into the aperture and results in significant error. This can be avoided by limiting
the number of basis functions. In the case of the trigonometric series, the number of
basis functions is determined by the spatial Nyquist sampling. A detailed discussion
is reserved for the following sections because these phenomena are unique to the
candidate basis function. In both cases however, the rules result in Nd > Nb, where
Nb is the total number of basis functions. In one dimension Nb = NO + 1, and in
two dimensions, Nb = (NO + 1)
2, such that Eq 5.4 is overdetermined and is solved by
least squares inversion.
In the case of either basis function, the approximation is only expected to have
fidelity near where data are collected. Outside of the aperture, the Fourier functions
repeat, and the Legendre polynomials approach either positive or negative infinity.
In both cases, this could lead to high field values that could misdirect the vehicle.
However, this is not a concern because the PMP algorithm presented in Chapter 8
balances the control energy required to take a measurement with the expected infor-
mation from getting that measurement (represented by the error between approxi-
mations). The exact tradeoff is set by selecting the normalization parameters in the
cost function. Therefore, the exact nature of the inaccuracies outside of the aperture
is not a concern.
Trigonometric Functions
The first candidate basis functions are trigonometric functions. An infinite series
of trigonometric functions is the Fourier Series. The trigonometric functions are
represented in their complex form, so that the approximate transmission loss field is
given by
TL(x− x0, y − y0) ≈
NO∑
n=−NO
NO∑
m=−NO
cm,ne
iknxeikmy, (5.5)
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resulting in periodic approximations of the data collected. Both negative and positive
frequencies are used, as indicated by the summation indices. The use of positive and
negative frequencies modifies the relationship between the order of the basis functions
NO and the total number of basis functions Nb, such that in one dimension these
are related by Nb = 2NO + 1, accounting for the negative frequencies and 0. In
two dimensions, the total number of basis functions used is related to the maximum
frequency index byNb = (2NO+1)
2. The real part of this series is used to represent the
transmission loss. The wavenumbers, kn and km are selected based on the aperture,
L, such that
kn =
2pin
L
for n = −NO, ..., 0, 1, 2, ..., NO (5.6)
using both the positive and negative frequencies, and normalized by the aperture
according to Kreyszig. [Kreyszig, 1999] The limit of the wavenumbers, NO, is de-
termined by Nyquist sampling. The spatial sampling rate is set at the maximum
spacing of the randomly placed points, ∆xmax, such that the sampling wavenumber
is ks = 2pi/(2∆xmax). The maximum wavenumber used to approximate this signal
must be less than one half this sampling wavenumber in order to meet the Nyquist
criteria, so
NO ≤ L
2∆xmax
. (5.7)
The index NO must be an integer, so NO is found by computing the right hand side
rounded down to the nearest integer.
Legendre Polynomials
Legendre Polynomials are a class of polynomials that are orthogonal on the region
[−1, 1]. These polynomials can be expressed using Rodrigues’ formula
φn(x) =
1
2nn!
dn
dxn
[(x2 − 1)n)] (5.8)
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with n indicating the order of the Legendre Polynomial. The polynomials are not
calculated using Rodrigues’ formula, but rather a recursive algorithm, where the first
two basis functions are defined as
φ0(x) = 1
φ1(x) = x. (5.9)
Subsequent polynomials are calculated as,
(n+ 1)φn+1(x) = (2n+ 1)xφn(x)− nφn−1(x). (5.10)
The Legendre Polynomials are only orthogonal on the region [−1, 1], so the loca-
tions of the collected data must be normalized. The aperture is defined as [−L/2, L/2],
so each location is normalized by L/2, and the polynomials are calculated for the nor-
malized locations xˆ, where
xˆ = x/(L/2). (5.11)
After calculating the Legendre polynomials using the normalized locations, the trans-
mission loss is approximated by,
TL(xˆ− xˆ0, yˆ − yˆ0) ≈
NO∑
n=0
NO∑
m=0
cm,nφn(xˆ)φm(yˆ). (5.12)
Due to the known Runge phenomena for polynomial fitting, large oscillations at
the edge of the aperture appear if too many basis functions are used for a specified
number of data points. These oscillations are nonphysical and must be avoided. For
evenly spaced data, the relationship between the number of basis functions Nb, and
the number of data points, Nd, that prevents this phenomena is, [Dahlquist and Bjork,
1974]
Nb < 2
√
Nd. (5.13)
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Although Eq. 5.13 was derived for equally spaced points, Fig 5·2 indicates this rule
is generally valid for randomly spaced data points. This figure shows the normalized
error, , for Legendre polynomial approximations to the 10 Hz field in Fig. 5·1. 50
and 100 random data points are used to generate the approximations, and then the
number of basis functions used to represent the field is varied. The normalized Root
Mean Squared (RMS) error,  used throughout this chapter is calculated by,
 =
√
1
N
∑
(TLdata − TLactual)2√
1
N
∑
(TLactual)2
. (5.14)
In generating Fig. 5·2, data around the source has been excluded and the error in this
region has not been included. This is necessary because of the peak at the source,
and is discussed further in a later section.
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Figure 5·2: Normalized error, , plotted versus basis order, NO, with
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and the dashed line indicating the basis order is greater than the Runge
threshold, for 50 data point Legendre polynomial approximations in
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In Fig. 5·2, a solid line indicates the approximation was generated with a basis
order, NO, less than the Runge threshold, while a dashed line indicates the approxi-
mation was generated with a basis order greater than the Runge threshold. In both
cases shown, where the number of basis functions is below the Runge threshold, ad-
ditional basis functions decreases the error. In the case of the 100 data points shown,
the error continues to decrease past the threshold, while in the case of the 50 data
points the error begins to increase with additional basis functions. In both cases, the
minimum error is found for a basis order greater than the Runge threshold. How-
ever, the difference between the error at the Runge threshold and the minimum error
is small, and the Runge threshold guarantees stable behavior. Thus it is used for
selecting the number of Legendre polynomial basis functions.
5.2 Simulations
Having established the form of the basis functions and the method for selecting the
number of basis functions, the next step is to explore the accuracy and runtime in
simulations using data from the acoustic model described above. There are several
issues to explore with regards to accuracy: the effect of selecting points very close
to the source, the effect of the number of data points, and how these can change
depending on the frequency. The accuracy of one-dimensional approximations is
explored first. Then the two-dimensional case is considered, and finally the trade off
between run time and accuracy is described.
5.2.1 One-Dimensional Simulations
To select the best methods in regards to accuracy for the basis function approxima-
tions, it is useful to begin with a study in one dimension, where the various results can
be easily demonstrated. The first issue to be explored is the feature that is common
to all of the transmission loss fields shown in Fig. 5·1. Analytically, all three fields
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Figure 5·3: Demonstration of trigonometric functions and Legendre
polynomials approximations to the 10 Hz field with data points allowed
across the entire aperture, including near the source.
have a discontinuous peak at the source. Neither candidate basis function has this
discontinuity by design, so the effect of this feature on the approximations is explored
first. The 10 Hz transmission loss field is shown in blue in both Fig. 5·3 and 5·4. For
the approximations in Fig. 5·3, 100 data points are distributed randomly along the
full aperture, allowing data points that are very near x = 0. Both functions approxi-
mate the general shape of the field well, but have oscillations along the function that
are nonphysical. In both cases these behaviors are driven by competing objectives.
Matching the high valued but discontinuous peak requires high order functions, but
keeping the low valleys smooth requires leaving those high order functions and their
oscillations out. The peak represents only a very small portion of the overall field, so
perhaps its exact value can be sacrificed in order to produce a better approximation
everywhere else. However, it would still be important that this location be an iden-
tifiable maxima, and any method for disregarding the peak must be implemented as
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data is being collected.
In Fig. 5·4, this is achieved by implementing an exclusion range defined by the
mean, µTL, and standard deviation, σTL of the data from the actual field. Only data
within a factor of a standard deviation of the mean is retained for the approximation,
or TLincl
µTL − ασTL < TLincl < µTL + ασTL. (5.15)
For this figure, α = 1. Any data that falls outside of this region is disregarded
in the approximation. This method can be implemented while collecting data by
calculating the statistics of the data rather than the underlying field. To allow for
direct comparison with Fig. 5·3, as data points are disregarded, they are replaced
until there are 100 data points distributed across the allowable range. The result is
that there are no data points very close to x = 0, because these would be in the gray
exclusion region. Both approximations meet the criteria of preserving a maximum
only where the source is, and both approximations have improved significantly where
data has been allowed. However, the areas of best fit are different for each function.
The Legendre polynomial approximation yields a more distinct peak, matches the
field best where data is allowed, but has some error at the edges. The trigonometric
approximation has a lower peak at the source, still has some error where the data is
allowed, and also has edge effects that are increased by asymmetric apertures since
they are driven by Gibbs phenomenon. Since the edge of the aperture is of less concern
for driving the PMP algorithm than what occurs in the middle of the aperture,
and implementing the exclusion range on the higher frequency fields yields several
locations like the peak at 10 Hz where the Legendre outperforms the trigonometric
functions, the Legendre polynomials are selected for the subsequent study.
The next step in this study is to understand the response of the Legendre ap-
proximations to the number of data points. While in real applications, the number
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Figure 5·4: Demonstration of trigonometric functions and Legendre
polynomials approximations to the 10 Hz field with data points allowed
across the entire aperture, including near the source.data points further
than 1σ from the field mean value excluded, with the exclusion range
marked in gray.
of data points is fixed at what has been collected, it is useful to understand when
a reasonable approximation is expected. The effect of varying the number of data
points on the normalized error, , is shown in Fig. 5·5, and for this figure no exclusion
range has been introduced. This provides a baseline to compare, since an optimal
exclusion range has not yet been selected. The 10 Hz and 100 Hz reconstructions
approach 0 error at 500 data points. The 1000 Hz approximation reaches just under
 = 0.1 and then plateaus. This plateau is due to the high complexity and multiple
discontinuities of this field.
An exclusion range improved the approximations away from the source for the 10
Hz approximations in Fig. 5·4. However, in order to utilize this method, the optimal
exclusion range must be determined, rather than arbitrarily selecting α = 1. The
data statistics used to determine the exclusion range have been calculated based on
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the actual field, to provide a common baseline. The standard deviation factor α is
varied (as α increases less data is rejected) and the effect on the normalized error, ,
is shown. Fig. 5·6a, b, and c show these results for 10 Hz, 100 Hz and 1000 Hz fields
respectively. The number of data points in each case has been selected according to
Fig. 5·5 to provide the least error over the whole aperture. This corresponds to 500
data points for the 10 and 100 Hz fields, and 1000 data points for the 1000 Hz field. In
each figure, four lines are shown. The solid blue line is the baseline reference, showing
the error calculated over the entire aperture for approximations created without an
exclusion range. In order to determine the optimal exclusion range, the error over
the entire aperture for the approximations made with an exclusion range needs to
be comparable to this error. This quantity is shown in the figures as the solid green
line. This criteria determines whether the inclusion range has become large enough
to include the majority of the field. While the overall error when an exclusion range
is used may be higher because of the differences at the peak, the exclusion range is
utilized because it is expected to improve the fit where data is allowed. So the dashed
lines indicate the error for both kinds of approximations calculated only over the range
where data has been included. In all these figures, each of these four quantities have
been calculated out to the value of α that would include all the data calculated for that
field. For the 10 Hz example in Fig. 5·6a, the cutoff where the error over the entire
aperture become comparable is at α = 1, where the exclusion range approximation
error suddenly drops. After this threshold, the error for the approximations made
with an exclusion range and calculated only where data is allowed, is lowest at that
threshold. So for 10 Hz, α = 1 is the optimal exclusion range.
For the 100 Hz case in Fig. 5·6b there is not as dramatic a cliff in the exclusion
range  calculated across the entire aperture as there appeared in the 10 Hz case.
However, at approximately α = 1 it does drop to a comparable region. The error
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Figure 5·5: Normalized error, , between Legendre polynomial ap-
proximation and the actual field, plotted versus the number of ran-
domly placed data points used to generate the approximation for 10
Hz, 100 Hz, and 1000 Hz fields.
calculated only within the exclusion range is also less stable in this case. This is
because at this sized exclusion range some of the edge points suddenly become allowed,
and because they are far separated from the remainder of the fit, there are some
fluctuations at the edge, whereas in the 10 Hz case the region where points are
allowed are generally continuous. While this has only occurred in the 100 Hz case for
the aperture selected, it is worth noting that this could occur for any of the higher
frequency fields if the aperture was appropriately selected, and this effect would not
occur in this case for either a larger or smaller aperture. Regardless, this is no
longer an issue when the majority of these ranges become connected because the
exclusion range has been sufficiently reduced. While the error calculated over the
whole aperture becomes comparable at α = 1, this behavior of the error over the
inclusion region does not settle out until α = 1.25, so this is the optimal exclusion
range for 100 Hz. The 1000 Hz case behaves differently, as shown in Fig. 5·6c. While
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Figure 5·6: Normalized error, , between the Legendre polynomial
approximation and the actual field, plotted versus the inclusion range
factor, which is the multiple α of the standard deviation σ used to set
the exclusion range. These quantities are plotted for when an exclusion
range is utilized (green) and when no exclusion range is utilized (blue),
with the normalized error calculated over the full aperture (solid), as
well as the normalized error calculated over only the inclusion range
where data is allowed (dashed), for (a) 10 Hz (b) 100 Hz (c) 1000 Hz
fields.
there is a dramatic drop at approximately α = 0.1, the error does not go on to
continually decrease. Instead, around α = 0.75 it begins to increase again, and then
moves quickly into the region where no data is excluded so all of the lines are the same.
This behavior can be explained by considering the shape of this field compared to the
others. At 1000 Hz, the data varies wildly, but there are no single outlying peaks,
whereas in both the 10 and 100 Hz cases, there are one or two peaks that distort the
rest of the approximation. So while in the 10 and 100 Hz cases the exclusion range
removes outlying data, in the 1000 Hz case the exclusion range ends up excluding
useful data. Therefore, no exclusion range is appropriate for the 1000 Hz field.
While optimal exclusion ranges have been selected for these different frequencies
based on the analysis above, a general rule can also be derived from these figures.
This rule would be useful in applying the method outside of the specific cases shown
here, when no such analysis has been done prior to collecting data. In all cases,
setting α = 2 would yield good results. This number reflects the 1000 Hz case where
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all the tightly packed data is within 2σ of the mean so effectively no exclusion range
is used, and still provides gains in the 10 and 100 Hz cases over no exclusion region.
Additionally, it would avoid the fluctuations at the edge shown in the 100 Hz case.
To demonstrate both are viable, in the one-dimensional approximations below, the
optimal exclusion ranges are utilized, and in the two-dimensional the general rule is
utilized.
The information gained from the exclusion range simulations can be utilized to
generate some approximations, shown in Fig. 5·7. In each plot, the actual field is in
blue, an approximation generated from 10 data points is in green, an approximation
generated from 50 data points is in red, and an approximation generated from 100
data points is in orange. In all cases the allowable data region is marked in white, and
where applicable the exclusion region is marked in gray. In the first case, Fig. 5·7a,
a 10 Hz field is approximated. As expected for this low complexity field, the approx-
imations are good, even for relatively low numbers of data points. The large error
of the 10 data point approximation is due to the low number of data points, but the
approximations quickly converge at 50 data points to near perfect. In Fig. 5·7b, a
100 Hz field is approximated, which has been classified as a medium complexity field.
The approximation generated from 10 data points retains some general character,
but overall is not correct. Interestingly, the approximation generated from 50 data
points matches the field well except at the edges. This is not surprising because the
exclusion range does not allow data very near the low transmission loss values at the
edge of the aperture to be used for the approximation. With only 50 data points there
are likely very few data points allowed in the region near this dip. With 100 data
points, more data points are in the allowed region near the dip and the approximation
is better.
Finally, in Fig. 5·7c, the Legendre polynomial approximation for the 1000 Hz field
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Figure 5·7: Actual field (shown in blue) and Legendre polynomial ap-
proximations generated from 10, 50, and 100 point data points, shown
in green, red and orange respectively for (a) 10 Hz (b) 100 Hz (c) 1000
Hz fields, with exclusion ranges marked in gray where applicable.
is shown, for approximations generated from 10, 50 and 100 data points. Consis-
tent with the previous results, the 10 and 50 data point approximations are poor
approximations, but now even the 100 data point approximation is also poor. Just
considering crudely the number of oscillations by counting the maxima across this
aperture, a 40th order Legendre polynomial would be required to obtain this amount
of oscillation. However, at 100 data points, the Legendre polynomial approximations
will only have access to 20 basis functions because of the Runge threshold. In order
to use 40 functions, the Runge threshold requires 400 data points.
Collecting more data points in a physical manner would eventually defeat the point
of using the PMP algorithm. At some number of data points, a rastering method is
equally as efficient. However, there is an alternative way to generate intermediate data
points without physically collecting data. This is to utilize a cubic spline interpolation
generated from all of the data points to place interpolated data points between the
collected data points. These intermediate points do not provide information that
isn’t already available, but the intermediate points allow access to higher orders of
basis functions. For an approximation generated from 50 data points, placing 10
intermediate points between each pair of collected points provides 500 intermediate
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points, giving the approximation access to 46 basis functions, instead of the original
14. The result of implementing this method is shown in Fig. 5·8a and Fig. 5·8b.
In both the actual field is shown in blue. For Fig. 5·8a, the Legendre polynomial
approximation is shown in red and has been obtained using the 550 combined points.
This approximation has significantly decreased the error seen in Fig. 5·7c, though it
has still not perfectly captured the field. This process is repeated using 100 collected
data points with 1000 intermediate data points in Fig. 5·8b, and here the error has
been decreased even further. There are still some difficulties with the very highest
frequency oscillations at the edge, but even at a total of 1100 data points, there are
only 66 basis functions being utilized, so there is still an upper limit to the oscillations
that can be reconstructed. It is worth noting that while these cubic splines are useful
for creating the intermediate data points, because they are piecewise continuous the
PMP algorithm as laid out in Bogdan et al is not immediately applicable. [Bogdan
et al., 2017b] There are however piecewise continuous PMP formulations available.
This method of adding intermediate points via cubic splines is compatible with
the use of an exclusion range, in so much as it does no harm at lower frequencies for
which the approximations already have high fidelity because of the exclusion range.
However, because it does not provide any further benefit, it is recommended that this
cubic spline method be utilized only for the higher frequency fields. The general rule
for the use of the exclusion range described previously was 2σ. Additionally, when
the field becomes compact enough that all the data points are within this region, the
intermediate data points should be used.
5.2.2 Two-Dimensional Simulations
While one-dimensional simulations have been useful in specifying the method and
candidate basis functions best suited to this application, in order for this method to
be utilized on a vehicle these results must be tested in two dimensions. The proposed
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Figure 5·8: Actual field and Legendre polynomial approximations
generated from (a) 50 collected data points and 500 intermediate data
points (b) 100 collected data points and 1000 intermediate data points.
method is to use Legendre polynomials with an exclusion region for low frequencies
and additional intermediate data points for high frequencies.
In the following two-dimensional simulations, approximations are still generated
using randomly distributed points but now the product basis functions from Eq. 5.2
are employed. In order to utilize the same Kraken simulations from the one-dimensional
examples for comparison, the furthest point from the source must be less than 0.5
km. The furthest one is at the corner of a square aperture. For these simulations
the source is set off center at approximately 0.05 km, so the aperture is selected as
[−0.13, 0.22]. It is assumed that the Nb = 2
√
Nd relationship between the number
of total basis functions and data points holds in two dimensions. However, the rela-
tionship between the order of the basis functions, NO and the total number of basis
functions Nb changes from one dimension to two dimensions. In one dimension this
relationship is Nb = NO + 1. In two dimensions this is changed to Nb = (NO + 1)
2 to
account for all of the cross product terms. That is, at a basis order of 2, the highest
order term will be x2y2, but there are also basis functions with the highest orders x2y
and y2x, et cetera included when the basis order 2 is selected, thus the square term
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Figure 5·9: Actual fields (left) and product Legendre polynomial ap-
proximations (right) generated from 750 data points and intermediate
point multipliers (a,b) 10 Hz with a multiplier of 4 (c,d) 100 Hz with a
multiplier of 4 (e,f) 1000 Hz fields with a multiplier of 15.
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for two dimensions. Substituting this into the Runge rule yields,
Nb = (NO + 1)
2 < 2
√
Nd. (5.16)
The square term significantly reduces the highest order of the basis functions utilized,
meaning that at the same number of points, lower order basis functions are available
in two dimensions than were available in one. To compensate for this, intermediate
points are introduced via the cubic spline interpolation method at 10 and 100 Hz in
addition to 1000 Hz for the two-dimensional approximations. A cubic spline is still
generated from all of the collected data points. In order to extend the one dimensional
even coverage of intermediate points to two dimensions they must be distributed
randomly through the aperture (excepting the exclusion range). A multiplier, β
is selected, which dictates that βNd intermediate points are distributed randomly
through the aperture.
Fig. 5·9 shows the results of expanding the previously discussed methods to two
dimensions. The actual field is shown on the left hand side, and the two-dimensional
product Legendre polynomial approximation is shown on the right hand side. These
approximations are generated from 750 randomly distributed data points. For the 10
and 100 Hz cases, an exclusion range of α = 2 is utilized. The 10 Hz field is shown in
Fig. 5·9a and 5·9b, and the approximation captures the field well. A multiplier of 4
was used to create randomly distributed intermediate points for both the 10 and 100
Hz cases. The peak shows up within the exclusion range as a maxima, but without
the high value of the actual field. At 100 Hz, in Fig. 5·9c and 5·9d, the approximation
yields similar results. The variation within the aperture and the location of the source
are captured, though the exact value of the peak has not been replicated because of
the exclusion range. The 1000 Hz field is shown in Fig. 5·9f. A multiplier of 15 was
utilized in this case to access the higher order basis functions necessary for this field as
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Figure 5·10: Demonstration of a pseudo PMP application, with the
(a) actual 100 Hz field from which measurements are taken to make
approximations at (b) the normalized error plotted versus the number
of data points, with the approximated field shown for (c) 50 and (d)
200 data points.
opposed to the previous two fields. The resulting approximation captures the major
features of the field, though there are some additional oscillations present.
While these figures yield information about the idealized cases that can be achieved
with this method using high numbers of data points, it does not yet help in under-
standing the process as it is applied in a motion control law. The motion control
law would start with a few data points and direct the collection of more data. The
field reconstruction should become slowly collects more accurate as more data are col-
lected. This process is shown in Fig. 5·10 for the 100 Hz case, a medium complexity
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field. A multiplier of 4 was used for the intermediate points.
The actual field is shown in Fig. 5·10a. This is approximated at first with 50 data
points, then as an additional data point is taken, the approximation is regenerated
with the full data set. The normalized error calculated for each approximation is
shown in Fig. 5·10b. The error is decreasing with additional data points, though
slowly. The initial approximation at 50 data points is also shown in Fig. 5·10c,
and the final approximation at 200 data points is shown in Fig. 5·10d. The initial
approximation captures the character of the field far from the source well, but has
inverted the source. By the 200 data point approximation the source has reappeared,
though not as strongly as in Fig. 5·9f. Presumably more data points will enhance
the peak at the source, approaching the results at 750 data points. Based on these
results, this method is appropriate for use with a motion control law, which ought
to more dramatically reduce the approximation error as additional points are added
because the points are selected based on the algorithm rather than randomly placed.
The overall focus thus far has been to determine the best candidate function and
methodology for producing high accuracy approximations. The Legendre polynomi-
als were shown based on the one-dimensional approximations to produce the best
possible approximations, especially when an exclusion region was implemented for
low frequencies and the intermediate point method used for high frequencies. These
results were extended to two dimensions with some modifications and have resulted
in reasonable approximations of the transmission loss fields.
5.2.3 Runtime
The previous section established that the Legendre polynomials are the best choice
with regards to accuracy. However, as was established in the introduction, this is not
the only parameter to consider. In this section, the run times for both candidate basis
functions are established, to determine which basis function is the overall optimal
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candidate.
The methods used to evaluate the candidate basis functions determines the run
time required to make the approximation. In the case of the trigonometric functions,
the use of the complex valued representation allows the basis functions to be calculated
utilizing matrices and the exponential function. To evaluate the Legendre polynomials
however, a more complex method is required. The recursive definition from Eq. 5.10 is
implemented by a matrix method that uses shifting coefficient matrices to recursively
calculate the coefficients up to the order required, and then substitutes these into
the equations. In the simulations shown below, this matrix was calculated once, up
to the maximum required basis function, and then accessed by the algorithm. The
remainder of the calculations were made using matrices.
The implementation of each of these methods can be seen relative to the number
of points in Fig 5·11a and b. These graphs show the number of data points in order to
allow for the number of basis functions according to the Runge threshold or Nyquist
as appropriate to be shown as well. These run times were measured in MATLAB,
and the two dimensional relationships between number of data points and number
of basis functions were used. Both have been calculated for numbers of data points
from 50 to 200, to examine the run times that would have been required to complete
the simulations in Fig. 5·10. The Legendre polynomials are able to complete even
the 200 data point approximations in around a hundredth of a second, since only 28
total basis functions are being calculated. The trigonometric functions on the other
hand, because of the negative frequencies, and the square term in the two-dimensional
relationship, very quickly have to calculate a very large number of basis functions,
which also translates into inverting very large matrices. This is reflected in the time
to compute, which is still reasonable at under a second, but is certainly more than the
Legendre. While both these methods could be compatible with the PMP algorithm,
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Figure 5·11: Run times in MATLAB on the left hand axis and num-
ber of basis functions calculated according to the Runge threshold and
Nyquist on the right hand, both plotted versus the number of data
points for (a) Legendre polynomial approximations and (b) trigono-
metric function approximations.
the Legendre provides multiple orders of magnitude less run times for equal numbers
of data points.
Therefore, the Legendre polynomials are selected as the optimal candidate basis
functions, because of both the increased accuracy of the approximations when an
exclusion region and intermediate data points are utilized, as well as its low run time.
5.3 Conclusion
While there is considerable potential in matching up the latest in control algorithms
with acoustic fields, there are still issues that must be solved to apply these algorithms
to the complex real world acoustic fields that exist in the ocean. Using ocean models,
it has been shown that for the specific case which requires continuous approxima-
tions, a finite series of basis functions can be utilized to approximate the data with
considerable fidelity. Legendre polynomials have been shown to be the best candidate
function in regards to accuracy in one dimension, as well as demonstrating a viable
method for dynamically excluding data that focuses the accuracy of the approxima-
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tion on the largest area away from the source for low frequencies. For high frequencies
an intermediate data point method was utilized to access sufficient basis functions
to reconstruct the field. This is expanded to two dimensions and similar results are
shown, with small modifications to the methods required to accommodate the higher
dimensionality. The method has been shown to function within the paradigm of a
motion control law, with the approximations showing decreasing error as additional
data points are added. Finally, both candidate basis functions were shown to have
suitable run times, but the Legendre polynomials had the lesser run time by at least
two orders of magnitude. Based on these results, the Legendre polynomials are se-
lected as the best candidate function. These basis functions are utilized with the
PMP algorithm in Chapter 8.
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Part III
Algorithms
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Part III of this thesis describes the three types of motion laws proposed: observer
feedback control, gradient ascent control, and optimal control. Each algorithm has a
chapter dedicated to exploring the implementation of the algorithm. The focus is on
how the use of acoustic data requires the algorithm to be modified, and how those
challenges are addressed to create viable algorithms. The first two motion control
laws are focused on source localization directly. Both the observer and gradient
ascent frameworks drive the vehicle towards the source, while learning more about
the location of the source. The optimal control algorithm is formulated as a mapping
technique. This is useful for source localization since it can be used to characterize
an ambient noise field. Alternatively, the data collected can be processed through
another source localization algorithm.
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Chapter 6
Feedback and Observer Control
The first most basic form of control explored in this work is feedback and feedback-
observer control systems. In the case of a feedback controller the states are used to
control the system towards an equilibrium point. If the states are not known directly
then an observer based system can be explored where the states are learned over
time using some observations of the system that are related to the state. All of this
information is pulled together to control the system.
In general the biggest obstacle to directly utilizing this type of control when it
comes to acoustic source localization is that one of the most basic assumptions is that
the source location is not known. Assuming that the source is always at the center of
the reference frame as in Fig. 6·2, then the vehicle’s position becomes unknown, and
the states cannot be used in feedback to close the control loop. In this section two
methods are investigated whereby the different structures of the acoustic fields are
taken advantage of to overcome this difficulty. In general. linear feedback is utilized,
taking advantage of the linear dynamics presented in Chapter 2 and the linearization
of the acoustic fields.
6.1 Controllability and Observability
Before continuing into the specific results it is important to validate that feedback
and observer feedback can be used with the specific dynamic and observer matrices.
This is determined by the controllability and observability of the systems. If the
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x = [x, y, x˙, y˙]T
Figure 6·1: Problem Setup for utilizing feedback and observer based
control schemes with acoustic sources.
control system is defined as
x˙ = Ax+Bu (6.1)
then the controllability of the pair (A,B) can be found by the following condition,
where A is an n× n matrix, and B is an n× 1 matrix:
rank
[
B AB . . . An−1B
]
= n (6.2)
This condition is for a linear system, and the results for the matrices presented in
Chapter 2 are calculated up to two dimensions. The controllability matrix Ac in one
dimension for our system is
Ac =
[
0 1/m
1/m −c/m
]
(6.3)
which clearly has a rank of 2, and is equal to the size of the A matrix, so the system
is controllable in one dimension. In two dimensions, Ac is
Ac =

0 0 1/m 0 −c/m2 0 −c/m3 0
0 0 0 1/m 0 −c/m2 0 −c/m3
1/m 0 −c/m2 0 −c2/m3 0 −c3/m4 0
0 1/m 0 −c/m2 0 −c2/m3 0 −c3/m4
 (6.4)
which is controllable.
Next the observability of these matrices is validated. To take advantage again of
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the linear systems, the same control system is assumed, but now with an observation
equation of the form
y = Cx. (6.5)
The matrix C is determined by the linearization below, but as a placholder, the
constants α1 and α2 are used lieu of the linearized values for x1 and x2. So in one
dimension,
C =
[
α1 0
]
(6.6)
and in two dimensions,
C =
[
α1 α2 0 0
]
. (6.7)
Next the observability of the pair (A,C) must be determined, which can be done
with a similar condition as the controllability. The condition for linear systems is
rank

C
CA
. . .
CAn−1
 = n (6.8)
The observability matrix in one dimension is
Ao =
[
α1 0
0 α1
]
(6.9)
which clearly has a rank of 2, and is equal to the size of the A matrix, so the system
is observable in one dimension. In two dimensions, Ao is
Ao =

α1 α2 0 0
0 0 α1 α2
0 0 −(c/m)α1 (c/m)α2
0 0 −(c/m)2α1 (c/m)2α2
 (6.10)
Thus an interesting result emerges - these types of vehicles are only observable in one
dimension, because the first two columns are always linearly dependent on each other.
This is caused by the multiplicity of columns of zeros in the dynamics matrices, which
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corresponds to the fact that the dynamics are not position dependent. The vehicle
does not behave differently on one side of the pond than the other, but this means
that it is not mathematically possible for an observer to be implemented except in
one dimension. It is important to understand that this is a deficiency of both our
dynamic model and this specific kind of dynamics. So it may be possible in the future
to design a vehicle whose dynamics are specifically crafted to be observable. Some
literature has been surveyed about different available dynamic models for vehicles,
such as a heading and speed dynamic model used for autopilots on ships [Tzeng and
Chen, 1999], but these can suffer from other issues, such as not including absolute
position as a state variable, meaning that the same observer equation cannot be
utilized. While a method is proposed for dealing with this in the following section,
it is worth noting that further exploration into this issue may yield more fruitful
dynamic models for this method.
6.2 Methods
In this chapter two kinds of control laws are investigated that directly utilize the
acoustic data to drive the vehicle. In the first case the vehicle uses the acoustic data
as an input to drive towards the source, but has no knowledge of its position relative
to the source. In the second method an observer framework is used to provide the
vehicle with direct knowledge of its position relative to the source. This provides an
alternative use for this scheme, where it can also be used as a ranging mechanism,
and turned off once the observer has converged. This is discussed in depth below.
It is assumed that the vehicles move around in a two-dimensional plane, such as
a surface vehicle, or a submerged vehicle that is not changing in depth. This setup is
shown in Fig. 6·2. In both cases a reference frame is assumed that sits at the source,
and that the vehicle is able to use a hydrophone array to determine the heading to
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Radiating Source
x
y
φ
Vehicle
Figure 6·2: Problem setup for a vehicle to determine its relative head-
ing to a radiating source, without knowing its distance.
the source, φ, but that it does not know the distance between itself and the source.
This is commonly the case in beamforming, where time delay between hydrophones
yields a heading, but no range information is derived.
6.2.1 Vehicle Dynamics
Since it is assumed that the vehicle is able to determine the heading φ to the source,
it is also assumed that it is able to orientate itself on this heading. After this takes
place, the ranging and control problem has become a one-dimensional problem. The
state variables are defined as the distance r to the source, and velocity, r˙. It is
assumed that there is a damping force due to the water, described by a damping
constant, c, proportional and opposite to the velocity. Finally it is assumed the
vehicle has a mass m, and that it can apply a thrust in the direction of travel, F .
This yields a similar dynamic model, except that the state vector is now in terms of
r, or x = [x1 x2]
T = [r r˙]T . The same dynamics and matrices from Chapter 2 are
used.
x˙ = Ax+Bu (6.11)
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where,
A =
[
0 1
0 − c
m
]
(6.12)
and
B =
[
0
1
]
, (6.13)
noting that the pair (A,B) is controllable.
In addition to these dynamics, it is assumed that the vehicle is taking acoustic
measurements, and is able to process the direct acoustic data into FFT magnitude
data. To begin, it is assumed the vehicle is only in the region where one mode
dominates, and a single frequency is measured. This allows the method to be explored
with a simple field first. Thus the scalar measurement equation is,
y = g(x). (6.14)
In both the feedback and observer systems, a linear approximation of this function is
used. Since the measurement equation y cannot be linearized at 0, an offset δ must be
selected. This is the equilibrium point the vehicles are driven to and the function is
linearized around this point. Additionally, neither of these functions satisfy y(0) = 0
so the form
y(x) = Cx+ yl(0) (6.15)
is used, where the matrix C is given by
C =
∂g
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=δ
(6.16)
The linearized offset yl(0) is found by requiring that the value of the original function
and the value of the linearized function are equal at this location,
y(δ) = Cδ + yl(0). (6.17)
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These measurement equations are not used to explore a feedback control law to control
the vehicle.
6.2.2 Acoustic Feedback Control
In general feedback control is the application of the control law,
u = −Kx (6.18)
which means after passing it through a negative gain, the system is provided with
its current state x. There is a large body of theory that explores the design of the
gain K which is 1 × n, in order to stabilize such a system. This means driving the
system to the equilibrium point, x = [0 0]T . However, there is one major difficulty in
applying this to an acoustic source. Although the vehicle can be driven to a position
other than x = [0 0]T , in order to direct the vehicle to a source, in this framework
that source’s relative position must be known. It is possible that by implementing
other methods such as Match Field Processing (MFP), this may be known, but in any
application of MFP detailed information about the sound speed profile and bottom
characteristics is needed, and in the case of a single vehicle, data points in multiple
different locations would have to be taken and it would not be known at the beginning
whether the vehicle was moving towards or away from the source to collect these data
points. If the vehicle is not equipped with an algorithm to achieve this data collection
efficiently, then the default is to travel along the heading, φ, inefficiently setting a
fixed speed and possibly driving right past the source.
However, the acoustic measurements along that trajectory are calculated, and in
both their linear and non-linear forms, are dependent on the position, with the center
of the reference frame being the source. If a stable feedback controller can be designed
using these measurements then it would be possible to drive the vehicle to a fixed
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distance from the source, using an energy efficient trajectory.
6.2.3 Linearized Acoustic Control
It is assumed the mathematical description of the acoustic field is available. As
discussed before, the FFT magnitude is used. Assuming a single mode is propagating
according the criteria set in Chapter 3, then this can be either (1/r) or (1/
√
r)
depending on the realm of spherical or cylindrical spreading. To begin, (1/r) form is
used, so that the matrix C becomes
C =
[− 1
δ2
0
]
(6.19)
and the offset will be
yl(0) =
2
δ
. (6.20)
As discussed before, the system cannot be directed to 0, but rather an offset δ must
be set, which corresponds to a reference value of the output, so the feedback control
law, u = −Kx is modified to,
u = −Kx+ kδy(δ). (6.21)
Next is addressing the issue is that the states, x are unknown. If a gain matrix,
kc, is applied
K = kcC (6.22)
then these measurements can be substituted into the control law,
x˙ = Ax−B(kc(Cx+ yl(0)) + kδy(δ)). (6.23)
The two fixed terms affect the steady state of this system, but if the matrix (A −
BkcC) is Hurwitz (i.e. has negative eigenvalues), then the control system is stable.
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This matrix happens to have a special form called control-canonical form, where
there are zeros except on the off diagonal, and the values in the last row of the matrix
correspond to the eigenvalues. Therefore, if all of the elements of the bottom row are
negative, then the system is stable. For this system the matrix is
A−BkcC =
[
0 1
kc
1
δ
− c
m
]
. (6.24)
Since the physical parameters c and m are both positive quantities, this term will
always be negative. To make the first term negative Kc is selected to be a negative
gain. This method is an output feedback, which does not necessarily work in general.
However, in this case the system can be manipulated to be controllable. This lack of
generality is a motivation for the observer based system discussed in the next section.
The gain kδ is found by evaluating the steady state solution and solving for the
steady state solution of the measurement equation, which yields,
kδ = − 1
C(A−BkcC)−1B (6.25)
Selecting the appropriate gains, the system is shown in Fig 6·3. The velocity is driven
to zero, and the position is driven smoothly to the reference point. This demonstrates
that a stable controller has been selected. This system can be modified to accomodate
a (1/
√
r) relationship by reworking the system with a new observation equation.
6.2.4 Acoustic Data Driven Observer
In the previous section an acoustic data driven controller that was able to steer the
boat to the source was designed, but while driving there the vehicle had no perception
of where it was relative to the source. It is possible to simultaneously drive the vehicle
towards the source while also gaining knowledge of the vehicle’s position relative to the
source, by implementing a Luenberger observer. An observer is a virtual system run
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Figure 6·3: The position x1 and the velocity x2 along the axis towards
the 1/r source, with the reference point indicated by the dashed line.
in parallel to the actual system, and corrected by feeding back the difference between
the actual and the predicted measurements. By centering the reference frame at the
source, if the observer is able to learn the states, it is learning the vehicle’s distance
relative to the source.
Framing the problem this way could address two physical applications. The first
is to drive the vehicle towards a homing beacon. In this scenario, a vehicle that is part
of a larger system of deployments and while driving towards the source to achieve
some other sensing objective (perhaps to take a picture of the object, or to return
home to a beacon), it may wish to relay the information about this source’s location
to other instruments in the deployment (such as another vehicle), or perhaps to a
home vessel. The second use of this type of system is that once the vehicle has driven
a sufficient distance towards the source that it now knows its relative position, it can
stop driving and log this distance as a measurement. This would be useful in the
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Figure 6·4: Block diagram for an observer system that is implemented
to use acoustic measurements as a feedback mechanism and to provide
measurements of the source’s location by evaluating .
case of perhaps a positioning system, or simple data collection, assuming that the
convergence to a measurement occurs quickly.
An observer is implemented by starting with the same dynamic system. The
same control system equations as before are used, based on the state vector x which
includes the position and velocity relative to the source,
x˙ = Ax+Bu. (6.26)
In this scenario the control law u = −Kx cannot be used directly because the values
of the states are not known. Instead an observer system is constructed that is run in
parallel with the actual state equations, and is denoted as xˆ. This system is given
identical dynamics to the actual state system, except that an error term is introduced,
ˆ˙x = Ax+Bu+L(y − yˆ). (6.27)
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Figure 6·5: An example of implementing an observer based feedback
system to drive a vehicle towards a source. The actual position and
estimated positions over time, as well as the quantity  and difference
between the velocity and position states.
This error term compares the measurements taken with the predicted measurements
if the observer is on track with the actual states, and adjusts the observer state
according to how different these are. The difference is passed through a n × 1 gain
matrix L. If the observer and the state are identical, this term will zero out and
the system runs in parallel. If the observer and the actual system are not identical,
then this term proportionally corrects the observer until they match. This is done
using the actual measurements y, and the measurements predicted if the observer is
correct, yˆ. If linear measurements are assumed, then the observer measurements are
given by,
yˆ = Cxˆ (6.28)
In order to determine if the observer and the actual states converge, an error, e, is
constructed
e = x− xˆ (6.29)
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whose dynamics are evaluated by taking the derivative of this equation and plugging
in the dynamics equations for the actual states and the observer. Simplifying this,
e˙ = (A−LC)e (6.30)
so that if the matrix (A−LC) is designed to be Hurwitz, the error is driven to 0, and
the observer converges to the actual states. The occurence of this convergence can
be known because the difference between the actual measurements and the predicted
measurements can be measured. This quantity is defined as ,
 = L(y − yˆ). (6.31)
This quantity is used as a confidence measure of the observer, where if it is high the
observer has not yet converged, but as the observer gets closer it goes low as well.
The exact thresholds have to be calibrated according the the convergence required.
The classical feedback law is now used, except that the known observer states replace
the unknown states to drive the feedback law. A non-zero reference point is still
necessary, so the control law is given by,
u = −Kxˆ+ kδy(δ). (6.32)
The gain can be found by again solving for kδ,
kδ = − 1− yl(0)/yδ
C(A−BkcC)−1B (6.33)
A block diagram of this observer system is shown in Fig. 6·4. This demonstrates
the interactions between the original system and vehicle dynamics, with the observer
system. It also demonstrates how the observer states replace the original states in
the feedback law. Finally, this shows the quantity  which is used to measure the
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convergence of the system.
This system is implemented in Fig. 6·5. The first figure shows the actual position
and estimated positions, which are shown to converge. A low L has been selected
so that the convergence can be seen on a reasonable time scale. The convergence
time can be decreased by increasing L. The second part of the figure shows the
difference between the two sets of states, so δ1 = x1 − xˆ1 and δ2 = x2 − xˆ2. Since
these are summed and passed through a gain, they do not correspond directly to the
confidence measure , but as the overall magnitude decreases, the  value decreases
as well. Setting a cutoff value for the magnitude of  would show that the state
differences have also gone arbitrarily low.
6.2.5 Conclusion
While the feedback and observer systems have been demonstrated here with sim-
ple acoustic models, this method is a new framework for utilizing acoustic data to
place a vehicle in a reference frame around a source and to drive that vehicle to-
wards that source. This method has not been extended further partially because this
would require relaxing the linearization assumption, and non-linear observers where
the measurements are non-linear are not yet well understood. However, the basis
functions presented in Chapter 5 could be linearized to allow for a controller to drive
a vehicle towards whatever features are of interest directly from the acoustic data.
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Chapter 7
Gradient Ascent Control
Gradient ascent control directs a vehicle to exert control forces in proportion to the
gradient of the field, which drives it towards a maxima of that field. For a simple
understanding of acoustic fields, this can sound perfect - move the vehicle to where
it is loudest. But as was shown in Chapter 3, ocean acoustic fields do not meet these
assumption of monotonicity. So in this chapter, the focus is on generating a function
on which gradient ascent can be utilized. In this chapter it is shown that learning the
acoustic field is best done with a data set spread radially around the source, rather
than on a single angle in a straight line. In the first cases shown here, this is done with
a simple acoustic model that is learned by the vehicle using Matched Field Processing
and a Bayesian Filter. It is then discussed how to expand this to non-monotonic fields
by converting the control law to work on the probability distribution that describes
the source’s location, rather than the acoustic field itself, thereby generalizing the
method to any acoustic field viable for use with MFP. This method in particular
is designed to integrate noise directly into the algorithm. The noise added to the
acoustic signals is assumed to be Gaussian. The result of this chapter is a set of
control laws that can drive the vehicle towards the source with the assumption that
noise is present, by utilizing a pseudo-gradient ascent approach.
The majority of this chapter is c© 2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Bogdan, C.,
Nelson, K., Andersson, S., McDaniel, J., Motion control for source localization by Match Field Pro-
cessing with Bayesian filter, IEEE Journal of Ocean Engineering, Submitted March 5,2018 [Bogdan
et al., 2018]. The material from Sec. 7.2.2 on is not taken from this work and is c© CAITLIN
BOGDAN.
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In this chapter, the vehicle is assumed to be the QMB vehicle introduced in
Chapter 2. Since these boats have only a single sensor, this eliminates the possibility of
using beamforming to generate source location estimates, which is the most common
form of source localization utilized by underwater gliders with towed arrays. In the
most basic version of beamforming analysis the time delay between the signal’s arrival
at each array element is used to determine a heading. An overview of beamforming
can be found in [Hald and Christensen, 2004,Uher et al., 2011]. Additional work has
been done on utilizing this technique in distributed sensor networks, where many such
arrays placed on different vehicles work together to achieve an integrated picture, as
in [Lintz et al., 2009, Hudson et al., 1998]. In addition to the hardware limitations
of the QMB, using beamforming typically results in a heading, not a heading and a
range. Generating exact coordinates would require multiple measurements in space to
generate one position estimate. This would require a more complex motion between
each estimate of the source location being generated. If multiple vehicles with arrays
were available then this would reduce the complexity of utilizing a beamforming
approach since the source’s position could be triangulated from the different vehicles.
This could be an alternative method for generating the noisy measurements of the
source’s position. However since it cannot be applied on the QMBs, this is left for
future work. So, for these reasons another class of acoustic sensing algorithms is
explored.
Matched Field Processing (MFP) is a class of algorithms that can be applied
to the QMB platform. A classical application of MFP is presented in Baggeroer et
al [Baggeroer et al., 1988], demonstrating the technique for the traditional Bartlett
Beamformer and a Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) alternative. In both cases
a graph is generated which shows the gains from applying the beamformer method
to the acoustic data, and the highest peak is assumed to be the source location. The
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major contribution of this work in particular is taking a traditional Bartlett surface
with its many local peaks and a single higher peak that is not very distinct from the
other local peaks, and turning it into a clear, unambiguous source location, where
the surface now has a single, distinct peak. In this work it is assumed that the
MFP algorithm provides a single estimated location. This may exclude some of the
early MFP algorithms, but is reasonable to expect from more recent algorithms such
as [Baggeroer et al., 1988]. This and many other MFP methods are applied to static
arrays, matching the generated fields to the array’s measurements. These are not
the only methods of applying MFP however, and an overview of MFP algorithms is
provided in [Baggeroer et al., 1993].
In this chapter a simple MFP algorithm is utilized where spatially distributed
measurement points are used in lieu of an array to demonstrate how an autonomous
vehicle can use the information it senses to inform its subsequent motion. In the first
part of this chapter is a discussion of the simple acoustic model and MFP algorithm
that is used for the simulations. Then there is a discussion of how the measurement
outputs of the MFP algorithm can be used in a Bayesian filter to create a probability
distribution of the source’s location. Then the control law is discussed, including eval-
uating its stability through Lyapunov functions. Finally, simulations of the method
are presented, demonstrating that the algorithm is able to estimate the source’s loca-
tion while simultaneously moving the vehicle closer to the source. This is compared
to moving towards the most recent estimate of the source’s location without the
Bayesian filter, where neither the vehicle’s position nor the estimate of the source’s
position converge. This is then extended to more complex ocean environments.
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Figure 7·1: Simplified model of MFP algorithms, where multiple in-
puts are processed through an unspecified algorithm to provide a single
output, an estimated source location. c© 2018 IEEE
7.1 Methods
The vehicles work within a bounded region of interest where there is assumed to be
an acoustic source, located at (xs, ys). The vehicle’s objective is to take acoustic
measurements and synthesize them to find these coordinates, as well as move the
vehicle closer to those coordinates.
As discussed above, the method that is utilized to process the acoustic data is
from a class of algorithms called Match Field Processing (MFP). Although there are
many algorithms in this class, the ones that can be used with this method can be
generalized to the model shown in Fig. 7·1. MFP algorithms take in measured acoustic
data, the sound speed profile and bottom characteristics of the area, then process
these inputs according to the particular algorithm, and return a measurement of the
source location, expressed as (xm, ym). This is done by comparing the measurements
to those expected from a grid of candidate sources. Within the literature these are
sometimes referred to as replicate sources. The requirement that the sound speed
profile and bottom characteristics are known is limiting to regions where these have
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Figure 7·2: A traditional MFP setup with a static array, a radiating
source, and candidate sources generated by the MFP algorithm.
been measured previously. However, the large MFP literature shows there are many
regions where this is a reasonable assumption. This aproach is shown in Fig. 7·2.
This method has to be modified to be utilized on a vehicle, especially a vehicle
with only a single hydrophone. The static hydrophone array is replaced with a series
of measurements take over time. The same method of creating candidate sources
is used. This approach is shown in Fig. 7·3. While in the traditional version of
MFP, there are several different formulations that use different forms of the acoustic
signal, in the case of the vehicle MFP, the magnitudes only can be used. The time
dependency of the signal has to be discarded because the measurements are taken at
different times.
Since the work here focuses on how to develop a motion control law that responds
to the measured source location, a very simple acoustic model and MFP algorithm
are used, so that rather than exploring this method with complex or unique sound
speed profiles and bottom characteristics, we will use a rigid bottom model for the
acoustic source, and an error method for the MFP algorithm. The basic algorithm
used in this chapter is to (1) take acoustic data, (2) synthesize data into a source
location measurement by MFP, (3) use this measurement to update a probability
distribution of source location by iterative Bayesian methods, (4) derive a motion
control law based on this distribution. The details of each of these are discussed in a
section below, with the detailed algorithm presented at the end.
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Figure 7·3: A vehicle based MFP setup, where the array is constructed
by considering data collected at different points by the vehicle, but still
with a radiating source, and candidate sources generated by the MFP
algorithm.
7.1.1 Acoustic Model
In order to focus on the overall method, a simple acoustic model is utilized. In future
work, the simple acoustic field can be replaced with more complex fields, but to begin
the simple model is an analytical solution to the wave equation, known as the rigid
bottom isovelocity solution. The ocean is assumed to be uniform in range, with a
rigid bottom and a pressure release top, then assume that the density ρ and sound
speed c are constant throughout the water column, as described in Chapter 3. It is
assumed that only a single mode is propagating, which means that because of Eq. 3.11
ω < (3pic)/(2D). (7.1)
This model can be further refined based on the characteristics of our vehicle. We
will assume a stationary source, so the depth of the source, zs is fixed. Additionally,
since our vehicles are towing hydrophones at a fixed depth, the sensing depth, z,
remains constant. This means that both sine terms will be constant for each mode.
All the summation terms, sine terms, density terms et cetera are collected into a
single constant, C, which yields the simplest possible expression of this acoustic field,
p(r, z, t) ≈ Re
{
C√
r
ej(ωt−kr)
}
. (7.2)
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The complex exponential yields the sinusoidal characteristics of the acoustic field,
but only the spatial variation is required to estimate a source location. So the spatial
variation of the amplitude alone can be utilized. This can be collected by the vehicles
by taking spatially averaged data. Then the measured amplitude data is compared
to the model from the MFP algorithm.
Therefore, the algorithm uses the amplitude of pressure given by
ψ(x, y) =
|C|√
r
. (7.3)
If it is further assumed that the source and hydrophones are at the same depth,
then the expression of r in Cartesian coordinates is also simplified:
r =
√
(x− xs)2 + (y − ys)2 (7.4)
because z = zs. The resulting amplitude field that is modeled in the simulation for
the vehicle to sample reduces to its final form,
ψ(x, y) =
|C|
[(x− xs)2 + (y − ys)2] 14
. (7.5)
This is the model of the acoustic field used, but in order to simulate a real-world
application the noise that interferes with the direct measurement of this field is con-
sidered. The noise is modeled as Gaussian noise, so that the measured amplitude,
ψm is given by
ψm = ψ +N, (7.6)
where N ∼ N (0, σN). For the simulations section, C = 1 Pa is used (normalizing the
pressure to 1 Pa at 1 km) and σN = .2|C| across all simulations.
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7.1.2 Match Field Processing Model
The basic idea of Match Field Processing (MFP) is to take measurements of an
acoustic field in a known environment (i.e. the sound speed and density profiles
are known), then to calculate what the resulting field would be should an acoustic
source be placed at each location in the area of interest, then find a way to express
which of these best matches the collected data. This approach is shown in Fig 7·2,
where a static array is affixed to the ground and collects data, then generates sound
field sources based on different source locations, called here candidate sources. This
approach is modified here to account for a vehicle rather than a fixed array, but an
MFP algorithm is still applied to the data collected. Instead of utilizing a static array,
the data is collected at different points in space (and also time) by a vehicle moving
through the acoustic field. MFP techniques are still applied by generating candidate
sources and selecting the one that best matches the measurements.
There are many algorithms for doing this, but since the focus is in how the final
measurement can be estimated with the Bayesian methods proposed, a simple one
is used. The form of the amplitudes is assumed known, as expressed by Eq. 7.5.
A data vector ψdata is collected at a fixed number of data points, N , at locations
(xdata,ydata). A fixed number of data points are collected and old data points are
continuously discarded because the vehicle is presumably moving closer to the source
as the algorithm is implemented. The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the data points
ought to increase over time because the pressure increases, improving the match to
the model. A candidate source is created by modelling an acoustic field at each
coordinate pair (x, y) in the region of interest, assuming C = 1. An estimated C is
found inverting the system
Cestψ(x,y) = ψdata (7.7)
where ψ(x,y) is the assumed field model for each coordinate pair.
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After finding a Cest and ψ(x,y) for each location (x, y), an error matrix E(x,y) is
generated by calculating the RMS error of the resulting estimate and the actual data
collected,
E(x,y) =
√
1
N
∑N
n=1(ψdata − ψ(x,y))2√
1
N
∑N
n=1 ψ
2
data
. (7.8)
The measured source location, (xm, ym) is found by selecting the (x, y) which
corresponds to the minimum error in E(x,y),
(xm, ym) = argminE(x,y) (7.9)
This coordinate pair, (xm, ym) is passed into the Bayesian Filter, as a noisy measure-
ment of the source location.
7.1.3 Bayesian Filter
The Bayesian Filter takes in each additional noisy measurement and synthesizes it into
the probability distribution that describes the current belief about source location.
The noisy measurements are the source location estimates generated by the MFP
algorithm, but it is possible to apply this algorithm both in the case of a different
MFP algorithm that still outputs a single estimate, or through other methods that
generate a single estimate of the source location.
To define the Bayesian Filter, the probability that the source location S is at (x, y)
is specified as P (S = x, y). The actual location of the source is specified as (xs, ys).
The probability distribution for the source location is updated based on mea-
surements that are collected. Each measurement is denoted as mi and m1:i =
m1,m2, . . . ,mi denotes the collection of the first i measurements. Then P (Si =
x, y|M1:i = m1:i) is the probability distribution of the source location given the first
i measurements, which is used as the prior distribution in Bayes theorem. Assuming
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each of the measurements are independent of the others yields
P (Si+1 = x, y) = P (S = x, y|Mi+1 = mi+1)
=
P (Mi+1 = mi+1|S = x, y)P (Si = x, y|M1:i = m1:i)
P (Mi+1 = mi+1)
(7.10)
= αP (Mi+1 = mi+1|S = x, y)P (Si = x, y|M1:i = m1:i) (7.11)
where the second step is a simple application of Bayes rule and the last replaces the
explicit distribution P (Mi+1 = mi+1) in the denominator with a normalizing factor
α. This normalization is found by taking the sum of the numerator and dividing
through by that sum.
The distribution P (Mi+1 = mi+1|Si = x, y) is the sensor model, which is assumed
to be Gaussian. This is the probability of receiving a given measurement of the source
location, mi+1 = (xm, ym), conditioned on all of the possible states. This is calculated
across a grid of x and y, so that for each (x, y) in the allowable region, a probability
is calculated at that location, or P (Mi+1 = mi+1|Si = x, y). This is the Gaussian
distribution with covariance matrix K, that is
P (mi+1|Si = x, y) = 1√
(2pi)2|K|e
− 1
2
(mi+1−µ)K−1(mi+1−µ)T (7.12)
where µ = [x y]T . So at each location, the probability is calculated that the measure-
ment could have been taken, given that the source was located there. The covariance
term captures the effect of noisy measurements on mi and is unique to each match
field processing method, as well as to the amount of noise in the region where measure-
ments are being taken. Different methods have different transfer functions between
the amount of ambient noise and the resulting noise in the predicted locations, but
this can be approximated beforehand for each MFP algorithm under consideration.
Since no prior information about the source location is available when the vehicles
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Figure 7·4: An example iteration of the proposed MFP/Bayes al-
gorithm. The initial noisy estimate is reflected by the misalignment
between the probability distribution and the source’s location (blue di-
amond at the center of the plot). The vehicle attempts to move closer
to this center from its initial position in black and its final position in
red while also rotating relative to the assumed center. c© 2018 IEEE
enter a region, the filter is initialized with P (S0), a uniform distribution over the
region. After the numerator of Bayes’ Theorem has been calculated for all points, the
distribution is normalized as in (7.11) to ensure P (Si+1) integrates to unity over the
region.
7.1.4 Motion
Once the Bayesian Filter provides a probability distribution of the source’s location,
the vehicle’s motion in response to this information must be defined. To leave the
exact control unrestricted, a discrete control system is utilized. This means the
dynamics of the system are disregarded, allowing this method to be used on any of
the vehicles presented in Chapter 2 and it is assumed that if the vehicle is directed
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to go to a new location, it is able to move there in a reasonable time. To define
the state space the source’s location is designated as the maximum of the probability
distribution generated by the Bayesian Filter. This is done by finding the coordinate
pair (x∗s, y
∗
s) which corresponds to the maximization of the probability distribution,
x∗s, y
∗
s = arg max P (Si = x, y|Mi = mi) (7.13)
The state space for the system is defined by r ∈ [0,∞] or the radius from the source
which can only take on positive values and θ which is defined relative to the current
source location. This reference frame will move with each iteration.
Once the estimated source location (x∗s, y
∗
s) is found, δψ is defined as the increase
in amplitude desired at the new location,
ψi+1 = ψi + δψ. (7.14)
Substituting this in the acoustic model, and assuming the most recent Cest stands in
for C, this yields the following motion law for the radial state,
ri+1 =
C2est
(δψ +
Cest√
ri
)2
(7.15)
One design for the increased amount of pressure amplitude is to assume that an
approximate knowledge of the background noise statistics is known or specifically
that σN is known. The vehicle needs to move far enough to take an independent data
point, but no farther than this in case our current estimate of the source location
is incorrect. So a new location is proposed where the change in pressure amplitude
measurement is expected to be 2σN more than the last measurement, or
δψ = 2σN . (7.16)
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For θ, a simple advancement of the angle by a positive increment δθ is proposed. The
design of this parameter is discussed in later sections. If δθ = 0 then the vehicle
continues on its current trajectory towards the source. If δθ > 0 then the vehicle
spirals around the source. Thus,
θi+1 = θi + δθ. (7.17)
Both updates are repeated at each iteration. Fig. 7·4 shows a single iteration of this
algorithm with δθ > 0. The background of this figure is the probability distribution,
so the vehicle, which is at the black dot at the beginning of the iteration, moves a
fixed distance to the red dot. In this initial step the MFP algorithm has estimated
the source to not be far away, so the distribution’s peak is not far away and the
vehicle does not have to take a large step to achieve a 2σN increase in the pressure.
Although the maxima of the distribution is clearly not aligned with the blue diamond,
which indicates the source’s actual location, the new data point will result in a better
estimate and the background distribution will move significantly in the next iteration.
The algorithm guarantees progress towards the current estimate of the source lo-
cation if the parameters have been accurately estimated. This is shown by considering
a candidate Lyapunov function V (r) = r2. For discrete systems, this function must
meet the following criteria
Theorem 1 [Kalman, 1960] Let the origin x = 0 ∈ Rn be an equilibirum point for
the system x(k + 1) = f(x(k)). Let V : Rn → R be a continuous function such that
V (0) = 0 and V (x) > 0,∀x 6= 0 (7.18)
∆V (x(k))
4
= V (x(k))− V (x(k − 1)) < 0, ∀x(k) ∈ D (7.19)
||x|| → ∞ ⇒ V (x)→∞ (7.20)
This implies that if the difference between the Lyapunov functions along a tra-
jectory is diminishing, then the system is stable. Substituting the dynamics of the
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system into the candidate Lyapunov function yields
V (r(k))− V (r(k − 1)) =
(
C2est
(2σN +
Cest√
ri
)2
)2
− (ri)2. (7.21)
Setting this quantity to be less than zero, as per the criterion, and simplifying, the
inequality will hold if the following is true,
2σN
√
ri > 0. (7.22)
Since the system parameter σN is positive, this inequality depends only on the positive
values of ri. Since the radial distance to the source is restricted to positive quantities,
and the physical quantities are all positive, the function decreases monotically, and
thus the distance to the current estimate is reduced at each step. As the estimate of
the field improves over time, then it is reasonable to expect that motion towards the
true source location is achieved.
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It has been assumed thus far that the estimated parameter Cest would be constant.
However, since the parameter is constantly updated based on the latest data, at least
in the beginning this is not true. These values are expected to converge over time, as
more and better data is taken. This can be confirmed by investigating whether the
motions proposed improve the estimate of the source location and other parameters.
If each motion improves the estimate, eventually the parameters converge. It is
important to note that this discussion of parameter stability is specific to the MFP
implementation used here. While the principles of data collection should be broadly
applicable, these assumptions should be validated with other MFP algorithms.
Specifically, the design δθ is investigated. Since only the last n data points collected
are used to implement the MFP algorithm, the affect of the distribution of the data
points in θ, or θdata must be understood. This distribution around the source is defined
by determining θcov, which is the difference between the minimum and maximum
values of θdata, designated θmin and θmax
θcov = θmax − θmin. (7.23)
To investigate this, data points are placed on a fixed arc whose internal angle θcov is
slowly increased until there is a ring of data points around the source location. To
simplify this, θmin is fixed at 0, and θmax is varied and indicated on the horizontal axis
of the Fig. 7·5 . Then the MFP algorithm is applied and a measurement (xm, ym)
is generated. The error between this and the actual source position is calculated
according to,
ESL =
√
(xm − xs)2 + (ym − ys)2 (7.24)
and plotted along the vertical axis. This error is shown for in Fig. 7·5 with and
without noise. The line plot of data indicates the results when there is no noise
added, and is calculated from a single data set, since without noise the results are
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deterministic. In the case of the noise added however, the simulation has been run
multiple times for a single θmax and an average is taken of this data, which is then
plotted as a scatter plot. Even without noise some radial coverage is necessary to get
a good estimate. With noise added the most significant reduction in error is within
a distance of pi/4. Based on this data δθ can be bounded,
δθ ≥ pi/4
n
. (7.25)
this is set so a single step does not cover the full radial distance, but rather over the
full n data points this coverage is achieved. With higher noise this radial coverage
is less important, since the data are not tightly clustered. However in general the
spread reduces error. For the simulations below δθ = pi/6 has been selected for a data
set of 20 points, which satisfies the inequality.
7.1.5 Algorithm
Taking into account all of the discussion in this section the algorithm is outlined in
pseudo-code for easy reference. The algorithm requires an initial distribution for the
source location, a few random data points in a local region, an MFP model, and some
knowledge of the noise statistics. Utilizing the initial data points, an estimated source
location is generated by applying the MFP algorithm. This source location is used
in the Bayesian Filter, which produces a probability distribution. This probability
distribution is used to drive the vehicle to a new location where additional data is
collected. Then the process is repeated. In the simulation section the behaviours
resulting from this algorithm are explored.
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Algorithm 2 MFP&IB-Motion
Input:
1: P0(S) : initial uniform distribution of source location
2: ψdata ← all pressure amplitude data points
3: datapts← number of data points to be stored for each estimate
4: hist← ψdata[end− n, end]
5: model← MFP acoustic model
6: σN ← Std. Dev of Ambient Noise
Output:
7: while TRUE do
8: for (i, j) = length(x, y) do
9: Ei,j = A− datapts
10: end for
11: (xm, ym) = arg min (E)
12: Pinterim = P (Mi|S)P (S)
13: P (S|Mi) = Pinterim/sum(Pinterim)
14: (x∗s, y
∗
s) = arg max (P (S|Mi)
15: Set r = 0, θ relative to x∗, y∗
16: ri+1 =
C2est
(2σN+
Cest√
ri
)2
17: θi+1 = θi + δθ
18: end while
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7.2 Simulations
In this section the algorithms presented above are tested, first with a simple acoustic
field to test out the algorithm, then Kraken simulations are used to provide the
acoustic field for realistic oceans.
7.2.1 Simple Acoustic Model
The algorithm described above is tested in simulations using the simple acoustic
model and MFP methods outlined. The simulation begins with designating an area of
interest, here a square grid, and placing the source in that area. The vehicle is placed
in a small corner of the bounded area, and takes a series of random measurements.
This simulates a vehicle being placed in the ocean and moving in a circle or some other
predefined pattern to gather initial measurements for the first MFP application. After
taking this data, MFP is applied and a measurement recorded. This measurement
is used to update the probability distribution through the Iterative Bayes methods
outlined above, then the motion law is implemented, moving the vehicle relative to
the maxima of this probability distribution.
In general all of the 100 Monte Carlo implementations of the algorithm behave
similarly to the single trajectory in Fig. 7·6. By contrast, the non-Bayesian methods
shown in Fig. 7·7 do not converge in source location estimate. Instead the trajectories
all move randomly. Since they are all begun in the same region, the error tends to
increase as time goes on. For the Bayesian filter on the other hand, the source
location error that represents the vehicle’s estimate of the source’s position is driven
to approximately 0 in Fig. 7·8, with each of the individual trajectories shown in
Fig. 7·8a, and the aggregate statistics shown in Fig. 7·8. Similarly with all the values
converging, as in Fig. 7·8. The residual values are due to the selection of the grid
of candidate sources. A finer grid would allow the estimate to move closer to the
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actual value of the source. In total, the behaviors suggest that the algorithm is
learning the field quickly, and thus the parameters have been accurately estimated,
so the trajectories are also stable. This is proven in Fig. 7·9, which shows the error in
position, calculated by finding (xv, yv) which gives the position of the vehicle at each
iteration in Cartesian coordinates,
Ep =
√
(xs − xv)2 + (ys − yv)2. (7.26)
As expected based on the stability analysis, if the parameters converge then the
trajectories ought to also converge, and this is occurring for most trajectories in
Fig. 7·9a, as well as the aggregate statistics shown in Fig. 7·8b. All of this suggests
that the algorithm is stable in estimating the parameters, and thus the trajectories
will stably proceed towards the actual source. The result is a vehicle which can utilize
this method to improve its estimate of the source location which can be broadcast to
other players, while itself moving closer to the source.
7.2.2 Kraken Simulations
Now that this method has been shown to be successful with a simple underlying model,
it also demonstrated with the Kraken data. For now the focus is on a 10 Hz simulation
from the shallow water SACLANT data, as shown in Fig 5·1, the transmission loss
profile is no longer universally a 1/
√
r relationship. So now the derived motion law is
only applicable within a certain region of the source. To begin the investigation with
a similar problem as the previous one, the most simple Kraken profile is utilized. The
naive algorithm is again shown to fail in the presence of noise. In this case the field
can be fit to a C/
√
r, where C = 2.35E − 4, while the random Gaussian noise now
has a standard deviation of 10−4, in Fig 7·10, where the trajectories are still failing
to converge.
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Figure 7·6: Sample trajectories for the Bayesian and non-Bayesian
methods overlaid on a sample acoustic field with noise.
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Figure 7·7: (a) Monte Carlo analysis of error in estimated source
location, Ep, without Bayesian filter (b) statistics of source location
estimate error without Bayesian filter. c© 2018 IEEE
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Figure 7·8: (a) Monte Carlo analysis of error in estimated source lo-
cation, Ep, with Bayesian filter method (b) statistics of source location
estimate error with Bayesian filter. c© 2018 IEEE
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Figure 7·9: (a) Monte Carlo analysis of vehicle location relative to
the source with Bayesian filter method (b) statistics of vehicle location
relative to the source with Bayesian filter. c© 2018 IEEE
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Figure 7·10: Kraken acoustic model simulations (a) Monte Carlo
analysis of estimated source location relative to the source with naive
method (b) statistics of estimated source location relative to the source
with naive method.
So the Bayesian estimation is added. Again the trajectories are able to converge
in the presence of noise. In Fig 7·11, the source estimate error converges, and in
Fig 7·12 the vehicle distance to the source is also converging.
For this low frequency where the motion algorithm is still valid, the overall method
still applies and is able to be successful. In order to apply this to more complex fields,
the motion algorithm must be adjusted to work on the probability distribution rather
than the acoustic field.
Adapting the motion algorithm to apply to the probability distribution rather
than the field itself allows a gradient ascent method to still be applied even when
the underlying field is no longer monotonic. This is required to extend the method
from the 10 Hz case to the more complex 100 and 1000 Hz cases. The probability
distribution however is monotonic because the probability distributions have been
assumed to be Gaussian. A very simple adaptation of the motion law has been
adopted in the r space,
ri+1 = .95ri (7.27)
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Figure 7·11: Kraken acoustic model simulations (a) Monte Carlo anal-
ysis of estimated source location relative to the source with Bayesian
filter method (b) statistics of estimated source location relative to the
source with Bayesian filter.
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Figure 7·12: Kraken acoustic model simulations (a) Monte Carlo anal-
ysis of vehicle location relative to the source with Bayesian filter method
(b) statistics of vehicle location relative to the source with Bayesian fil-
ter.
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which moves the vehicle 5% closer to the source, assuming the source’s location is
the maximum of the probability distribution. The same radial motion law is carried
through, since it has been shown previously that radial coverage is required for the
MFP algorithm to operate appropriately. However, since the vehicle is no longer
moving along the source field, the assumptions that allowed for an independent mea-
surement are no longer appropriate.
This new control law scheme is applied to a 1000 Hz field in Fig. 7·13 and Fig. 7·14.
In this case the vehicle is quickly able to estimate the source’s location and move
towards it. However, compared to the previous example where it moves closer to the
source and then is able to continue driving towards zero, in this case the uncertainty
again begins to grow. Previously the assumption had been that driving the vehicle
closer to the source would increase the SNR, and so data has been discarded as the
vehicle moves closer to the source. That is, the MFP estimate uses only the most
recent data points to fit the field. In 1000 Hz field case, this is not necessarily true.
The vehicle moves through several areas where the SNR is relatively high, but as
it localizes in on the source, enters a valley where the SNR drops. This is reflected
in noisier measurements, causing the vehicle to vascillate and move further from the
source. It is trapped locally so it does not move very far from the source, as the signal
becomes stronger it is pushed back.
To validate that this is the cause of the behavior seen, the same algorithm is
applied to a 100 Hz field in Fig. 7·15 and Fig. 7·16. In this case, there are still non-
monotonic fields, but the signal gets stronger as the vehicle moves towards the source.
In this case the same behavior as the 10 Hz fields is seen. The vehicle moves towards
the source and is able within the refinement of the MFP grid to stay locked onto the
source.
This validates that the issue is the data that is collected near the source in the
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Figure 7·13: Kraken acoustic model simulations for a 1000 Hz field
with data discarded (a) Monte Carlo analysis of estimated source loca-
tion relative to the source with Bayesian filter method (b) statistics of
estimated source location relative to the source with Bayesian filter.
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Figure 7·14: Kraken acoustic model simulations for a 1000 Hz field
with data discarded (a) Monte Carlo analysis of vehicle location rela-
tive to the source with Bayesian filter method (b) statistics of vehicle
location relative to the source with Bayesian filter.
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Figure 7·15: Kraken acoustic model simulations for a 100 Hz field
with data discarded (a) Monte Carlo analysis of estimated source loca-
tion relative to the source with Bayesian filter method (b) statistics of
estimated source location relative to the source with Bayesian filter.
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Figure 7·16: Kraken acoustic model simulations for a 100 Hz field with
data discarded (a) Monte Carlo analysis of vehicle location relative to
the source with Bayesian filter method (b) statistics of vehicle location
relative to the source with Bayesian filter.
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Figure 7·17: Kraken acoustic model simulations for a 1000 Hz field
all data retained (a) Monte Carlo analysis of estimated source loca-
tion relative to the source with Bayesian filter method (b) statistics of
estimated source location relative to the source with Bayesian filter.
1000 Hz case. In order to counter balance this, in Fig. 7·17 and Fig. 7·18 the data is
retained from the entire trajectory. While over time the noisy measurements at the
source may still cause issues, this allows the vehicle to drive to the source and lock
onto its location. The algorithm can then be terminated before too much noisy data
is collected and the vehicle begins to oscillate again. Alternatively, the algorithm can
be redesigned to set the equilibrium point of the vehicle such that it stays in a higher
SNR region once that has been mapped out.
These simulations have demonstrated the viability of utilizing the probability dis-
tribution to create a pseudo-gradient ascent method that can be utilized on complex
acoustic fields. The algorithm is not truly gradient ascent, since a radial component
is introduced to improve the MFP algorithm, but the basic idea of moving up the
gradient of a field is applied in the radial direction.
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Figure 7·18: Kraken acoustic model simulations for a 1000 Hz field
with all data retained (a) Monte Carlo analysis of vehicle location rel-
ative to the source with Bayesian filter method (b) statistics of vehicle
location relative to the source with Bayesian filter.
7.3 Conclusion
Gradient ascent is a useful control scheme in many scenarios, but in this chapter
it has been shown that there are many difficulties in applying this kind of control
scheme to acoustic fields. In the first place using the gradient ascent control only
on the acoustic field itself becomes extremely restrictive, though it is clearly able to
work on both analytical and numerically generated codes when formulated this way.
Although it has not been shown here, a method has been proposed to convert this
to more complex fields using the same overall methodology by applying the gradient
ascent to the probability distribution rather than the acoustic field. The other major
issue is that in order to arrive at the kind of field that gradient ascent can be used on,
MFP has been used to create the probability distribution, and its also been shown
that the MFP algorithms require radial coverage, which is not achieved under straight
gradient ascent methods. However, while a strict gradient ascent algorithm is not a
viable choice for acoustic fields, its been shown that a modified gradient ascent can
achieve viable results for source localization.
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Chapter 8
Optimal Control
The previous chapters have discussed the control schemes of feedback and observer
control, as well as gradient ascent algorithms. This chapter focuses on an optimal
control technique - Pontryagin’s Maximum Priniciple (PMP). In comparison to the
previous chapters, where the goal of the control has been to drive the vehicle towards
the source, in this chapter the goal is to map an acoustic field. This can still be an
essential step in source localization, either to allow for an ambient noise field to be
mapped, or to provide data for a separate analysis to find a source. The PMP in
its most simple form takes in dynamics and a cost function, and returns candidate
optimal trajectories. However, this output is reached indirectly. The PMP provides
a set of differential equations, whose solution is a candidate optimal control. Solving
these equations in real time is a common hurdle for applying this method, since
dynamics are often easily found, a cost function is simple to design and the PMP
itself is a recipe for finding the differential equations.
Solving this part of the problem begins with designing a simple cost function based
on polynomials, rather than a model of an acoustic field. Then a method whereby
the differential equations can be solved in real timeis shown to map these polynomi-
als standing in as acoustic fields. After demonstrating this method, the next step is
mapping a modeled acoustic field by applying the basis functions developed in Chap-
The majority of this chapter is c© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Bogdan, C.,
Wixom, A., Andersson, S., McDaniel, J., Optimal discovery of ambient acoustic noise field, Proceed-
ings of the American Controls Conference, 2017, 3329-3334 [Bogdan et al., 2017b]. The material
from Sec. 8.4 on is not taken from this work and is c© CAITLIN BOGDAN.
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ter 5. The PMP is utilized to map an acoustic field by taking data in locations chosen
by the algorithm. There are several possible applications for this kind of algorithm.
Eventually this can be used as a source localization algorithm, by comparing the map
to known source profiles.
The application explored in this chapter is ambient noise field mapping. This is
generally a shallow water problem. In previous chapters it was discussed how the
ocean is hardly quiet. However, in deep water scenarios the spatial variation of the
noise does not change much with respect to position. Some related work in deep
water has been done to look at the Directivity Index (DI) of noise. In this case most
of the work is done on the underwater gliders with towed arrays. This linear array
towed behind the vehicle will do its best sensing when the signal is coming at it on
the broadside. However, if there is directional noise the best sensing angle may no
longer be broadside. Two authors have explored this question, one focusing on an
initial methodology to simply collect the dependency data [Parra-Orlandoni, 2007],
and the second focused on maintaining the estimate over time [Fried and Schmidt,
2013]. In both cases the data was collected by having the vehicle drive in a station
keep pattern, essentially a circle, and collecting data. An optimal control algorithm
could be designed that tries to collect this data more quickly, or positioning the towed
array in real time, but in this case it is probably the dynamics of the gliders that
prohibits this, rather than the optimal control theory. The gliders with the towed
arrays are not agile and could not double back to an old position, but would probably
have to swim in a circle to reach that position anyway.
However, as discussed in Chapter 2, there are now alternative surface vehicle
platforms that tow a single hydrophone. The operating space of these vehicles is
not the deep ocean where there is little spatial variation in intensity, only changes
in directivity. Instead these vehicles are intended for use in harbors or other litorral
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and relatively shallow water applications. A much more cluttered source field can be
imagined as the predominant scenario now, considering the many acoustic sources in
a harbor: anything from biological sources which remain in relatively static clusters,
such as shrimp, to man made noise from navigational buoys or marinas, or natural
sources such as wind or island reflections. All of these can create an ambient acoustic
noise field with meaningful spatial variation which does not change rapidly in time.
Not only is the magnitude of noise expected to change as the vehicles move around
in the harbor, but due to the attenuation of higher frequency noise in the water, the
spectral content of this noise can change as well.
Understanding this variation is useful for subsequent problems an acoustic swarm
will tackle. Listening for incoming plane waves such as those that may be generated
by a target vessel is best done in quiet regions, which can be found by this method.
Conversely the swarm may not wish to be acoustically detected and can move to
a louder region. Additonally, there are a class of problems that can be explored
in arranging the swarm to generate a dynamic array. This configuration can be
optimized not only over the frequency and signal of interest (e.g. spacing according to
Nyquist for frequencies of interest, forming line arrays or circular arrays depending on
the type of signal to be detected), but with knowledge of this field, these arrangements
can be further optimized not only in their shape but also in placement relative to the
ambient field.
With all of these possible applications, including the source localization applica-
tion, we can see that it is useful to generate a map of an acoustic field. While in
the case of the DI algorithms the underwater vehicles only had to search the space
[0, 2pi], but the surface vehicles have to search R2. The vehicles are able to navigate
complex trajectories through this space, but depending on the level of detail required,
the baseline rastering techniques may take up too much time and energy to complete,
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especially in the cases where we are only trying to characterize ambient noise in order
to complete some other subsequent task. As an alternative, if a control can be found
that addresses the question “What is the best trajectory to gather information while
utilizing resources efficiently?” then the vehicles could map the space to a desired
level of accuracy without having to sample every point. If this question is turned into
a cost function, then the answer can be found by applying the PMP.
There are examples of optimal control schemes being used on underwater vehicles,
but in these examples the cost functions are designed to drive the vehicle towards
optimally sensing some non-acoustic quantity, such as temperature or salinity. One
example is [Binney et al., 2010], which utilized waypoint nodes to describe a discrete
state space control problem. These discrete paradigms again make sense within the
infrastructure of underwater gliders which will travel in a single direction for long
periods of time, then surface to change direction. Similar waypoint optimization
was addressed in Monterey Bay in [Leonard et al., 2007b]. An example of optimal
control being utilized in ocean work outside of acoustics is path planning in dynamic
flows [Lolla et al., 2014]. The method presented in this chapter builds on the existing
examples of control on underwater vehicles to address a specific acoustic objective.
In this chapter the application of the PMP, an optimal control algorithm, to an
acoustic setting is investigated. A viable solution method is discussed and demon-
strated on polynomials. Then the issues with expanding this to modelled acoustic
fields are explored. These are solved by the use of basis functions discussed in an
earlier chapter.
8.1 Problem Description
Although the surface vehicles that are addressed here lend themselves to swarm tac-
tics, in this work a single agent is used as a starting point for exploring optimal control
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methods in an acoustic setting, with later discussion of how to expand to a multi-
agent system. Since the hydrophone is assumed to remain at a constant depth, the
state of this single agent is described by x = [x1 x2 x3 x4]
T , with x ∈ R4, giving the
position (x1, x2) and velocity (x3, x4) of the agent. Although clearly the hydrophone
is moving relative to the boat, its position as a function of the boat dynamics could
be developed by knowing the length of the hydrophone and its mass. Since this mod-
eling is not the focus of this work, a rigid attachment at a fixed depth is assumed and
the hydrophone measures acoustic pressure. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of this
data is taken to compute the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) as a function of frequency.
A vector of the SPL’s at different frequencies is assigned to the measurement location
(this process assumes that no signal is yet present, only noise). The acoustic noise
field representation A(x1, x2) is constructed with these FFT measurements. A single
frequency can be identified and selected from this vector field to create a scalar field.
Expanding back to the vector field by using the full spectrum or a small subset is
also possible with the cost function described below, but only a single frquency is
demonstrated here.
Using the frequency dependent SPL magnitude data, an interpolated surface S :
R2 → R giving the estimated frequency dependent SPL at every point in space is
created. To begin, the field is initialized using k measurements to create S1. The
agent then takes another set of l measurements and uses the entire collection of k+ l
measurements to generate another surface S2. The error function, ρ : R
2 → R, is
then defined as the difference between these two surfaces. That is, at each iteration
an error function ρi is generated,
ρi = Si−1 − Si−2. (8.1)
This error function has peaks where the two estimates most differ, which ought to
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occur where the additional data points derived from the last iteration changed our
estimate the most. This is assumed to be where the least is known about the field.
This would not account for transient effects, which are not addressed here. It is also
noted that this description of the information known about the field is adequate for
a single agent, but when used with multiple vehicles, the error method of accounting
can induce clumping of agents. Future work with multi-agent swarms will require
more sophisticated descriptions of the information field. The error field is used here
as a simple demonstration of the solution method.
8.1.1 Cost Function Definition
Using the error function ρ, generated from the initial k and k+ l measurements of the
acoustic field, the goal is to find a trajectory which addresses these objectives. The
initial conditions x0 and t0 are assumed arbitrary but known, while the end state
xf and time tf are left free. The agent collects information while completing the
trajectory which minimizes the following cost function J ,
J =
tf∫
t0
(1 +
1
2
αuTu)dt− βρ(x(tf )). (8.2)
This cost function is minimized, addressesing the objective of conserving resources.
The first term in the cost function minimizes time to address the scarce resources.
The next term also addresses resources by requiring that control energy expended can
be kept small. Lastly, the cost function maximizes the error at the terminal condition.
This is not included in the running cost in order to maintain linear dynamics in the
resulting system given below. Two weighting factors, α and β are included since each
of these terms utilizes different units. Going forward, β will be absorbed into the
error function, ρ(x(tf )) and thus not explicitly stated.
The goal of this cost function is to drive the vehicle on a trajectory which minimizes
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time and control energy but ends at the area with the highest error between the
previous two estimates. This is where the most additional information is expected to
be collected. The objective of this method is to optimally control the robot to create
an interpolated estimate of A(x1, x2). As Si approaches A, the error between each
set of measurements is expected to decrease.
8.1.2 Applying the Pontryagin Maximum Principle
A candidate optimal control to minimize this cost function given the dynamics pre-
sented in Chapter 2 can be found using the Pontryagin Maximum Principle. Let
p ∈ Rn denote the costates. Then the Hamiltonian, H, is given by
H = 〈p,f〉 − L, (8.3)
where L is the integrand of the cost function,
L(u) = 1 +
1
2
αuTu. (8.4)
Therefore the Hamiltonian for the system is,
H = pT (Ax+Bu)− (1 + 1
2
αuTu). (8.5)
The dynamics of the costate p are then
p˙ = −∂H
∂x
= −ATp, (8.6)
which demonstrates why optimizing only the final error is beneficial. Since ρ depends
on the state variables, it would become part of the costate dynamics, which would
no longer be linear. Since the controls are unconstrained, the PMP gives the optimal
control u∗ by taking the derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to u and setting
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this to zero,
∂H
∂u
= BTp− αu = 0. (8.7)
The resulting optimal control u∗ is
u∗ =
1
α
BTp. (8.8)
Finally the terminal conditions for the costate are given by the following,
p(tf ) =
d(−ρ(x(tf )))
dx
. (8.9)
The error function ρ depends only on x1, x2. Thus all of the terminal conditions
except the first two will be zero.
This yields the following mixed boundary value problem,
x˙ = Ax+
1
α
BBTp, (8.10)
p˙ = −ATp, (8.11)
x(0) = [x1(0)x2(0)x3(0)x4(0)]
T (8.12)
p(T ) = −dρ(x1(tf ), x2(tf ))
dx
. (8.13)
8.2 PMP Solution Method
In order to solve this problem, the system is rewritten as z = [x p]T . Then
z˙ = Dz, (8.14)
where D is given by
D =
[
A 1
α
BBT
0 −AT
]
. (8.15)
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The initial conditions are represented by a partially populated identity matrix L
which picks up only the x initial states,
Lz(0) = x0. (8.16)
The terminal conditions are similarly represented using a partially populated identity
matrix R which will only pick up the p costates.
Rz(tf ) = −dρ(x(tf ))
dx
(8.17)
Next, the form of z is assumed to be the product of a constant vector, φ, and a
scalar time dependent function τ(t),
z(t) = φτ(t). (8.18)
Taking the derivative and substituting this in the equation for z˙, yields
φτ˙ = Dφτ. (8.19)
A single row of this equation can be written as,
φiτ˙ =
(
2n∑
j
Dijφj
)
τ. (8.20)
Dividing by τ and φi yields
τ˙
τ
=
∑2n
j Dijφj
φi
. (8.21)
The right hand side of this includes only constant elements (φ is selected to be constant
and D is given), so it can be set equal to a constant, λ. Multiplying through by τ
then gives
τ˙ − λτ = 0, (8.22)
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which has the solution
τ(t) = aeλt. (8.23)
Writing this for every row and expressing as a matrix equation yields the eigenvalue
equation, showing that φ and λ are eigenpairs of D:
Dφ = λφ. (8.24)
Let us first assume D has 2n independent eigenvectors (with the more general
case considered after). Then using these results, the evolution of z(t) is given by
z(t) =
2n∑
k=1
φke
λktak. (8.25)
This leaves only the constants a to find, which can be done by first rewriting this
equation in a matrix form, where α is the vector with elements ak, Φ is a matrix of
the eigenvectors, and Λ is a diagonal matrix of the exponential functions with the
corresponding eigenvalues,
z(t) = ΦΛ(t)α. (8.26)
This definition of z(t) is used to rewrite the boundary conditions defined above as
LΦΛ(0)α = Lz(0)
RΦΛ(tf )α = Rz(tf )
. (8.27)
Therefore the problem can be solved by solving the following matrix equation,[
LΦΛ(0)
RΦΛ(tf )
]
α =
[
Lz(0)
Rz(tf )
]
. (8.28)
This solution assumes that the matrix D has linearly independent eigenvectors.
If this is not the case however, the system can still be solved by looking at the Jordan
normal form, so that now
z(t) = ΦJ˜(t)Λ(t)α. (8.29)
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By solving the above equation for α, z(t) can be written
z(t) = ΦJ˜(t)Λ(t)
[
LΦΛ(0)
RΦΛ(tf )
]−1 [ x(0)
−dρ(x(tf ))
dx
]
. (8.30)
This statement of z is implicit, and is therefore solved numerically. However, our
method is simplified from a shooting method in that now we only need to guess at
the derivatives of the error function at tf . This is done using a minimization routine
which works on the norm of the difference between the costates at the end of the
trajectory and the derivative of the error function at the final location.
8.3 Polynomial Simulation Results
The approach described above was implemented in the following MATLAB simula-
tions. A representative result is shown in Fig. 8·1. The implementation shown for this
figure differs slightly from the method described because the error field has not been
changed inbetween runs, but this allows us to easily interpret the solutions presented
in Fig. 8·1 and compare two different types of trajectories.
The first trajectory is started from a random location (indicated by the green dot),
with zero velocity. Between the first and the second trajectory, the vehicle drifts for
a predetermined amount of time while calculating the next trajectory, which can be
seen as the vehicle continues on a straight line from the terminal location of the first
trajectory (indicated by the red dot). Although its velocity decreases slightly during
this time, it has not been driven to zero, thus the next trajectory curves around to
reach the second location. Fig. 8·1(b,c) show the velocity and position profiles, with
the drift period between them. Fig. 8·1d shows the cost function plotted as a function
of time. Although the cost function depends on multiple variables, as a minimum
check we can see that it is at a minimum with respect to time at the end of the
trajectory. As seen in Fig. 8·1e, the terminal state and corresponding gradient in
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the co-state, −dρ(x(tf ))
dx
come together, with only a small error (on the order of 10−6)
arising from the numerics. This small difference can be seen when closely examining
the cost function, in slight over or undershoots at the minima. Finally the control
forces applied are shown in Fig. 8·1f. These are reasonable given that the end states
are left free, and correspond with the directional velocities shown in the previous
plots.
This demonstrates the procedure that is taken in each of the individual runs, but
the full methodology requires us to look at a higher level, given in Fig. 8·2. Here a
fourth order polynomial is used to represent a spatially varying acoustic field. The
error field is initialized with a random straight trajectory, as though the vehicle were
to drive in a straight line taking measurements. Two randomly selected collections of
data points are used to make two estimated fields, and their difference generates the
error field. Then a trajectory is selected as demonstrated in Fig. 8·1, but after each
trajectory, both the estimated field (shown in Fig. 8·2(b-e) and the error field (the
difference between Si−1 and Si−2) are updated. This is used as the input field for the
next trajectory solution. If no solution is found (the numerical method looks over a
bounded region of tf ) then the vehicle will simply drift, and take an additional data
point, and use the final point as the start for a new solution.
Fig. 8·2f shows how the actual field and the estimated field varies within the region
of interest for 100 iterations. The scalar error ES represented in Fig. 8·2f is found
by subtracting the approximated field Si from the known true field representation A
and summing across the area of interest ([xlb, xub], [ylb, yub]),
ES =
xub∑
xlb
yub∑
ylb
|A − Si|. (8.31)
Although there are some iterations with highly varying differences, for the 50 iter-
ations here this has trended towards zero (two are omitted from the graphic because
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Figure 8·2: Actual field and approximated fields over N iterations,
with error. c© 2017 IEEE
the initial error is several orders of magnitude above the other, but these lines also
trend towards zero). This is obviously a local result for the region here, and its general
behavior is the subject of ongoing work. However, based on the proposed uses for this
method, local regions are sufficient for making initial decisions about the placement
of the vehicles for the subsequent sensing tasks.
8.4 Expansion to Acoustic Fields
The biggest challenge to expanding this approach to real world acoustic fields is that
the PMP requires continuous and continuously differentiable functions as inputs for
the cost functions, and in particular the terminal cost function which is currently
using an error function such as Eq. 8.1. This function in the previous cases has
had a polynomial form because the two approximations being subtracted also have
polynomial forms, thus this function is also C1. However, to repeat this process
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on a modelled acoustic field, a representation of the field is needed that fits these
same requirements. In Chapter 5, a new method for creating these kinds of functions
was explored, and Legendre polynomials were selected as the ideal candidate basis
function based on the requirements. While these theoretically meet the requirements
of the PMP and have been shown to create good approximations, a demonstration is
still in order.
In Fig. 8·3, an actual and approximated transmission loss profile is shown. The
actual field has a much steeper peak at the source, but the approximated field still has
a maxima where the source is located. These are the same results shown in Chapter 5.
In order to first demonstrate the PMP is able to solve for optimal solutions using fields
of this form as input, the underlying field is used directly as input to the PMP. The
expected result is that the PMP be able to direct the vehicle towards the peak value of
the field. For this reason, it should also be noted that the approximation in Fig. 8·3b
has been inverted. The source value for transmission loss fields is a minima and in
Chapter 5 the axes are inverted. In order to use the values with the algorithm, the
negative values have been selected.
The results of this are shown in Fig. 8·4. The vehicle is directed towards the
source, and over the course of the trajectory the cost function has been minimized.
In this figure the goal was to demonstrate that the vehicle is able to find the peak
source, so α has been set to 10−17, which results in very high control forces. In
the future simulations this can be lessened significantly, resulting in trajectories that
minize the cost function but may not necessarily drive the vehicle as far from its
starting location.
Having verified that the PMP is able to solve for valid trajectories, the iterative
method described above can be applied. This is shown in Fig. 8·5. In Fig. 8·5a the
modelled 100 Hz field is shown for reference. In Fig. 8·5b the error versus iteration
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Figure 8·3: 1000 Hz field, with (a) actual field and (b) Legendre
polynomial basis function approximation.
of the PMP algorithm is shown (different trajectories collect different numbers of
data points based on their length). While the polynomial fields could be quickly
driven to zero, implementing this method on a modelled acoustic field appears to
have more challenges. The use of the basis functions to model acoustic fields rather
than polynomials means that there is no longer an assumed structure to the fields.
The result of this is that the fields between iterations are not forced to change as
much by a few additional data points, so the error surface does not have as many
peaks for the PMP to grab onto. As a result there are many more smaller jumps
in a local region. However, the stepwise pattern in the data suggests that the error
eventually does get large and forces the vehicle to move to a new location. Each
time the error jumps up (presumably because a new lobe has appeared where there
is no data), eventually the error is driven down again until the process repeates.
This results in a much slower convergence. The trajectory used to generate this
curve is shown in Fig. 8·5c. This is also important to note that the coverage here
is not nearly as random as randomly placed data points, which has been shown in
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the past to cause some issues for the basis functions. The PMP has also driven
the vehicle out of the aperture in several cases, but it eventually returned to the
aperture once significant error develops. The final result after 100 iterations of the
algorithm is shown in Fig. 8·5d. There is still considerable error in the approximation,
but the major features of the field are beginning to appear. In these simulations, the
algorithm was initialized with two groupings of randomly distributed points in a small
region, as well as a border walk of regularly spaced points. This border limits the
approximations, and provides a reference point for the fields to fluctuate. Leaving
out the border appears to exacerbate the issue of the field locally having small error
but not fluctuating away from the data points.
While the algorithm ought to be able to map the field over many iterations, more
work is necessary to allow it to converge smoothly and quickly. It has been previously
suggested that the error method is only appropriate for a single vehicle, so this is
further motivation to construct a new information function to drive the vehicle.
8.5 Conclusion
Continuous space optimal control methods such as those presented in this chapter
have often been avoided due to the complexity of solving the mixed boundary value
problem. The results shown here demonstrate that there is a viable approach avail-
able for solving these equations to achieve objectives relevant to the use of surface and
underwater vehicles for acoustic sensing applications. Use of such methods improve
the ability of these sensors to operate in the often unpredictably noisy environment
that the ocean, and particularly busy harbors provide. It also opens up subsequent
questions about how to place vehicles relative to these fields to achieve a variety of
objectives. Future work can focus on expanding the method to multiple vehicles by
including more sophisticated descriptions of the information field, e.g mutual infor-
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mation, and for dealing with the challenges of applying this over multiple frequencies
simultaneously. However, while the viability of generating a solution with the basis
functions has been shown, further modification of the algorithm is required for the
algorithm to run efficiently.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
Underwater autonomous systems will be most powerful when they are able to fully
leverage the acoustic information that guides their communications and behaviors.
This thesis has advanced that goal by providing three motion control laws directly
integrated with acoustic data that control vehicles for source localization. This was
achieved in this work in Part I by reviewing the relevant acoustic and vehicle models
utilized in the work. In Part II new methods were discussed that are required for
data processing and noise filtering. Finally, in Part III this was synthesized with
three types of motion control laws.
The contributions of this work were explored in Parts II and III. First in Part
II new techniques for noise filtering and synthesizing acoustic data into continous
analytical functions were discussed. The first was achieved through applying Principal
Component Analysis, and developing a new matrix construction that greatly reduced
the overall error in the final reconstruction while successfully maintaining the most
important peak frequencies, even in the face of extremely high noise levels. This
approach to noise filtering can be applied autonomously. The second method of
continuous analytical functions were developed using a finite series of basis functions,
and it was shown that the Legendre polynomials that met the requirements of the
PMP, provided the best tradeoff of the candidates between accuracy and runtime.
Additionally, a new spline interpolation method for creating intermediate data points
allowed this method to be extended into significantly high frequency ranges than
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could be achieved stably with just the collected data points.
The control algorithms presented included a feedback and observer method, a
gradient ascent method and an optimal control method. The feedback and observer
methods showed how linearizing the acoustic field and using a coordinate system
centered at the source could allow a vehicle to find a beacon, or to gather information
about its relative location. The sensing task could be combined with the control task
in this case, as the vehicle moved around according to the control law, it both moved
towards the source and synthesized the measurements into information about the
sources location. In the gradient ascent method, the major hurdle was synthesizing
the information into a form that gradient ascent could be used on. This was done
initially with a pseudo-gradient ascent method that utilized Matched Field Processing
and a Bayesian filter. In this method the vehicle climbed the pressure field. This
estimate of the field was generated by Matched Field Processing techniques that
had been expanded to include measurements taken at different times, as well as a
Bayesian filter that allowed for the calculations to take place in the presence of noise.
These methods also provided the extension to non-monotonic fields by creating a
probability function on which gradient ascent could be applied directly. Finally, the
optimal control method of Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle was combined with a
cost function that balanced information and control energy, as well as a technique for
solving the PMP in real time to map acoustic fields, either for minimizing ambient
noise fields for dynamic arrays or for source localization.
While these methods are contributions in and of themselves, the variety of methods
explored in this work provides an opportunity for one final contribution. This is an
understanding of when each of these methods is best applied, and what their strengths
and weaknesses are. These are going to be discussed in detail for each algorithm, and
then collected into a table below. All three algorithms have one major strength,
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which is that they have been designed to perform their functions, even in the face of
non-monotonic pressure fields.
The feedback and observer algorithms that are presented here are very useful for
driving a vehicle towards a source while simultaneously gathering more information
about its location. It has been proposed as a useful algorithm for creating a beacon
positioning system, but there are some difficulties in generalizing it to overall source
localization. The method requires prior knowledge of the acoustic field in order to
setup the measurement equations. This is not an issue for a beacon system since
this can be designed, but for a generic source in a generic environment no analytical
expression will be available without a survey. It also requires that this analytical
expression can be linearized to be used with the linear observer system outlined in
this work.
The gradient ascent methods presented are able to synthesize data collected and
provide a control law for the vehicle by utilizing Match Field Processing with a
Bayesian Filter to handle noisy environments. The initial method proposed is a
pseudo gradient ascent method in two ways. The first is that the pressure field
is assumed to be monotonic, and a radial motion is introduced in order to provide
adequate data to the MFP algorithm. In an expansion of this, the probability function
that describes the estimated source location is used for the gradient ascent, making
the method generic to acoustic fields that are non-monotonic. In order to allow the
MFP algorithm to function, the radial motion component is still necessary. The major
issue with this method is that it assumes the environment parameters of sound speed
profile and bottom characteristics are known in order to compute the MFP algorithm.
This is generally easier to know than the specific acoustic field, since that requires
information about both the source and environmental characteristics, but it is still
not generic.
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Finally, the application of the PMP that is the optimal control algorithm devel-
oped here maps an acoustic field by trading off information and control energy, and
uses the basis function approximations to represent the field. The strengths of this
method are that it is agnostic to the field and to the environmental characteristics, it
simply aims to map. If it is combined with other methods to identify source locations
as data is coming in, it will take on the limitations of those methods, but a field
can be characterized without any prior information. The drawbacks of this method
are that it takes on the limitations of the field representations. There is in general
an upper limit to the computational time and necessary number of data points that
need to be collected for the basis functions to provide good representations, but it
was shown that these can at least represent physically meaningful fields at 1000 Hz.
In the following section, the next steps for each of these algorithms are discussed
- ways in which the strengths can be increased and the weaknesses mitigated in each
case. However, as the algorithms currently stand, each is uniquely suited for different
scenarios. The PMP algorithm, because it does not require any previous knowledge
of the field, is most appropriate as a first sensing method for vehicles in a new area. It
has always been proposed as a mapping method for ambient noise, though obviously
any situation with meaningful sources in it can also be combined with MFP methods
to identify source locations. It is also appropriate for scenarios where the vehicle
should not be instructed to go towards the source, since it is the only algorithm
that does not explicitly drive the vehicle towards the source. There are surveillance
scenarios where this could be useful, and the algorithm can be expanded to keep the
vehicles away from the sources that are being identified by introducing this as a term
in the cost function.
The feedback and observer algorithms, because they currently require an analytical
expression for the acoustic field itself, are most appropriate for the beacon scenario
171
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described. In most traditional source localization tasks, this is explicitly not the case.
However, this is not to say that this method is not a useful concept. The lack of
GPS and other positioning systems underwater mean that most underwater vehicles
rely on inertial positioning systems. There are other methods in the literature that
using timed pulses, but these require clocks to be synced, and this method would not
require that.
Finally the gradient ascent is the most generic motion algorithm that drives the
vehicle towards the source. It does require bathymetry information, but in most
scenarios where these vehicles will operate that can be collected beforehand. In
the scenario where vehicles are protecting harbors and investigate incoming vehicles,
this information can be precisely mapped out for the regions where the vehicles will
operate. In more generic scenarios, the Bayesian Filter will allow the vehicles to accept
some uncertainty in these parameters as long as the combined effect of environmental
noise and the parameter uncertainty do not become too high.
This suggests an easy hierarchy for these algorithms, in terms of the specification
of parameters. The optimal control PMP algorithm is on the low specificity end of
this spectrum, while the feedback and observer methods are on the high end, and
the gradient ascent methods are in the middle. The next section discusses possible
improvements of these algorithms.
9.1 Future Work
This work has contributed a new suite of acoustically driven control schemes, but as
with all work there are next steps to be pursued in future work. This section gives an
overview of these next steps, but also notes some of the theoretical gaps that could
help expand these methods.
The PCA noise filter that was introduced here is currently only valid for Gaus-
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sian noise. While this certainly describes many kinds of noise that these vehicles will
experience, such as flow noise over the hydrophones in particular, the background
noise in the ocean is described by Wenz curves. An expansion of PCA that takes
these curves into account would provide a powerful tool for deep water exploration
and noise filtering. There is the possibility of expanding this by looking at Indepen-
dent Component Analysis, or by adapting the Scree Rule developed in Chapter 4 to
take into account how Wenz noise would propagate through to the final eigenvalue
distribution.
The Legendre polynomials that were used to provide continuous, analytical func-
tions for the other methods do provide reasonably accurate representations of the
acoustic fields out to 1000 Hz. However, if sensing is to be done at frequencies higher
than this on a more regular basis, it would be useful to condense the Legendre algo-
rithm so that it runs more quickly. Currently the Legendre polynomials are found
by iteratively calculating a matrix of coefficients. This could be sped up by doing
this processing once and then accessing a library, or there may be other more elegant
methods. The spline method allows access to these higher frequencies, and it is possi-
ble there are other basis functions that provide better building blocks at lower orders
for these kinds of functions. This may also be an opportunity to reach back into the
PMP derivation. Splines and other piecewise continuous functions could be used to
approximate these higher frequency fields with more fidelity at lower numbers of data
points, but currently are not compatible with the PMP derivation or the solution
method that was derived in Chapter 8. Revisiting both of these with the assumption
that the terminal cost will be a piecewise continuous function may lead to better
approximation methods being available. Some radial basis functions may also fit into
this category, though many explored did not meet the continuity requirements.
The feedback and observer methods are currently based on using the actual acous-
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tic field. A possible combined use of the PMP and this method is utilizing the PMP
to come up with an analytical expression of the pressure field and then using the
feedback and observer methods to drive the vehicle towards specific features in that
field. However, this is not an easy expansion for two reasons. For both cases, while
linearizing the basis functions is possible, a more elegant solution would be to derive
a non-linear controller that can be used regardless of the order of basis functions
required. In the observer case, the Luenberger observer’s guarantee of stability is
based on an assumption of linearity. The non-linear observer literature is based on
the idea that the dynamics are non-linear, but the observations are still modeled as
linear. This is a possible area where an expansion of the control theory to non-linear
observation equations would allow a quick expansion of this method to include basis
functions, or possibly other analytical solutions of the pressure field. Finally, there is
the issue of the vehicle dynamics. The linear model was shown to not be observable in
two dimensions or higher in Chapter 6. While there are no linear models known that
would remedy this for the vehicles with simple propulsion mechanisms, it is possible
that the dynamics of other types of vehicles may allow this method to be expanded
into two dimensions.
The gradient ascent method that utilizes MFP and Bayesian filters thus far has
assumed Gaussian noise. It may be possible to derive more sophisticated probability
models to describe both the uncertainty for different MFP techniques, or to base the
noise models on other assumptions such as the Wenz curves mentioned earlier. This
may allow the algorithm to converge more quickly to an estimated source location,
or allow it to do so under higher parameter uncertainty or noise. There is also room
to coordinate motion across many vehicles in a way that does not simply cause them
to collectively hone in on the source, but rather optimizes over the full swarm how
best to get more information.
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The optimal control algorithm that uses the PMP has many opportunities for
further expansion. The first is that there are many other cost functions that could be
explored that either build on this method or look for other quantities. However, so
long as the form of the cost function remains similar, the same solution method can be
used. There are also, as stated in the basis function discussion above, opportunities
for rederiving these solutions and methods for piecewise continuous functions. There
is also room to expand this method to adaptively evaluate the cost function over
frequency, as dominant frequencies in the field begin to emerge. There is also room
to expand this method to include a cost function that can elegantly handle multiple
vehicles. While the current cost function would do so, it would not preclude vehicles
from taking measurements in locations near each other, or from outright colliding
with each other. Adding in this robustness for swarm vehicles would be a useful
expansion of the method.
9.2 Summary
This work has contributed a suite of new acoustically driven control schemes. While
there is still work to be done in creating parity between the sophistication of control
schemes for air and land vehicles with underwater vehicles, this work is an important
first step in that direction. It has been shown in this work that acoustic data can be
represented in ways that can be used with either feedback control, gradient ascent or
optimal control algorithms, and specific algorithms have been proposed and tested
through simulations.
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Part IV
Appendices
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Appendix A
Derivation of the Acoustic Field Due to a
Point Source in an Isovelocity Rigid
Bottom Ocean
A.1 Problem Description
The problem of a point source in an idealized ocean, is a classical acoustics problem
with an analytical solution. The idealized ocean means assuming a rigid bottom
and a pressure release top, as well as a constant density and sound speed for the
isovelocity case. One method of finding the solution for the pressure field in this
case is to use the technique of normal modes. There are many sufficiently subtle and
detailed steps along the way that this manuscript has been prepared. This is both to
provide the solution in its entirey, but also to provide references to the two currently
available solutions, each of which has drawbacks in fully understanding this problem.
The first is Computational Ocean Acoustics [Jensen et al., 2011], which provides
a solution bridging several different chapters, and with a few of the mathematical
subtleties left for the reader to find (a prime example being the conversion of the
Dirac delta function), as well as lacking an explicit statement of source normalization.
However, Fundamentals of Ocean Acoustics [Kinsler et al., 2000], while providing a
more detailed approach with more explicitly outlined assumptions, does not approach
at all the problem of deriving the forced Helmholtz, and does not provide detailed
information on the orthogonality of the solution sets that allows the normal mode
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Figure A·1: Problem setup to determine the pressure field, p(r, z, t)
in an ocean with a pressure release top and rigid bottom.
solution to be applied.
The solution begins with a graphical description of the problem, shown in Fig.
A·1. The ocean is a fixed depth, D with a pressure release top and a rigid bottom,
and the source is located on the z axis at r = 0. The goal is to find a pressure function
p(r, z, t).
A.2 Derivation of the Forced Wave Equation
In order to find an expression for the acoustic pressure due to a source in the bounded
ocean, a solution must be found for a forced Helmholtz equation, with the appropriate
boundary conditions. This requires solving the wave equation, which is shown below
for time dependent displacement potential ψ,
∇2(ψ(r, t))− 1
c2
∂2(ψ(r, t))
∂t2
= f(r, t). (A.1)
In order to solve this equation an expression is required for the forcing function,
f(r, t). This requires solving for a free field point source using the unforced Helmholtz
equation, then using Green’s functions to show that this free field solution is a solution
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to a particular forced Helmholtz equation.
The free field point solution is found by utilizing a boundary condition that is
derived from a pulsating sphere. This sphere is assumed to have a radius, r = a, in
an infinite, homogenous fluid. The field is generated by a surface displacement, u,
u(t, a) = Ce−jω0t (A.2)
The next step is to find a general solution to apply this boundary condition to. There
is no displacement wave equation, so the displacement potential ψ, which does satisfy
the wave equation, and is related to displacement by
u = ∇ψ. (A.3)
The goal is a Helmholtz equation that is in terms of pressure so it is useful that
displacement potential is also related to pressure. From the displacement potential
wave equation the unforced Helmholtz equation on frequency dependent displacement
potential ψ can be found,
[∇2 + k2]ψ(ω, r) = 0 (A.4)
which has the generic solution that is well documented in [Jensen et al., 2011]
ψ(ω, r) =
{
(A/r)ejkr
(B/r)e−jkr
(A.5)
Since the medium is assumed to be infinite, the first coefficient can be set to zero,
B = 0. This implies there are no incoming waves, also known as the radiation
condition. The resulting solution for displacement potential is,
ψ(ω, r) = A
ejkr
r
(A.6)
The field is omni-directional because the displacement is assumed to be uniform
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in all directions except r. So the relationship between the displacement potential ψ
and u, which is generally u = ∇ψ, simplifies to
u =
∂ψ
∂r
(A.7)
yielding the displacement equation,
u(ω, r) = Aejkr
(
jk
r
− 1
r2
)
. (A.8)
Utilizing this result, the displacement equation can be evaluated at the boundary
r = a,
u(ω, a) = Aejka
[
jka− 1
a2
]
. (A.9)
A simple point source has been assumed, corresponding to the assumption that ka <<
1. Utilizing this, the equation can be further simplified by assuming that the ka terms
go to zero. Thus ejka = 1 and the term disappears from the fraction,
u(ω, a) = −A
a2
. (A.10)
Next the boundary conditions are applied to determine A, but first the Fourier Trans-
form of the time domain function is required,
u(ω) = Cδ(ω − ω0) (A.11)
which when substituted into the previous equation yields
A = −a2Cδ(ω − ω0). (A.12)
This is substituted into the expression for the displacement potential to yield,
ψ(r) = −a
2Cδ(ω − ω0)
r
ejkr. (A.13)
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As discussed above, the eventual goal is to derive a forced Helmholtz equation. To
this end this function for displacement potential is manipulated into a special form
known as a Green’s function, gw(r, 0), where
gw(r, 0) =
ejkr
4pir
(A.14)
which importantly is the solution to a forced Helmholtz equation,
[∇2 + k2]gω(r, r0) = −δ(r − r0). (A.15)
By manipulating the displacement potential into the form of a Green’s function, the
forced Helmholtz equation can be manipulated alongside it to determine the exact
equation for which the free field point source is the solution. To begin this process, a
source strength in terms of volume displacement Sω is defined, such that
Sωgω(r, 0) = Sω
ejkr
4pir
= −a
2Cδ(ω − ω0)ejkr
r
. (A.16)
Cancelling the terms on both sides and rearranging the equations yields,
Sω = −4pia2Cδ(ω − ω0). (A.17)
Next the generic forced Helmholtz equations for Green’s functions is multiplied through
with the source strength,
[∇2 + k2]Sωgω(r, r0) = −Sωδ(r − r0). (A.18)
The value on the left hand side is replaced with the displacement potential, and then
the source strength is replaced with the expression in Eq. A.16 on the right hand side.
[∇2 + k2]ψ(ω, r) = 4pia2Cδ(ω − ω0)δ(r − r0). (A.19)
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As discussed before, the goal is to solve for a pressure field, so this source equation
must be converted into one dependent on pressure. This starts with the relationship
between pressure and the displacement potential,
p(t) = −ρ∂
2ψ¯(t)
∂t2
(A.20)
and then taking the Fourier Transform of this equation yields
p(ω) = −ρω2ψ(ω) (A.21)
which can be rearranged to solve for ψ(ω) and then substituted into the Helmholtz
equation,
[∇2 + k2] 1
ρω2
p(ω) = −4pia2Cδ(ω − ω0)δ(r − r0). (A.22)
Finally before utilizing this equation, the pressure distribution is nondimensionalized
and normalized to p′. The normalization is to 1 non-dimensional unit of pressure at
1 m. An expression is derived for the pressure, using the relationship in Eq. A.20
and its Fourier Transform, Eq. A.21 which is subsituted into the solution for ψ(ω) to
yield,
p(ω, r) = −ρω
2a2Cδ(ω − ω0)
r
ejkr. (A.23)
The nondimensional pressure is defined to retain the time and spatial dependence, so
p′(ω, r) = δ(ω − ω0)ejkr. (A.24)
A normalization factor, α, is selected such that
|p′(ω, 1)| = 1 = α|p(ω, 1)|. (A.25)
Plugging in the amplitudes,
1 = α
−ρω2a2C
r
(A.26)
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and then solving for α. While r = 1 m, in order to retain the dimensions for the
remainder of the solution, r = rα = 1 m is carried through the remainder of the
solution. Thenp′/α is subsituted to yield
[∇2 + k2] 1
ρω2rα
(−ρω2a2C)p′(ω) = −4pia2Cδ(ω − ω0)δ(r − r0). (A.27)
Cancelling terms, and dropping the prime notation this simplifies to,
[∇2 + k2]p(ω) = −4pirαU(ω)δ(r − r0). (A.28)
Finally, selecting U(t) = e−jωt and returning to the time domain yields,
∇2p− 1
c2
∂2p
∂t2
= −4pirαδ(r)e−jωt (A.29)
A.3 Derivation of the Forced Helmholtz Equation
In order to find the normal mode solution, this wave equation is transformed into
a Helmholtz Equation by taking the Fourier transform. However, the Dirac delta
function also has to be replaced with an expression in cylindrical coordinates.
A.3.1 Dirac Transformation
In order to continue with the derivation the vector Dirac δ(r) has to be transformed
into a form that is dependent on r, z explicitly.
The Dirac delta function is defined in one dimensional rectangular coordinates by
the following property,
∞∫
−∞
δ(x)dx = 1 (A.30)
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which is expanded to n dimensional Cartesian coordinates by,∫
Rn
δn(x)dx = 1. (A.31)
Since the calculations are done in cylindrical coordinates, (r = (r, z, θ)), the value of
the Delta dirac in cylindrical coordinates is determined by a change of variables in
the integral. Applying the Jacobian, J = r,
∞∫
−∞
δ(x)rdrdθdz = 1 (A.32)
the value for δ(x − x0) that causes the integral to evaluate to 1 must be found. If
r0 6= 0, thenthe location of the point where the delta function peaks is specified with
three coordinates, (r0, θ0, z0). Thus three delta functions are required in order to
specify the location. The value of the function is only ∞ when (r, θ, z) = (r0, θ0, z0)
and 0 otherwise. Substituting this into the integral then it must be normalized for
the Jacobian so the integral evaluates to 1. Then for r0 6= 0,
δ3(x− x0) = 1
r
δ(r − r0)δ(θ − θ0)δ(z − z0). (A.33)
In the case where r0 = 0, only need two coordinates are required to specify the
location of the delta, (r0, θ0, z0), and θ can be left unspecified. Since there is now
no dependence on θ, the integral evaluates to a 2pi that must also be included in the
normalization. This means that for r0 = 0,
δ(x− x0) = 1
2pir
δ(r)δ(z − z0). (A.34)
Returning to our problem description, we have specified that r0 = 0, since the forcing
function will occur at the source which we assume to be on the axis. This means that
we can update the wave equation with the new Dirac Delta for cylindrical coordinates,
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with the 2pi from the coordinate transformation cancelled out,
∇2p− 1
c2
∂2p
∂t2
= −2
r
rαδ(r)δ(z − z0)e−jωt. (A.35)
A.3.2 Fourier Transform to Helmholtz Equation
Now that the Dirac has been transformed into cylindrical coordinates, the wave equa-
tion can be turned into a Helmholtz equation. This is done by evaluating its Fourier
Transform. First it is assumed that the pressure function has a specific form,
p(r, z, t) = P˜ (r, z)e−jωt (A.36)
which means that the Fourier transform of Eq. A.35 is
∇2P˜ (r, z)δ(ω−ω0)+ 1
c2
(jω)2P˜ (r, z)δ(ω−ω0) = −2
r
rαδ(r)δ(z−z0)δ(ω−ω0). (A.37)
Collecting terms and cancelling the ω Dirac delta yields
[∇2 + ω
2
c2
]P˜ (r, z) = −2
r
rαδ(r)δ(z − z0). (A.38)
This is the inhomogenous Helmholtz equation which is used to derive the modal
solution.
A.4 Generic Solution of the Forced Helmholtz Equation
Once this forced Helmholtz Equation is derived, the next step is to find a general
solution. This begins with rewriting the Helmholtz equation by assuming that the
field depends spatially on only r and z. A depth dependence in density is retained,
yielding
1
r
[
∂
∂r
(
r
∂P˜
∂r
)]
+ ρ(z)
∂
∂z
[
1
ρ(z)
∂P˜
∂z
]
+
ω2
c2(z)
P˜ = −2
r
rαδ(r)δ(z − z0). (A.39)
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The solution begins with the unforced equation,
1
r
[
∂
∂r
(
r
∂P˜
∂r
)]
+ ρ(z)
∂
∂z
[
1
ρ(z)
∂P˜
∂z
]
+
ω2
c2(z)
P˜ = 0. (A.40)
Separation of variables is used to solve this, assuming
P˜ (r, z) = R(r)Z(z) (A.41)
which when substituted into the previous equation yields
1
r
[
∂
∂r
(
r
∂R(r)Z(z)
∂r
)]
+ ρ(z)
∂
∂z
[
1
ρ(z)
∂R(r)Z(z)
∂z
]
+
ω2
c2(z)
R(r)Z(z) = 0. (A.42)
Pulling out the terms that are not dependent on the derivative, and then dividing
through by R(r)Z(z) yields
1
rR(r)
[
∂
∂r
(
r
∂R(r)
∂r
)]
+
ρ(z)
Z(z)
∂
∂z
[
1
ρ(z)
∂Z(z)
∂z
]
+
ω2
c2(z)
= 0. (A.43)
This is written in the final useful form by pulling out a 1/Z(z) from the constant
term. Obviously this could be grouped with either set of terms, but selecting the z
dependent grouping yields the particular forms that is exploited later in the solution.
This yields the modal equation,
1
R(r)
[
1
r
d
dr
(
r
dR(r)
dr
]
+
1
Z(z)
[
ρ(z)
d
dz
(
1
ρ(z)
dZ(z)
dz
)
+
ω2
c2(z)
Z(z)
]
= 0. (A.44)
Inspecting the terms in this equation, the two bracketed terms each depends only on
a single variable. Therefore, in order for them to sum to zero, each term must be
equal to a constant, called the separation constant, and denoted as k2rm. Utilizing this
constant and focusing on the z dependent bracket of Eq. A.44 to write,
1
Z(z)
[
ρ(z)
d
dz
(
1
ρ(z)
dZ(z)
dz
)
+
ω2
c2(z)
Z(z)
]
= k2rm (A.45)
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and multiplying across by Z(z) and moving the term back across the equal signs
yields
ρ(z)
d
dz
(
1
ρ(z)
dZ(z)
dz
)
+
[
ω2
c2(z)
− k2rm
]
Z(z) = 0. (A.46)
This form is useful because it is an example of a Sturm-Liouville equation, which has
the general form of,
d
dx
[
v(x)
dy
dx
]
+ q(x)y = −λw(x)y (A.47)
and this is useful to know because of some of the special properties of these types of
differential equations, several of which we will exploit to solve for the pressure field.
The first of these useful properties is that these equations have an infinite number
of solutions, which can be thought of like the modes of a vibrating string, and which
we will denote as Zm. The second useful property is that these modes are orthogonal,
or
D∫
0
Zm(z)Zn(z)
ρ(z)
dz = 0 for m 6= n. (A.48)
We will also assume that these modes are normalized so that
D∫
0
Z2m(z)
ρ(z)
dz = 1 = nSL. (A.49)
Again, the normalization is set to 1 m2/kg, but in order to preserve dimensionality,
the constant nSL is carried through. The last of the properties is that the nodes form
a complete set, which means that any arbitrary function can be written as a sum of
all the modes with a series of coefficients. If those coefficients are selected to be the
r dependent functions then,
P˜ (r, z) =
∞∑
m=1
Rm(r)Zm(z). (A.50)
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This is substituted into the forced Helmholtz equation to yield
1
r
(
∂
∂r
(
r
∂
∑∞
m=1Rm(r)Zm(z)
∂r
))
+ ρ(z)
∂
∂z
(
1
ρ(z)
∂
∑∞
m=1Rm(r)Zm(z)
∂z
)
+
ω2
c2(z)
∞∑
m=1
Rm(r)Zm(z) = −2
r
rαδ(r)δ(z − zs). (A.51)
Pulling out the sums, and the terms that are not dependent on the derivatives yields,
∞∑
m=1
{
Zm(z)
1
r
d
dr
(
r
dRm(r)
dr
)
+Rm(r)
[
ρ(z)
d
dz
(
1
ρ(z)
dZm(z)
dz
)
+
ω2
c2(z)
Zm(z)
]}
= −2
r
rαδ(r)δ(z − zs). (A.52)
The terms in the second set of brackets can be rearranged into the modal equation Eq
A.44 to solve for (ω2/c2(z))Z(z). The result is substituted into the previous equation
to cancel out the differential terms. This yields the following equation,
∞∑
m=1
{
Zm(z)
1
r
d
dr
(
r
dRm(r)
dr
)
+ k2rmRm(r)Zm(z)
]}
= −2
r
rαδ(r)δ(z − zs). (A.53)
Taking advantage of the orthogonal property of the Sturm-Liouville equations by
applying the operator yields,
D∫
0
(·)Zn(z)
ρ(z)
dz. (A.54)
The sides of the subsequent equations are evaluated separately. Applying the Sturm
Liouville operator, by the orthogonality of the solutions, leaves only the nth term in
the sum, with the integral having evaluated to 1,[
1
r
d
dr
[
r
dRn(r)
dr
]
+ k2rmRn(r)
]
nSL. (A.55)
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Focusing on the right side after applying the operator yields,
D∫
0
−2
r
rαδ(r)δ(z − zs)Zn(z)
ρ(z)
dz. (A.56)
Then pulling out the terms that do not depend on z,
−2
r
rαδ(r)
D∫
0
δ(z − zs)Zn(z)
ρ(z)
dz. (A.57)
Then using the property of the Delta dirac,
∞∫
−∞
f(x)δ(x− x0)dx = f(x0) (A.58)
which if applied to Eq. A.57 above, yields
−2
r
rαδ(r)
Zn(zs)
ρ(zs)
. (A.59)
Collecting both sides back together yields the full equation,
1
r
d
dr
[
r
dRn(r)
dr
]
+ k2rmRn(r) = −
2rα
rnSL
δ(r)
Zn(zs)
ρ(zs)
. (A.60)
The solution to this equation is a Hankel function. The radiation condition implies
the Hankel function of the first kind, or H
(1)
0 ,
Rn(r) =
−jpirα
ρ(z)nSL
Zn(zs)H
(1)
0 (krmr) (A.61)
which is substitute into the pressure equation to yield the pressure amplitude,
P =
−jpirα
ρ(z)nSL
∞∑
m=1
Zn(zs)Zn(z)H
(1)
0 (krmr) (A.62)
which can then be substituted into the time dependent pressure equation to yield the
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final generic solution,
p(r, z, t) =
−jpirα
ρ(z)nSL
e−jωt
∞∑
m=1
Zn(zs)Zn(z)H
(1)
0 (krmr). (A.63)
The Hankel funcation can be approximated with an exponential function,
H
(1)
0 ≈
√
2
pir
e−jpi/4
ejkrmr√
krm
(A.64)
which when substituted into the previous equation yields,
p(r, z, t) ≈ −jpirα
ρ(z)nSL
√
2pi
r
e−jpi/4e−jωt
∞∑
m=1
Zn(zs)Zn(z)
ejkrmr√
krm
. (A.65)
It is important to remember that this is an expression for a dimensionless pressure,
so to return it to Pascals, the normalization of α must be carried out in reverse.
Substituting in the various placeholders for normalization factors that equal 1 yields
a simplified equation,
p(r, z, t) ≈ −jpi
ρ(z)
√
2pi
r
e−jpi/4e−jωt
∞∑
m=1
Zn(zs)Zn(z)
ejkrmr√
krm
. (A.66)
It is important to note that because the dimensionality placeholders have been carried
through, this equation can only be used with the SI units of those placeholders.
A.5 Isovelocity Solution of the Forced Helmholtz Equation
The final step in this solution is to determine the specific case of the isovelocity
solution. This implies that the speed of sound c and the density ρ are constant. In
order to find this solution, Eq. A.46 is revisited with the sound speed and density
assumptions to yield,
d2Z(z)
dz2
+
[
ω2
c2
− k2rm
]
Z(z) = 0. (A.67)
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The following is proposed as a solution to this equation,
Zm(z) = A sin(kzz) +B cos(kzz) (A.68)
where kz is related to the separation constant by
kz =
√(
ω
c
)2
− k2rm. (A.69)
This is easily verified to be a valid solution by substituting it back into Eq. A.67.
The boundary conditions are used to find the coefficients. These boundary conditions
have been discussed generically. That is the surface is a pressure release boundary,
and the bottom is a rigid bottom. These assumptions have not yet been written in
equation form. The surface condition, that it is a pressure release, implies that the
value at that location is 0, or
Z(0) = 0 (A.70)
which when substituted into our equation yields B = 0. The bottom boundary
condition is a rigid bottom, which requires zero normal velocity,
dZ
dz
∣∣∣∣
z=D
= 0 (A.71)
which evaluates to
Akz cos(kzD) = 0. (A.72)
In order for this to be true (dismissing the trivial solution that A = 0), the term
inside the cosine must be half integers of pi, or
kzD = (m− 1
2
)pi for m = 1, 2, ... (A.73)
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which, returning to the separation constant, means
krm =
√(
ω
c
)2
−
[(
m− 1
2
)
pi
D
]2
for m = 1, 2, ... (A.74)
This still has not determined our value for A. This requires normalizing the modes
using Eq. A.49 equation,
D∫
0
(A sin(kzz))
2
ρ
dz = nSL. (A.75)
Pulling out the constants,
A2
ρ
D∫
0
sin2(kzz))dz = nSL (A.76)
then evaluating the integral using the formula,∫
sin2(x)dx =
x
2
− sin 2x
4
+ C (A.77)
so that the equation evaluates to
A2
ρ
[
D
2
− sin 2kzD
4kz
− 0
2
+
sin 2kz0
4kz
]
= nSL. (A.78)
The last two terms evaluate to 0. The second term however is also equal to 0, which
can be determined using the identity sin 2u = 2 sinu cosu. Noting that kz has been
selected such that cos kzD = 0, then this term is also zero. This yields,
A2D
2ρ
= nSL. (A.79)
Solving for A,
A =
√
2ρnSL
D
(A.80)
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yields the final proposed solution,
Zm(z) =
√
2ρnSL
D
sin(kzmz). (A.81)
Substituting this into the general solution in Eq. A.65 yields
p(r, z, t) ≈ −j
√
8pi
r
rα
D
e−jpi/4e−jωt
∞∑
m=1
sin kzmzs sin kzmz
ejkrmr√
krm
. (A.82)
It is important again to remember that this is an expression for dimensionless pressure,
so in order to return to Pascals the α normalization must be carried out in reverse.
This can also be rewritten with all the various constants that are equal to 1 evaluated
to yield a simplified equation,
p(r, z, t) ≈ −j
√
8pi
r
1
D
e−jpi/4e−jωt
∞∑
m=1
sin kzmzs sin kzmz
ejkrmr√
krm
. (A.83)
And again, since the dimension factors have been carried out, this equation can only
be used in the SI units of those factors.
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